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1.0 INTRODUCTION
 
This document constitutes the final report for the Wide Field Planetary Camera
 
Optics Study, sponsored by California Institute of Technology Jet Propulsion
 
Laboratory and conducted by Eastman Kodak Company.
 
1.1 BACKGROUND
 
The 	Wide Field/Planetary Camera (WF/PC) will be used with the Space Telescope
 
(ST) 	to obtain high angular resolution astronomical information over a wide
 
field. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory design concept employs internal optics
 
to relay the ST image to a CCD detector system.
 
1.2 PROGRAM
 
The 	purpose of the Wide Field/Planetary Camera Optics Study was to:
 
1. 	Establish design feasibility of the baseline optical
 
design concept.
 
2. 	Optimize the baseline optical design, if necessary.
 
3. 	Calculate design performance data for the optimized
 
design.
 
4. 	Perform optical sensitivity and tolerance analysis.
 
5. 	Establish feasibility of a pyramid mirror as a focus
 
mechanism.
 
6. 	Establish manufacturability of the unmounted optical
 
components.
 
7. 	Establish detailed techniques for acceptance testing
 
of the two mirror Cassegrain relays.
 
8. 	Provide detailed optical component drawings.
 
1.3 PROGRAM SCHEDULES
 
The start of contract was 11 August 1978. Two technical briefings were held
 
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The first briefing was on 12 October 1978
 
1
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and covered the analyses and optimization of the baseline design concept. The
 
second briefing was on 9 January 1979 and covered optical design performance
 
predictions, sensitivity and tolerance analyses, manufacturability of the
 
optical components, and acceptance testing of the two mirror Cassegrain relays.
 
1.4 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
 
The following people contributed to this study:
 
Study Manager - Peter A. Jones 
Optical Design - Richard A. Stark 
Optical Fabrication - John E. Schlauch 
Optical Testing - John J. Hannon 
Alexander Zanolli 
System Engineering - Peter A. Jones 
Stanley E. Ekiert 
1.5 STUDY RESULTS
 
The primary and secondary mirror surfaces in the wide field camera have been
 
changed in the optical design from conic aspheres to general aspheres. This
 
design change increases the off-axis performance with a minor reduction in
 
on-axis performance. The planetary camera is optimized with no changes in the
 
design necessary.
 
The unmounted optical components are within the state-of-the-art; however, a
 
development program will be needed to manufacture the aspherical surfaces.
 
Stringent performance requirements of the combined Optical Telescope Assembly
 
(OTA)-Wide Field/Planetary Camera (WF/PC) demand quantitative interferametric
 
testing throughout the buildup of the WF/PC.
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2.0 OTA OPTICAL CONFIGURATION
 
The OTA optical configuration is a catoptric Ritchey-Chretien version of the 
Cassegrain telescope (figure 2.0-1). The configuration consists of hyperbolic 
primary and secondary mirrors. The conic shapes have been chosen to 
simultaneously correct spherical aberration and coma. The aberrations of 
astigmatism, field curvature, and distortion are present off-axis in predictable 
amounts. Field curvature and astigmatism appear as two well-defined curved 
focal surfaces (two concave prolate spheroids), shown in figure 2.0-2. At a 
semi-field angle of 15.6 arcminutes (edge of tracking field of fine guidance 
sensor), the primary astigmatism is 0.73 X rms (X = 0.6328 Angstroms) with a 
residual coma of 0.2 x rms. At a semi-field angle of 7.8 arcminutes (inside 
data field of axial scientific instrument) the primary astigmatism is 0.18 X rms 
with a residual coma on the order of 0.002 x rms. 
An optical control subsystem is provided on the OTA. Its purpose is to
 
(1)sense the condition of primary mirror position, (2)sense the condition of
 
secondary mirror optical axis to primary mirror optical axis alignment,
 
(3)sense the condition of focus, (4)define the relative positions of the OTA
 
focal surfaces mounted on the focal plane structure, (5)provide the means for
 
primary mirror position adjustment and, (6)provide means by which alignment
 
and focus can be adjusted.
 
Under orbital operational conditions for up to ten hours of observation, the
 
optical control subsystem will be used to maintain the on-axis static wavefront
 
error to be less than 0.075 A rms. However, it is anticipated that the on-axis
 
static wavefront error should be less than 0.05 X rms. Coupled with a worst
 
case image stability requirement of 0.007 arcseconds (overall Space Telescope),
 
70 percent of the encircled energy in the star image will occur in a radius of
 
0.1 arcseconds.
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Infigure 2.0-3 is shown the designed, static, on-axis geometric mean MTF
 
for the OTA. The geometric mean is an average of the sagittal and tangential
 
MTF's which are independently calculated. Inan operational (dynamic)
 
condition, 'the designed MTF will be reduced by manufacturing, alignment, and
 
focus errors as well as pointing stability error. As noted, the OTA is
 
designed to have an on-axis, static wavefront error of no more than 0.05 X rms
 
(x= 6328 Angstroms) with an autocorrelation length of 0.125. The predicted
 
"manufactured" on-axis, static MTF isshown in figure 2.0-3. 
The overall
 
system isdesigned to have a pointing stability error of no greater than 0.007
 
arcseconds. Also shown in figure 2.0-3 isthe predicted on-axis, operational
 
MTF performance.
 
1.0 
ON-AXIS 
A= .6328um 
0.8 
DESIGNED 
0.6 
C 
2 0.4 MANUFACTURED
 
. = .0751 RMS
 
C = .125
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OPERATIONAL
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
SPATIAL FREQUENCY (LP/MM) 
OTA PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
 
Figure 2.0-3 
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The Space Telescope is expected.to make exposures on the day side of the
 
orbit when stray light from the sun or the earth could limit the sensitivity
 
of its instruments. Therefore, an extensive system of light shields and
 
baffles to protect the focal surface from stray light has been specified for
 
the OTA.
 
One of the principal advantages of a space telescope isthat ultraviolet
 
measurements can be made without detriment due to absorption or turbulent
 
effects from an intervening atmosphere. (Of special astronomical interest
 
is the Lyman Alpha line at 1215 R.) To meet the overall wavelength requitements,
 
a coating of aluminum with a protective overcoating of magnesium fluoride
 
has been specified for the mirror surfaces.
 
2.1 PARAXIAL EVALUATION OF OTA OPTICS
 
The locations of optical images are calculated by paraxial ray trace
 
equations. These equations are:
 
Yi = yi- 1 + (nu)i 11 (t/n)i-1 
(nu)i = (nu)i-1 + y, (ni-1 -ni)ri
 
Where:
 
yi = ray height on i-th surface
 
ui = ray slope following i-th surface
 
n, = refractive index following i-th surface
 
t. = thickness between i-th surface and next surface
 
r. = vertex radius of curvature of i-th surface
 
Thickness and index are positive (+) in the region where the ray travels
 
from left to right and the vertex radius of curvature ispositive (+) if
 
its center-of-curvature lies to the right of the vertex.
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2.1.1 OTA Focal Surface Location, Focal Length and f-number
 
For the OTA, the following surface subscripts will be used:
 
0 - object surface
 
I - entrance pupil/primary mirror
 
2 - secondary mirror
 
3 - exit pupil
 
4 - image surface
 
The OTA lens prescription is:
 
rI = -1104.0 cm t1 = -490.6071 cm n1 = -1.0 
r2 = -135.8 cm (t2 + t3) = 640.61992 cm n2 = f3 = +1.0 
Let an axial reference ray, parallel to the optical axis (uo = 0) be incident 
upon the primary mirror. The height of this incoming ray, traveling left to 
right, is 100 units (yo = Y1 = 100). After reflection from the primary mirror, 
the ray slope is: 
(nu)1 = 0 + (100)(1 + 1)/(-1104.0) = -0.18115942 
At the secondary mirror, the ray height is:
 
= 11.121902 unitsY2 = 100 + (-0.18115942)(-490.6071/-1) 
And after reflection from the secondary mirror, the ray slope is: 
(nu)2 = (-0.18115942) + (11.121902)(-1 -1)(-135.8) = -0.017361156 
At this point in the analysis, the location of the exit pupil is unknown; how­
ever, because it is a dummy surface causing no reflection or refraction of the 
ray, it can be neglected and the ray can be traced directly to the image 
surface. At the image surface, the ray height is: 
Y4 = (11.121902) + (-0.017361156)(640.61992/1.0) = 0.000000 units 
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A ray height of zero at the OTA image surface shows that incoming on-axis rays
 
are brought to a focus at the prescribed image surface. The focal length (f)
 
of the OTA can also be easily checked by the formula:
 
f = -y1 /UR
 
Where:
 
Surface I is the entrance pupil
 
Surface R is the exit pupil
 
Then, the calculated OTA focal length is:
 
f = -100/(-0.017361156) = 5760 cm
 
The OTA system f-number is the ratio of system focal length divided by entrance
 
pupil diameter. This diameter, 240 cm, is also the clear aperture diameter of
 
the primary mirror. Thus 5760/240 = 24 and the system f-number is f/24.
 
2.1.2 OTA Exit Pupil 
The exit pupil of the OTA is the image of its entrance pupil. The location of 
the exit pupil is found by tracing a chief ray through the optical system. Chief 
rays, by definition, pass through the centers of both the entrance and exit 
pupils. Thus, the height of a chief ray in the entrance pupil is zero (yl:0). 
Let the slope for an incoming reference chief ray be unity (uo = 1.0). 
Then, the slope for the chief ray after reflection from the primary mirror is: 
I (nW)l = 1.0 + (0) (1 + 1)/(-1104.0) = 1.0 
The ray height of the chief ray at the secondary mirror is: 
Y2 = 0 + (1.0)(-490.6071/-1) = 490.6071 units 
8
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After reflection from the secondary mirror, the slope of the chief'ray is:
 
(nW)2 = 1.0 + (490.6071)(-l -1)/(-135.8) = 8.225436
 
The height of the chief ray on the next surface isthen calculated. This next
 
surface isthe exit pupil and the chief ray height is,by definition, zero at
 
that surface (Y3 = 0). Thus, equation (1)iswritten: 
0 = 490.6071 + (8.225436)(t2/1)
 
Solving for the unknown distance t7:
 
t = -(490.6071)/(8.225436) = -59.645118 cm 
The exit pupil, therefore, is located 59.645118 cm from the secondary mirror
 
vertex. The minus sign means that this exit pupil isa virtual image of the
 
entrance pupil and islocated to the left of the secondary mirror.
 
Finally, the spacing t3 between the exit pupil and the image surface is solved:
 
t3 = (t2 + t3) - t2 = (640.61992) - (-59.64512) = 700.26504 cm
 
Now that t2 and t3 are known, the height (y3) of the axial ray on the exit
 
pupil can be calculated. Using equation (1):
 
Y3 = 11.121902 + (-0.017361156)(-59.645118/1) = 12.15741 units
 
The actual diameter (Dep!) of the OTA exit pupil in centimeters isfound by
 
scaling y3 by the ratio of actual entrance pupil diameter (240 cm) divided
 
by axial ray height (100 units) used at the entrance pupil:
 
=
Dep' (12.15741)(240/100) = 29.17778 cm
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In summary, the above paraxial evaluation of the OTA verified the location of
 
the OTA focal surface and the values of OTA focal length and f-number with
 
respect to the OTA lens prescription which was provided. Also, the above eval­
uation determined the location and diameterof the OTA exit pupil.
 
2.1.3 OTA Conic Constants
 
The OTA isa two-mirror Ritchey-Chretien (RC) optical system. An RC system is
 
corrected for third-order spherical aberration and coma by adjustment of the
 
conic constants for the two mirrors. The following sets of equations are used
 
to calculate these conic constants (K). Subscript 1 refers to the first mirror
 
(primary) and subscript 2 refers to the second mirror (secondary).
 
B1 (nu)O + yl/r1
 
B2 = (nu)2 + Y2/r2 
A1 = (niT)o + y-I/r1 
A2 = (ni) 2 + 2/r2 
B1 (nu) 1 - (nu)O
 
B2 = (nu) 2 - (nu), 
03
+2 (y/r 1
C1 = 

C2 = -2 (Y2/r2)
3
 
2' 2 '
 
E = B 1y + B2 B22 Y2 + Rs
B1 2 

F A1 BI BI Yl + A2 B2 B2 Y2 + Rc
 
K (FY2 - E 2)/CI (ygV2 - Y2)1 

K2 (F y1 - E y) /C2 (Y2 Yl - 2 Yl) 
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The application of these equations will be illustrated by calculating the
 
conic constants for the OTA. The paraxial ray trace data generated in the
 
preceding sections will be used. For those data, the subscripts coincide
 
with those used in the above equation set.
 
B1 = 0 + 100/(-1104) = -0.0905797101
 
B2 = (-0.017361156 + 11.121902/(-135.8) = -0.0992602871 
AI = 1 + 0/(-1104) = 1
 
A2 = (8.225436) + 490.6071/(-135.8) = 4.612718032 2
 
B1 = (-0.18115942) - 0 = -0.18115942
 1 
B2 = (-0.017361156) -(-0.18115942) = 0.163798264 
3C1 = 2 [100/i-1104] = -0.0014863558 
S-2 [11.121902/(-135.8 0.0010986715 
The quantities Rs and Rc are residual spherical aberration and residual coma, 
respectively. For the OTA, these two aberrations are corrected exactly. 
Hence, Rs = 0 and Rc = 0. Then: 
E =-0.1306866124
 
F = 0.8068316434 
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And:
 
K = -1.0022985
 
K2 = -1.4968601
 
These conic constants agree exactly with those specified inthe OTA lens
 
prescription.
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C) 
F­
cl; 
3.0 WF/PC OPTICAL CONFIGURATION
 
In order to meet the scientific objectives of the Space Telescope, the
 
scientific instruments must introduce the least possible degradation to the
 
image provided by the OTA. Ideally, all of the scientific instruments would
 
be designed with their detector surfaces at the OTA focal surface (figure 3.0-1);
 
however, there are two basic reasons for optics in the scientific instruments.
 
The first is to correct the astigmatism in the OTA data field (figure 3.0-2).
 
The Space Telescope optical system (OTA + scientific instrument) can then be
 
considered field curvature limited (one well-defined image surface). In this
 
case, the field curvature could be "accommodated" by a similarly curved
 
detector surface. The second reason is to change the OTA system focal ratio
 
(f/24). This will change the angular resolution and the field of view.
 
The scientific objectives of the WF/PC involve obtaining high angular resolution
 
over the widest field of view possible (- 3 arcminutes). UV requirements
 
prohibit system refractive elements. Reflective surfaces must be held to a
 
minimum to meet the photometric requirements. The optical design concept is
 
based on optimizing the image spot size to the CCD pixel size by changing the
 
OTA focal ratio (f/24 -+ f/12.9). To meet the field of view requirement 
(3 arcminutes x 3 arcminutes) with state-of-the-art CCD technology (800x800
 
array), the total field (1600x1600 array) is split into four fields via a
 
four faceted reflective pyramid. The OTA focal ratio is changed and re-imaged
 
at a second focal surface via a finite conjugate Cassegrain relay. One of the
 
four optical paths is shown in Figure 3.0-3. To meet the angular resolution
 
and field of view requirement of the planetary camera, a separate optical
 
system (f/30) is used.
 
In the baseline design, the Cassegrain relays have been corrected for third
 
order spherical aberration and coma. Astigmatism and field curvature are not
 
controlled in the design. In the optimized design (see Section 6.1) for the
 
wide field camera, these aberrations are balanced by changing the asphericity
 
of the Cassegrain relay primary and secondary mirrors. It should be noted,
 
however, that the WF/PC focal surface for the wide field camera is not flat
 
(see section 7.2).
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The Planetary Camera also has residual astigmatism and field curvature. How­
ever, the effect of these aberrations on image quality isnegligible because
 
this system operates at a higher f-number and has a smaller angular field.
 
,/12.1 WIDE FIELD CAMERA 
1/30 PLAEIART CAMERA 
PLAID.
 
OF POOR QUALTY
 
OFA p2OQU Ty I 
FOUR FACET
 
REFLECTIVE 
FULD MIRROR PYRAMID CCO DETECTOR 
WF/PC OPTICAL CONFIGURATION
 
Figure 3.0-3
 
3.1 PARAXIAL EVALUATION OF WF/PC OPTICS
 
The following surface subscripts will be used for the WF/PC optics and OTA
 
exit pupil:
 
3 - OTA exit pupil
 
4 - OTA image surface/field mirror (pyramid face)
 
5 - primary mirror
 
6 - secondary mirror
 
7 - primary mirror hole
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8 - window (first surface)
 
9 - window (second surface)
 
10 - image surface (detector)
 
3.1.1 f/12.88 Focal Surface Location, Focal Length, and f-number
 
The lens prescription for this relay system is:
 
r4 = 306.84 cm t4 = 113.0610 cm n4 = 1.0
 
r5 = -40.5662 cm t5 = -16.2590 cm n5 = -1.0
 
r6 = -28.5460 cm 16.2590 cm = 1.0
t6 = n6 

r7 = infinity t7 = 4.2227 cm n7 = 1.0
 
r8 = infinity t8 = 0.2500 cm n8 = 1.387
 
r9 = infinity t9 = 0.1011 cm n9 = 1.0
 
Inthe preceding section, an on-axis ray was made incident upon the OTA primary
 
mirror at a height of 100 units. This same ray came to a focus (Y4 = 0) at the
 
OTA focal surface and was incident upon that surface at a slope of (nu)3 = (nu)2
 
= -0.017361156. We will now continue this paraxial ray trace through the
 
wide-field relay system where the relay isassumed to be in-line with the OTA.
 
After reflection from the field mirror, which is coincident with the OTA image
 
surface, the reflected ray slope from equation (2) is:
 
(nu)4 = (-0.017361156) + (0)(-1 -1)/306.84 = -0.017361156 
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At the primary mirror of the relay lens, the ray height is: 
Y5 = 0 + (-0.017361156)(113.0610/1.0) = 1.962870 units 
After reflection from the primary mirror, the ray slope is: 
(nu5) = -0.017361156 + (-1.962870)(1 + 1)/(-40.5662) 
= + 0.079412496 
The ray height at the secondary mirror is: 
Y6 = -1.962870+ (0.079412496)(-16.2590)/(-1.0) 
= -0.671702 units 
The ray slope, after reflection from the secondary mirror, is: 
(nu)6 = (0.079412496) + (-0.671702()-1 -1)/(-28.5460) 
= + 0.032351479 
At the primary mirror hole, the ray height is: 
Y7 = 0.671702 + (0.032351479)(16.2590/1.0) 
= -0.145699 units 
There is no refraction or reflection at the primary mirror hole, so the ray 
slope is unchanged: 
(nu)7 = (nu)6 = +0.032351479 
The ray height at the first surface of the window is: 
Y8 = -0.145699 + (0.032351479)(4.2227/1.0)
 
= -0.009089 units
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Refraction at this surface changes the ray slope to the following value:
 
(nu)8 = 0.032351479 + (-0.009089)(1.0 - 1.387)/
 
= + 0.032351479
 
The "optical slopes" (nu)7 and (nu)8 are equal. However, the geometric slopes
 
u7 and u8 differ:
 
u7 = (nu)7/n7 = 0.032351479/1.0 = 0.032351479 
US = (nu)8/n8 = 0.032351497/1-387 = 0.23324787 
At the second surface of the window, the ray height is: 
Y9 = 0.009089 + (0.032351479)(0.2500/1.387) 
= -0.003257 units 
The ray slope following this refractive surface is: 
(nu)9 = 0.032351479 + (-0.003257)(1.387 - 1.0)/ ­
= 0.032351479 
Finally, at the image (detector) surface, the ray height is: 
Y10 = -0.003257 + (0.032351479)(0.1011/1.0) 
= 0.000013 units 
This value of ray height is significant, which means that the location of the 
detector in the lens prescription is not exactly at the paraxial focus. The 
exact spacing (t9 ')between the window and the paraxial image surface is: 
= 
t9' -y9/(nu) 9 = -(-0.003257)/0.032351479 0.1007 cm
 
The focal length, calculated from equation (3), for the OTA and relay lens
 
system is:
 
f = -100/(0.032j51479) = (-)3091.0 cm 
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In this instance, the minus sign for the focal length means that the relay
 
lens inverted the image which was formed by the OTA. The focal length value
 
itself is positive.
 
The f-number for the OTA and relay lens system is the ratio of system focal
 
length divided by the 240 cm entrance pupil diameter. Thus, 3091/240 = 12.88
 
and the system f-number is 12.88.
 
3.1.2 f/12.88 Exit Pupil
 
The chief ray was traced through the OTA in section 2.0 of this report. This
 
ray entered the system entrance pupil (OTA primary mirror aperture) at a unit
 
slope (nU1 := 1.0) and emerged from-the OTA exit pupil at a slope of 8.225436.
 
The paraxial trace of this chief ray through the wide-field relay system is
 
performed in exactly the same manner as that for the axial ray. Thus, ray
 
height and slope data will be listed below without additional comments.
 
Y3 = 0 (ni) 3 = 8.22543
 
Y4 = 5759.99 (n)4 = -29.3185
 
y5 = 2445.21 (niT)5 = -149.873 
Y6 = 8.4327 (niT)6 = -149.282 
7 = -2418.74 (nu) 7 = -149.282 
Y8 = -3049.11 (ni)8 = -149.282 
= 
9 = -3076.02 	 (nu)9 -149.282
 
(n) 10 = -149.282
 = -3091.05Y10 
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The location of the exit pupil for the OTA and relay lens system is
 
y10/ (nu)I 0 or 20.7062 cm ahead of the image (detector) surface. The diameter
 
of this exit pupil is the product of the entrance pupil diameter of 240 cm times
 
exit pupil magnification, -(nu 1 )/(nu)1 O, of 1/149.282. This computation
 
yields an exit pupil diameter of 1.6077 cm.
 
The distance between the secondary mirror and the image surface is (t6 + t7 + t8
 
+ t9') or 20.8324 cm, and the distance between the exit pupil and the image
 
surface, as just noted above, is 20.7062 cm. Thus, the system exit pupil is
 
located at the relay secondary mirror.
 
3.1.3 f/12.88 Clear Aperture Sizes
 
Clear aperture heights are listed in table 3.1.3-1. For each surface, the
 
axial ray height (y)and chief ray height (7)are given. For this analysis,
 
only the absolute values of these quantities are significant. The axial ray
 
heights are scaled by the ratio of OTA primary mirror radius (120 cm) divided
 
by input ray height (100 units) at the primary mirror. Thus, the axial ray
 
height,(Y), given in units of centimeters, is given by the expression:
 
Y = (120/100)y. In a similar manner, the chief ray heights are scaled by the
 
ratio of the tangent of the required semi-field angle QR (57.6 arcseconds)*
 
divided by the input chief ray slope (1.0). Thus, the chef ray height (7),
 
given in units of centimeters, is given by the expression: Y = (.000279091/1)7.
 
These values of Y and Y are also listed in table 3.1.3-1. The clear aperture
 
radius for each optical surface must accommodate both the axial beam height
 
and the offset of this beam in the aperture due to field angle if vignetting
 
is to be avoided. The radius of the axial beam is Y and the offset corresponding
 
to a field angle of 57.6 arcseconds is Y. Thus, the clear aperture height
 
(YCA) is the sum of Y and Y.
 
Q =t Detector Semi- (gona1 450) 57.567
W.22/Sin = 
n System Foca Le g 3091.0 j arcseconds 
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Table 3.1.3-1
 
CLEAR APERTURE HEIGHTS (YcA) FOR THE f/12.88 RELAY LENS
 
NO. SURFACE Iy 171 Y Y YCA
 
3 OTA EXIT PUPIL 12.16 0 14.59 0 14.59
 
4 RELAY FIELD MIRROR (PYRAMID) 0 5760 0 1.61 1.61
 
5 RELAY PRIMARY MIRROR 1.963 2445 2.36 0.68' 3.04
 
6 RELAY SECONDARY MIRROR .6717 8.433 0.81 0.00 0.81
 
7 RELAY PRIMARY MIRROR HOLE .1457 2419 0.17 0.68 0.85
 
8 DETECTOR WINDOW (FRONT) .0091 3049 0.01 0.85 0.86
 
9 DETECTOR WINDOW (BACK) .0033 3076 0.00 0.86 0.86
 
10 DETECTOR FOCAL SURFACE 0 3091 0 0.86 0.86
 
lyl = reference axia ray height (absolute value in "units") 
171 = reference chief ray height (absolute value in "units")
 
Y = marginal axial ray height (centimeters)
 
Y = chief ray height coreesponding to "full field" (centimeters)
 
YCA = clear aperture height (centimeters)
 
The OTA secondary mirror has a clear aperture radius of 15 cm. The maximum field
 
angle (Q) this aperture can accommodate without vignetting is:
 
(120/100) y + (tanQ/1)7 = 15.0
 
Where, for this mirror, y = 11.12 and y = 490.6. Solving for tan Q:
 
tan Q = [15o.-(120/100)(11.12)] /490.6 = 0.003375
 
or Q = 11.6 arcminutes. Thus, as expected, the OTA-provides a completely
 
unvignetted field of view for the WF/PC.
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The clear aperture radii called out in the Baseline Optical Prescription
 
equal or exceed their corresponding values of YCA in table 3.1.3-1.
 
Thus, the optical prescription provides an unvignetted optical system.
 
Table 3.1.3-1 shows that the chief ray height Y on the relay secondary mirror
 
is OMO. This means that the illuminated area on the mirror remains stationary
 
for all field angles, thereby minimizing the clear aperture radius. Since
 
this mirror acts as an obstruction in the optical system, it is appropriate
 
that its size be minimized. The 306,84 cm radius of curvature of each pyramid
 
face causes the chief ray height 7 to be zero at the secondary mirror. Thus,
 
in effect, the curvature of the pyramid faces has been chosen to minimize the
 
size of the relay secondary mirrors.
 
3.1.4 f/12.88 Field Coverage
 
The pyramid also acts as a field stop because it is located close to the OTA
 
image surface. Thus, the size of the relayed image field depends upon the
 
dimensions of the pyramid faces. The plane view of the pyramid is shown on
 
the left side of figure 3.1.4-1. The diagonal of each quadrant has a length
 
of 3.18 cm. The side view of the pyramid, also shown in figure 3.1.4-1, shows
 
that the pyramid faces are inclined at an angle of 9.10560. The pyramid is
 
centered on the OTA optical axis and is positioned longitudinally such that the
 
center-point of each quadrant is coincident with the OTA image surface. The
 
distance between the OTA exit pupil and this image surface is 700.2650 cm. A
 
chief ray is shown which emerges from the center of the exit pupil (as all
 
chief rays do) and intercepts the top corner of the upper quadrant. The
 
slope of this chief ray is:
 
tan Q' = 3.18/(700.2650 + 1.59 tan 9.10560) = 0.004539486
 
This slope corresponds to (nu)3 defined in the chief ray trace of the relay
 
optics. That ray trace showed that if (nl)3 has a value of 8.22543, the
 
corresponding chief ray height (710) at the image surface has a value of
 
-3091.05. Thus, the chief ray height corresponding to tan Q' can be found
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by scaling:
 
0 o tanYl = 1.7059 cm or 17.059 mm(nu)

3
 
This distance, 7 10 , is the diagonal of the image field at the CCD detector. 
The image field is square because the pyramid face is square, so the edge 
dimension (d)of the image field is: 
d Y0 Ssin 450 = 12.06 mm 
The CCD detector, having a 12.2x12.2 mm active area, is then centered upon this
 
12.06x12.06,mm image field.
 
3.18 OTA 
1. 9~EXIT PUPIR9106 
AREAUSE" BY 1.36 
ICHIEF RAY __ 
AREA USED BY 
f112.88 RELAY 
AREA USED BY 
f130 RELAY 700.2650
 
PYRAMID FACES ARE CONCAVE SPHERICAL SURFACES
 
OF 306.84 CM RADIUS
 
REFLECTING PYRAMID
 
(PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS AND ANGULAR DIMENSIONS IN OBJECT SPACE)
 
Figure 3.1.4-1
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In object space, a chief ray slope of 1.0 at the OTA entrance pupil (primary
 
fiirror) results in a slope (n5) 3 of 8.22543 for this ray at the OTA exit pupil.
 
Using these data, the input field angle (Q)corresponding to tan Q' can be
 
found by scaling:
 
tan Q = tan Q' 1. - 0.00055188(n )3 
and:
 
Q = 113.83 arcseconds
 
Thus, in object space, the corners of the pyramid correspond to a radial
 
semi-field angle of 113.83 arcseconds. Or, expressing it another way, the
 
perimeter of the circular OTA image field which corresponds to 113.83 arc­
seconds will circumscribe the pyramid.
 
Since the pyramid is square, a square angular field in object space can be
 
defined. The angular length z of this square field is: 
tan z = tan Q/Sin 450 = 0.00078048 
And: 
k = 161.0 arcseconds 
Thus, the full field of view of the OTA needs to be 161 arcseconds square to 
completely illuminate the pyramid. These angular dimensions are also shown in 
figure 3.1.4-1. 
3.1.5 f/12.88 Aperture Obscurations
 
Obstructions within the clear apertures of the OTA and relay lens diffract
 
light and, as a result, reduce image quality. The four principal obstructions
 
in the OTA/relay system are: the OTA secondary mirror, the OTA primary mirror
 
hole, the relay secondary mirror, and the relay primary mirror hole. The
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overall obscuration caused by these obstructions is found by projecting all
 
the obstructions onto the system entrance pupil (which is the OTA primary mirror).
 
The OTA secondary mirror obstruction is to have a maximum radius of 0.34 times
 
the primary mirror radius. Hence, this obstruction radius is (0.34)(120) or
 
41 cm. Since this obstruction is in a region of parallel light, it projects
 
directly onto the entrance pupil, so its obscuration radius is also 41 cm.
 
The OTA primary mirror hole is smaller than the secondary mirror obstruction
 
and its obscuration will always lie within the secondary mirror obscuration.
 
Therefore, the primary mirror hole can be neglected in this analysis.
 
The relay secondary mirror clear aperture radius YCA is 0.81 cm (from table
 
3.1.3-1). For this analysis, it will be assumed that the physical radius
 
of the mirror equals the clear aperture radius. To project this obstruction
 
onto the entrance pupil, the height of the axial ray (traced previously) at the
 
obstruction needs to be calculated. The distance tx between the field mirror
 
(pyramid) and the obstruction is:
 
tx = t4 + t5 = 113.0610 - 16.2590 = 96.8020 cm
 
Ray height at the obstruction is found from ray trace equation (1)
 
Yx = Y4 + (nu)4 (t/n)x 
Yx = 0 + (-0.017361156)(96.8020/1.0) = -1.680595 units 
The ray which intercepts the lower edge of the obstruction has a height Yx of 
-0.81 cm. The corresponding height of this ray in the entrance pupil is: 
Y = Yx (Yl/Yx) = -0.82 (100/-1.680595) = 48 cm 
Thus, the obscuration radius of the relay secondary mirror obstruction, when 
projected onto the entrance pupil, is 48 cm. 
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The relay primary mirror hole requires a clear aperture radius YCA of 0.85 cm
 
(from table 3.1.3-1). The ray height at this obstruction is Y5 ' which has a
 
value of -1.962870 units. The ray which intercepts the lower edge of this
 
obstruction has a height (Y5), of -0.85 cm. By scaling, the corresponding height
 
of this ray in the entrance pupil is:
 
Y = Y5 (y1/y5) = -0.85 (100/ -1.962870) = 43 cm
 
The obscuration radius of the relay primary mirror hole, therefore, is 43 cm
 
when projected onto the entrance pupil.
 
With respect to on-axis imaging of the relay optics, the OTA secondary mirror
 
obscuration and the relay primary mirror hole obscuration are contained within
 
the relay secondary mirror obscuration. Thus, the effective on-axis obscuration
 
is a circular opaque area, centered in the system clear aperture, having a radius
 
of 48 cm at the entrance pupil.
 
The effect of the central obstruction is to increase the amount of diffraction
 
in the lens. With respect to the image of a point source, such as a star, a
 
central obstruction will narrow the core of the star image and intensify the
 
diffraction rings. For an extended source, such as a planet, diffraction from
 
a central obstruction will reduce the contrast of surface detail.
 
Mathematically, star image intensity given as a function of distance from its
 
maxima is called the point spread function. The Fourier transform of the point
 
spread function is a complex expression termed the optical transfer function.
 
The modulus of this complex function is called the modulation transfer function
 
(MTF) and the argument is called the phase transfer function. The lens MTF
 
is a function that describes the amount of object modulation transferred to
 
the image in terms of spatial frequency. For example, if a sine-wave pattern
 
having a modulation of 60 percent were imaged by a lens such that its image
 
would have a spatial frequency of 33 cycles/mm and modulation of 30 percent, the
 
MTF of that lens would be 30%/60% or 0.50 at 33 cycles/mm.
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The effect of a central obstruction upon the lens modulation transfer function
 
isto reduce the MTF over the low and mid-frequencies and slightly increase the
 
MTF for high frequencies. This effect is shown infigure 3.1.5-1 for the optical
 
system which iscomprised of the OTA and the f/12.88 relay optics. The dashed
 
curve is on-axis MTF which would occur if the effective obscuration were due to
 
the OTA secondary mirror. The solid curve ison-axis MTF for the actual system
 
where the relay secondary mirror causes a larger obscuration. This larger
 
obscuration (48-cm radius as compared to 41-cm radius for the OTA secondary
 
mirror) causes MTF to drop from a value of 0.50 at 33 cycles/mm to a value of
 
0.45.
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Figure 3.1.5-1 
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The obscuration inthe lens entrance pupil shifts laterally for off-axis field
 
angles. Consequently, the OTA secondary mirror obscuration will move outside
 
the perimeter of the relay secondary mirror obscuration and add to the overall
 
obscuration. The amount of obscuration shift, To, is given by the expression:
 
To + -100 (YxlYx)Uo 
where:
 
3x = reference chief ray height at the obstruction
 
Yx = reference axial ray height at the obstruction
 
Uo = tangent of the field angle
 
The above expression isvalid for the two reference paraxial rays used. That
 
is,an axial ray having a height of 100 units at the entrance pupil and a chief
 
ray having a slope of 1.0 units at the entrance pupil.
 
To demonstrate this shifting of obscuration, data corresponding to the maximum
 
OTA radial field angle has been calculated. This maximum field angle, as
 
previously determined,-is 113.83 arcseconds and the tangent of this angle is
 
= 0.00055188. The reference chief ray height 3x at the OTA secondary mirror 
obstruction is found from paraxial ray trace equation (1)where tx isthe
 
distance between the obstruction and the OTA primary mirror.
 
71= x + (nu)o (t/n)x
 
Yx : I - (nE)o (t/n)x = 0 - (1.0)(490.6071/1.0) = -490.6071 units 
Since this obstruction is located in the path of parallel input axial rays,
 
Yx = Yl = 100. Then, solving for the shift To of the OTA secondary mirror 
obscuration:
 
To = -100 (-490.6071/100)(0.00055188) = 0.2708 cm
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The optical axis of the relay lens is tilted with respect to the OTA optical
 
axis. With respect to this tilted axis, the maximum field angle is (113.23
 
arcseconds) or 56.92 arcseconds and Uo for the relay optics is 0.00027593. The
 
reference chief ray height yx at the relay lens secondary mirror obstruction is
 
also found from paraxial ray trace equation (1)where tx is the distance
 
between the field mirror (pyramid) and the obstruction. This distance was
 
previously calculated to be 96.8020 cm. Then:
 
x = 34 + (rq (t/n)x = 5759.99 + (-29.3185)(96.8020/1.0)
 
x 2921.90 units
 
The reference axial ray height yx at this obstruction has previously been
 
calculated and is -1.680595 units. Then, solving for the shift Yo of the
 
relay secondary mirror obscuration:
 
To = -100 (2921.90/-1.680595)(0.00027593) = 47.9735 cm 
For the relay primary mirror hole obstruction, yx = 75 = 2445.21 units and 
Yx = Y5 = 1.962870 units. Then, solving for the shift To of the relay primary 
mirror hole obstruction:
 
Yo = -100 (2445.21/-1.9628670)(0.00027593) = 34.3735 cm 
Figure 3.1.5-2 shows these decentered obscurations in the system entrance pupil.
 
The overall obscuration is larger than it was when viewed on-axis because much
 
of the OTA secondary mirror baffle obscuration is now visible in the pupil.
 
The shape of the overall obscuration has also lost the rotational symmetry it
 
had when viewed on-axis. Diffraction from this asymmetric pupil causes asymmetry
 
in both the image point spread function and the modulation transfer function.
 
Consequently, the shape of the MTF curve will be azimuth-dependent.
 
This effect is shown in figure 3.1.5-3 where the diffraction limited off-axis
 
MTF (solid lines) correspond to two different azimuths. The curve marked
 
MTF(X) corresponds to image modulation for a sine wave object pattern that
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runs parallel to the entrance pupil X-axis and MTF(Y) corresponds to a pattern
 
running parallel to the pupil Y-axis. The dashed curve is what the MTF would
 
be for any azimuth if the obscurations did not shift in the pupil.
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The off-axis MTF curves given in figure 3.1.5-3 are hypothetical in that they
 
assume the optical system is completely free of wavefront aberrations. In
 
the real system, however, aberrations such as astigmatism and field curvature
 
will be present and will cause additional reduction in the MTF.
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3.1.6 f/30 Focal Surface Location, Focal Length, and f-number
 
The lens prescription for the f/30 relay system is:
 
r4 = 306.84 cm t4 = 113.0570 cm n4 = 1.0
 
r, = -51.7800 cm t5 = -24.6470 cm n5 = -1.0
 
r6 = -23.4330 cm t6 = 24.6470 cm n6 = 1.0
 
r7 = infinity t7 = 12.6637 cm n7 = 1.0
 
r8 = infinity t8 = 0.2500 cm n8 = 1.387
 
r9 = infinity t9 = 0.1011 cm n9 = 1.0
 
The ray heights and slopes for the reference axial ray are:
 
Y4 = 0 (nu)4 = -0.017361156
 
Y5 = -1.962800214 (nu)5 = +0.0584519075
 
Y6 = -0.5221360499 (nu)6 = +0.0138877416
 
Y7 = -0.179844883 (nu)7 = +0.0138877416
 
Y8 = -0.0039746898 (nu)8 = +0.0138877416 
Y9 = -0.001471492 (nu)9 = +0.0138877416 
Y1O = -0.0000674413 (nu)10 = +0.0138877416 
The calculated paraxial back focus is: 
t9 = yg/(nu)9 = 0.0160 cm 
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The focal length for the OTA and relay system is: 
f = -l00/(nu)9 = (-)7200.6 cm 
The f-number for the OTA and relay system is: 
f-number = 7200.6/240 = 30.00 
3.1.7 f/30 Exit Pupil
 
The ray heights and slopes for the reference chief ray are:
 
3 = 0 (nu) 3 = 8.225436 
74 = 5759.99 (n:)4 = -29.3185 
y5 = 2445.33 (nW)5 = -123.769 
Y6 = -605.210 (nu)6 = -175.424 
Y7 = -4928.876 (nu) 7 = -175.424 
= 
= -7150.389 (rID8 -175.424 
y9 = -7182.008 (nIT)9 = -175.424 
Y10 = -7200.602 (nu)10 = -175.424 
The location of the exit pupil for the OTA and relay lens system is yl0/(nu)10 
or 41.0468 cm ahead of the image (detector) surface. The diameter of the exit 
pupil is 240/175.424 or 1.3681 cm. 
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3.1.8 f/30 Clear Aperture Sizes
 
Clear aperture heights are listed in table 3.1.8-1. These heights agree with
 
those called out in the Baseline Optical Prescription.
 
Table 3.1.8-1
 
CLEAR APERTURE HEIGHTS (YCA) FOR THE f/30 RELAY LENS 
NO. SURFACE lyl IYI Y YCA 
3 OTA EXIT PUPIL 12.16 0 14.59 0 14.59 
4 RELAY FIELD MIRROR (PYRAMID) 0 5760 0 0.69 0.69 
5 RELAY PRIMARY MIRROR 1.963 2445 2.36 0.29 2.65 
6 RELAY SECONDARY MIRROR .5221 605.2 0.63 0.07 0.70 
7 RELAY PRIMARY MIRROR HOLE .1798 4929 0.22 0.59 0.81 
8 DETECTOR WINDOW (FRONT) .0040 7150 0.00 0.86 0.86 
9 DETECTOR WINDOW (BACK) .0015 7182 0.00 0.86 0.86 
10 DETECTOR FOCAL SURFACE 0 7201 0 0.86 0.86 
IY = reference axial my height (absolute value in "units") 
11= reference chief ray height (absolute value in "units")
 
Y = marginal axial ray height (centimeters)
 
Y = chief ray height correspondingto "full field" (centimeters)
 
YCA = clear aperture height (centimeters)
 
3.1.9 f/30 Field Coverage
 
The pyramid acts as a field stop. Since the pyramid is sized for the f/12.88
 
system, the relayed image field for the f/30 system exceeds the size of the
 
CCD detector. In the WF/PC System optical schematic (JPL Drawing No.
 
10084811), the chief ray which becomes the optical axis of the tilted f/30
 
relay intercepts the pyramid at a height of 0.679. Using this value, the top
 
corner of the detector would project onto the pyramid at a height of 2(0.679)
 
or 1.358 cm.
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The chief ray which emerges from the center of the exit pupil and'intercepts
 
this projected corner of the detector has a slope of
 
tan Q' = 1.358/(700.2650 + 0.679 tan 9.1056 o) = 0.001938965 
The height of this chief ray at the detector is 
tan Q 
Y1O = Y10 (nu)3 = 1.6974 cm or 16.974 mm 
This distance, Y10, isthe diagonal of the image field at the CCD detector. 
The image field issquare, and the edge dimension (d)of the image field is: 
d = Y10 Sin 450 = 12.00 mm 
The input field angle Q (at the OTA entrance pupil) corresponding to Q' is: 
tan Q = tan Q' 10 = 0.00023573 
and: 
Q = 48.62 arcseconds 
The square angular field inobject space corresponding to this radial field 
angle is: 
tan k = tan Q/Sin 450 = 0.000333373 
and: 
t = 68.8 arcseconds 
Thus, the full field of view of the OTA needs to be 68.8 arcseconds square 
for the f/30 relay system. 
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3.1.10 f/30 Aperture Obscurations
 
The following calculations determine the obscuration radius (Y)of the relay
 
secondary mirror obstruction when projected onto the entrance pupil:
 
tx = t4 + t5 = 113.0570 - 24.6770 = 88.4100 cm 
Yx = y4 + (nu)4 (t/n)x = 0 + (-0.017361156)(88.4100/1.0) 
= -1.534900 units
 
Y = Yx (Yl/Yx) = -0.70(100/ -1.534900) = 46 cm 
Similarly, the obscuration radius (Y)of the relay primary mirror hole, when 
projected onto the entrance pupil, is: 
Y = Y5(yl/y 5) = -0.81(100/ -1.962800) = 41 cm 
The lateral shift Yo of the OTA secondary mirror obscuration at full field 
(Uo = tan 48.62 arcseconds) 
Yo = -10(C/yx)-o = -100(-490.6071/100)(0.00023573) 
= 0.1157 cm 
With respect to the tilted axis of the relay lenses, the maximum field angle 
is (48.62 arcseconds) or 24.31 arcseconds and Uo is 0.00011786. The following 
calculations determine the lateral shift To of the relay secondary mirror 
obscuration: 
yx :-4 + (nu)4 (t/n)x = 5759.99 + (-29.3185)(88.4100/1.0) 
= 3167.94 units 
Yo = -100(3167.94/-1.534900)(0.00011786) = 24.3256 cm 
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For the relay primary mirror hole obstruction, 7x = Y5 2445.33 units and 
Yx = Y5 = -1.962800 units. The solving for the shift Yo of the relay primary 
mirror hole obstruction: 
To = -100(2445.33/-1.962800)(0.00011786) = 14.68 cm
 
3.1.11 WF/PC Preliminary Conic Constants
 
Each of the WF/PC relay systems consist of four mirrors: a curved field mirror
 
(pyramid face), a plano folding mirror, curved primary mirror, and curved
 
secondary mirror. Also, each system includes a plano cover plate for the
 
detector made of MgF 2
 
The cover plate introduces a small amount of spherical aberration and coma
 
which can be compensated by adjustment of the relay primary and secondary
 
mirror conic constants. The spherical aberration contribution for this cover
 
plate is:
 
SA [(n2 - 1)/n 3 ] (nu)4 T 
where:
 
n = refractive index of the plate material
 
T = thickness of the plate
 
(nu) = optical slope of axial reference ray
 
The plate thickness T is 0.25 cm and, for this analysis, a refractive index
 
n of 1.387 will be assumed. Using these values, the above equation becomes:
 
SA = 0.0865514 (nu)4
 
For the f/12.88 relay, the axial ray optical slope (nu) at the cover plate has
 
been shown previously to be 0.032351479. Thus, for this relay, the spherical
 
aberration contribution is 9.48x10-8 units.
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Similarly, for the f/30 relay, the optical slope (nu) is 0.013887416 and the 
resulting spherical aberration contribution is 3.22x10 -9 units. 
The coma contribution for the cover plate is: 
Coma = [(n2- 1)/na] (nh)(nu)3 T 
Where:
 
(ni) = optical slope of reference chief ray
 
and using the given values of plate thickness and index, this equation becomes:
 
Coma = 0.0865514 (ni)(nu)3
 
For the f/12.88 relay, the chief ray optical slope (niT) at the cover plate is
 
-149.282. Thus, for this relay, the coma contribution is -4.37x10 -4 units.
 
Similarly, for the f/30 relay, the optical slope (nu) is -175.424 and the
 
resulting coma contribution is -4.07x10-5 units.
 
Spherical aberration and coma contributions from the field (pyramid) mirror
 
are negligible because the OTA is focused on this surface. Also, no
 
aberrations are,.produced at the folding mirror because its surface is plano.
 
The preliminary conic constants for the primary and secondary relay mirrors are
 
chosen to correct spherical aberration and coma for the overall system. The 
equations for calculating the conic constants were given in equation set (4). 
Solving these equations for the f/12.88 system: 
B1 = (-0.017361156) + (-1.962870)/(-40.5662)-= 0.0310256784 
B2 = (0.032351479) + (-0.671702)/(-28.5460) = 0.0558819912 
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1 
A, = (-29.3185) + (2445.21)/(-40.5562) -89.59552866 
A2 = (-149.282) + (8.4327)/(-28.5460) : -149.5774074 
B1 = (0.079412496) - (-0.017361156) = 0.096773652 
B2 = (0.032351479) - (0.079412496)= -0.047061017 
= +2 [c1.962870)(-40.5662)] = 0.0002265748 
C2 = -2 0.671702)/(-28.5460) =0.000026057 
The residual spherical aberration R. is given a value equal to the cover plate 
spherical aberration: 
= SA = 9.48x10
-8 
Rs 
Similarly, the residual coma aberration Rc is: 
Rc = Coma = 4.37x10
-4 
Then: 
E = -0.000084039 
F = +0.2633640285 
and: 
K = -0.47828 primary mirror conic constant 
K2 : -7.35155 secondary mirror conic constant 
The prescribed conic constants for the primary mirror and secondary mirror
 
are -0.479 and -7.314, respectively. These values are very close to those
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calculated above.
 
For the f/30 relay system, a-similar set of calculations as those above gave
 
a primary mirror conic constant of -0.28312 and a secondary conic constant of
 
-2.43835. The prescribed conic constants are -0.284 and -2.420.
 
This evaluation of conic constants show that the prescribed f/12.88 and f/30
 
relays have virtually zero third-order spherical aberration and coma.
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4.0 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
 
In order to realize the Space Telescope objectives of high angular resolution
 
over a wide field, extended wavelength coverage and faint object detection,
 
the performance of the Wide Field/Planetary Camera must be matched to that of
 
the Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA).
 
The capability of the Space Telescope is limited by three parameters of the
 
OTA and the Wide Field/Planetary Camera. The first two, manufacturing limita­
tion of the optics and UV cutoff of the optics coating, impose the static
 
limitations. These two limitations, coupled with the third limitation -­
pointing stability of the Space Telescope (SSM + OTA + WF/PC), constitute
 
the dynamic limitation.
 
The inability of a static manufactured optical system to perfectly match
 
the designed system results in degradation of performance. For a manufactured
 
optical system, the modulation transfer function (MTF) can be calculated and
 
compared with the designed MTF. (The ratio of manufactured MTF to designed
 
MTF is called the optical quality factor, "OQF".) For performance "prediction"
 
purposes, the OQF can be expressed as follows:
 
2
 
OQF = exp -(2nz) [-p(v]
 
where w'is the rms wavefront error in units of wavelength and (v)is the
 
autocorrelation function. i(v) is usually expressed as follows:
 
" 2-2f#2V2
(v)= exp 
C2
 
where X is the wavelength; f# is the system focal ratio; v is the spatial 
frequency; and C is the autocorrelation length. 
It should be noted that these empirical performance prediction equations
 
have agreed closely in past experience with calculated "static" manufactured
 
results. Shown in figure 4.0-1 is the theoretical designed MTF for a combined
 
OTA with planetary camera at the center of the CCD. To create this hypothetical
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"best" case condition, a simple scaling relationship was used (f/30 f/24).
 
This assumes the WF/PC optics design does not increase the cehtral-bbtruction
 
due to the OTA, and the"WF/PC optics design is diffraction-limited. (Actual
 
design performance data without this assumption is given in section 10.1.)
 
Using the performance "prediction" equations, the effect of "static"
 
manufacturing errors on the planetary camera theoretical design (f=O) is
 
shown in figure 4.0-1. The effect on the resultant star spot size is shown
 
in figure 4.0-2. Inherent in the manufacture of a combined OTA with WF/PC
 
is a maximum rms wavefront error of 0.075 A due to the OTA alone. The
 
addition of an independent WF/PC optical system to the OTA must minimize
 
any wavefront error increase to the inherent 0.075 A rms wavefront error.
 
Shown in figure 4.0-3 is the preliminary system static wavefront budget for
 
the combined OTA with WF/PC (see section 8.5). Shown in figures 4.0-4 and
 
4.0-5 are the manufactured performance specifications for the OTA with wide
 
field and planetary cameras. The manufactured system specification for a
 
combined OTA with WF/PC can be stated as follows:
 
The OQF (at the center of the CCD array) of a combined
 
OTA with wide field/planetary ccanera optical assembly
 
at a wavelength of 0.6328 microns shall be greater than
 
63 percent.
 
Shown in figures 4.0-6 and'4.0-7 are the manufactured performance specifications
 
for the wide field and planetary cameras without the OTA. In this case, the
 
manufactured system specification can be stated as follows:
 
The OQF (at the center of the CCD array) of the Wide
 
Field/Planetary Camera optical assembly at a wavelength of
 
0.6328 microns shall be greater than 79 percent.
 
In the change from a static manufacturing environment to a dynamic operational
 
environment, the imaging.performance will be further degraded by image motion.
 
This degradation would not be verified by test. For "prediction" purposes,
 
however, a Gaussian model combining linear and non-linear image motions is
 
usually used:
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T= exp- (2ir2 o2 2f# 2 ) 
where T is the MTF degradation factor resulting from an image motion and a is
 
the pointing stability error. The predicted effect of image motion on the
 
manufactured performance of a combined OTA with WF/PC is also shown in figures
 
4.0-4 and 4.0-5 (see section 10.0).
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5.0 OPTICAL CRITIQUE OF BASELINE DESIGN
 
To critique an optical design, specialized optical analysis software is
 
utilized to predict optical imaging performance under theoretical design,
 
simulated manufacturing and simulated operational conditions.
 
The questions to be addressed include:
 
a. What are the system performance merit functions?
 
b. What is the predicted "designed" system performance?
 
c. What is the system fabrication tolerance?
 
d. What is the predicted "manufactured" system performance?
 
e. What is the operational (dynamic) tolerance?
 
f. What is the predicted "operational" system performance?
 
For most imaging devices, MTF analyses serve as useful performance merit
 
functions. System performance specifications have been established in
 
section 4.0. The six basic questions have been addressed in figures 4.0-4
 
and 4.0-5, and serve as theoretical upper limit goals for the optical critique
 
of the baseline design.
 
The calculation of data such as spot diagrams, wavefront optical pathlength
 
differences (OPD), and modulation transfer functions (MTF) require the tracing
 
of many exact trigonometric rays. Also, extensive data processing is required
 
such as numerical integration. Consequently, the use of large-scale computer
 
programs is required.
 
STAR is an Eastman Kodak Company proprietary program which traces exact trigono­
metric rays thorugh an optical system and calculates ray intercept points and
 
wavefront OPD. There are no-restrictions on lens element tilt and decenter be­
cause this program uses exact trigonometric expressions throughout.
 
BFLT5 is also an Eastman Kodak Company proprietary program. This program is more
 
extensive than STAR. In addition to ray intercept points and wavefront OPD,
 
BFLT5 calculates spot diagrams and diffraction-based MTF. Trigonometric
 
approximations are used in its tilt and decenter routines, however, so the
 
magnitudes of lens element tilts and decenters are restricted.
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The tilted OTA + f/12.88 relay system was modeled on both STAR and BFLT5.
 
Wavefront OPD's were calculated using both programs, and compared. No
 
significant difference was found between the STAR data and the BFLT5 data.
 
This showed that errors due to tilt and decenter approximations in BFLT5
 
were negligible. After the accuracy of BFLT5 was established, this program
 
was used to calculate spot diagrams and MTF.
 
5.1 WIDE FIELD CAMERA MATH MODEL
 
The following six mirrors were incorporated in the BFLT5 math model: OTA
 
primary mirror, OTA secondary mirror, pyramid field mirror, folding mirror,
 
relay primary mirror, and relay secondary mirror. Initially, all the mirrors
 
were aligned to a common optical axis. A full-aperture (40x40 array size) ray
 
trace of this in-line system showed all rays converging to the expected focus,
 
thereby forming an aberration-free on-axis image point.
 
The field mirror was then decentered upward by 1.59 cm and tilted 9.1056
 
degrees about its decentered vertex to simulate one of the concave pyramid
 
faces.
 
A single chief ray, passing through the vertex of the OTA primary mirror (which
 
is also the system entrance pupil) was traced. The input angle of this ray
 
was adjusted until it intercepted the pyramid face at a height of 1.59 cm (for
 
the f/12.88 relay system). This input field angle was 0.015816 degrees.
 
After reflection fromthe pyramid face, this chief ray traveled to the folding
 
mirror at an angle of 18.34 degrees relative to the OTA optical axis. The
 
folding mirror was tilted about its chief ray intercept point by 18.34/2
 
or 9.17 degrees. This tilt caused the chief ray, after reflection from the
 
folding mirror, to be parallel to the OTA optical axis, but displaced from it
 
by a distance of 6.64 cm.
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The segment of the chief ray which was made parallel to the OTA axis is
 
the optical axis of the relay mirrors.* The primary and secondary mirrors
 
of the relay lens and the cover glass were shifted upward 6.64 cm to center
 
them on the relay optical axis. The two relay mirrors and cover glass were
 
shifted as a unit along their optical axis until the prescribed back focal
 
distance was achieved.
 
Focus was checked by tracing a set of parallel input rays entering the OTA
 
at a field angle of 0.015816 degrees. Itwas verified that the OTA brought
 
these rays to a focus on the pyramid face at a height of 1.59 cm from the OTA
 
axis. After reflection from the pyramid, the rays diverged to the relay
 
primary mirror via the folding mirror. The relay primary and secondary mirrors
 
refocused the rays and formed a point image on the relay optical axis. This
 
image was formed 0.1009 cm behind the cover glass.
 
A fixed plano image surface was then placed 0,1009 cm behind the cover glass.
 
This surface simulates the CCD detector. Two "dummy" surfaces were also added
 
to the math model. One of these surfaces, located 490.6 cm in front of the
 
OTA primary mirror, contained the OTA central obstruction. The second surface,
 
located 16.26 cm in front of the relay primary mirror, contained the
 
obstruction caused by the relay secondary mirror. These dummy surfaces do
 
not refract or reflect rays; instead, they block rays which fall within their
 
obstruction perimeters. A third obstruction, caused by the relay primary
 
mirror hole, was specified on the relay primary mirror surface.
 
5.2 WIDE FIELD CAMERA PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
 
The tilted optical system comprised of the OTA plus baseline f/12.88 relay
 
design was evaluated. Shown in figure 5.2-1 is the actual system MTF compared
 
with the design MTF specification. It should be noted, however, that there was
 
virtually no difference between the actual system MTF and the theoretical
 
Relay lens axis, in JPL design, is inclined 1.7254 degrees to
 
the OTA optical axis. In the math model, it is convenient to
 
make these axes parallel. This does not affect optical performance
 
because the folding mirror is plano.
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aberration-free MTF (optical performance at the center of the CCD was
 
diffraction-limited; the spot diagram was a single point.) The difference
 
between the design specification MTF and the theoretical aberration-free MTF
 
is the increase in central obscuration due to the secondary mirror of the
 
relay (see figure 3.1.5-2).
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Image quality degraded rapidly, however, for off-axis points on the CCD. The
 
prominent field aberrations were field curvature and astigmatism. Shown in
 
figure 5.2-2 is the actual system MTF at point A on the performance grid
 
(figure 5.2-3). The worst image quality occurred at point A on the grid.
 
Aberration-free MTF for this field point is shown in figure 3.1.5-3 and actual
 
MTF is shown in figure 5.2-4. Comparison of these data at a spatial frequency
 
of 33 cycles/mm shows that field aberrations at point A reduces tangential
 
(X-direction) MTF from a value of 0.35 to a value of 0.16. For radial
 
(Y-direction) MTF, its value is reduced from 0.49 to zero.
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MTF at 33 cycles/mm is plotted as a function of relative field angle in
 
figure 5.2-5. The center-point of the CCD detector (grid point C in figure
 
5.2-3) corresponds to a relative field of 0.0. The outer corner of the CCD,
 
grid point A, corresponds to a relative field of 1.0. The dashed curves
 
depict theoretical aberration-free MTF. Variation of this MTF with field
 
angle is caused by the changing shape and position of the central obscuration
 
in the lens aperture.
 
The solid curves show the actual MTF for the baseline design. At the center
 
of the CCD, aberration-free performance is achieved. However, MTF falls off
 
rapidly out in the field.
 
The goal of the optimization is to modify the lens prescription in such a way
 
that off-axis MTF is improved to an acceptable level without degrading on-axis
 
MTF too much. The field aberrations cannot be eliminated. Instead, they
 
are partially cancelled by the introduction of compensating aberrations.
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5.3 PLANETARY CAMERA MATH MODEL
 
The same procedure was used to construct the BFLT5 math model for the OTA + f/30
 
relay system. For this relay, the chief ray was adjusted until it intercepted
 
the pyramid face at a height of 0.679 cm. The input field angle for this
 
chief ray was 0.0067556 degrees.
 
The angle of the chief ray between pyramid and folding mirror was 18.61 degrees
 
and its intercept height on the folding mirror was 5.75 cm. The folding
 
mirror was rotated about this intercept point to cause the reflected chief
 
ray to be parallel to the OTA axis. The relay mirrors and cover glass were­
then centered on this optical axis and these elements were shifted, as a unit,
 
along the optical axis to establish the prescribed back focal distance. The
 
distance between the cover glass and the CCD surface (image plane) was 0.1007 cm.
 
The pyramid was repositioned along the OTA optical axis, during an earlier
 
.step in this modeling procedure, so that the OTA image would be focused at a
 
height of 0.679 cm from the OTA axis. The image locations for the OTA and
 
relay were verified by tracing a set of rays through the system. Finally,
 
the obstructions were added to the math model.
 
5.4 PLANETARY CAMERA PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
 
The tilted optical system comprised of the OTA plus baseline f/12.88 relay
 
design was evaluated. Shown in figure 5.4-1 through figure 5.4-3 are the
 
actual system MTF calculations at the center of the CCD, 0.7 field, and full
 
field, respectively. Comparison of this data at a spatial'frequency of
 
14 cycles/mm shows that field aberrations at point A reduce'tangential
 
(X-direction) MTF from a value of 0.47 to a value of 0.44. For radial
 
(Y-direction) MTF, its value is reduced from 0.47 to 0.41.
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Fig9ue 5.4-3 
MTF at 14 cycles/mm is plotted as-a function of relative field angle in
 
figure 5.4-4. The dashed curves depict theoretical aberration-free MTF. The
 
solid curves show the actual MTF for the baseline design.
 
Similar to the wide field camera, the planetary camera also has residual
 
astigmatism and field curvature. However, the effect of these aberrations
 
on image quality is negligible because this system operates at a higher f-number
 
and has a smaller angular field. The baseline optical prescription, therefore,
 
needs no modifications.
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6.0 OPTICAL OPTIMIZATION OF BASELINE DESIGN
 
The goal of the optimization is to modify the lens prescription of the wide
 
field camera in such a way that off-axis MTF is improved to an acceptable
 
level without degrading on-axis MTF too much. In the baseline design, the
 
system has been corrected for third order spherical aberration and coma. The
 
system, however, is degraded by astigmatism and field curvature since these
 
field aberrations are not controlled in the baseline design. The field
 
aberrations cannot be eliminated. Instead, they will be partially cancelled
 
by the introduction of compensating aberrations.
 
6.1 WIDE FIELD CAMERA OPTIMIZATION
 
For optical design optimization, the computer program, COOL/GENII, was chosen.
 
COOL/GENII is an automatic lens design program belonging to the Genesee Computer
 
Center, Inc. in Rochester, New York. Kodak has access to this program through
 
an in-plant terminal. The program combines and integrates a wide collection
 
of optical design and evaluation capabilities into a single comprehensive
 
system. As a major component, the COOL/GENII system incorporates the optical
 
design and evaluation capabilities of David Grey Associates programs known
 
collectively as Computer Optics Package (COP). David Grey's optical design
 
program has long been recognized as one of the most powerful tools in the
 
optical design industry. In particular, his orthonormalizaton techniques for
 
optimization are extremely powerful and have been noted for achieving results
 
which were unattainable using other methods. After each optimization run using
 
COOL/GENII, the resultant wavefronts for the tilted system were calculated
 
using the wide field camera math model (see section 5.1). This math model
 
utilizes the Kodak BFLT5 optical evaluation software.
 
The baseline design consists of two conic mirrors with a plano folding mirror.
 
Not very much can be changed in the lens prescription. The secondary mirror
 
cannot be moved forward toward the pyramid without either increasing the
 
central obscuration or reducing the back focus (axial distance between primary
 
mirror vertex and CCD detector). Moving the secondary mirror back increases
 
the physical length of the system, and this maximum-length is restricted.
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Aberrations are increased if the primary mirror ismoved forward because both
 
the primary mirror and secondary mirror curvatures become stronger. Moving
 
the primary-mirror back reduced back focus which isalready at its minimum
 
allowable value.
 
The mirror locations are fixed. Consequently, the mirror radii of curvature
 
are also fixed. Reducing the primary mirror curvature would either increase
 
the central obscuration or increase the system f-number. The system f-number
 
would also increase if the secondary mirror curvature were reduced. Changing
 
the curvature of the pyramid faces would increase the central obscuration.
 
The only effective degrees of freedom available for optimization are the
 
asphericities of the relay primary and secondary mirrors. For the baseline
 
design, these asphericities have been chosen to yield zero coma and zero
 
aspherical aberration. By changing these asphericities to improve off-axis
 
imagery, the condition of zero spherical aberration is sacrificed. Thus,
 
off-axis performance is improved at the expense of on-axis performance.
 
The initial plan was to performa-preliminary optimization by using an
 
in-line COOL/GENII model of the OTA plus f/12.88 relay system; then, for the
 
final optimization, to use the tilted model: The lens prescription generated
 
by each optimization run would be evaluated by program BFLT5 using the tilted
 
model for all cases.
 
Lens design program COOL/GENII provides a wide variety of optimization targets
 
such as thirdorder aberrations, ray intercept deviations at the image surface,
 
astigmatic foci data based on differential ray tracing, and wavefront optical
 
pathlength differences (OPD) in the exit pupil. The procedure isto choose
 
a set of appropriate optimization targets and assign suitable targets and ­
tolerances. A set of targets isspecified for each field angle evaluated. 
The computer program then attempts to bring each target value within its 
corresponding tolerance by varying the conic constants and asphere coefficients 
of the relay primary and secondary mirrors. 
After some experimentation with various combinations of targets, best results
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were obtained by using OPD targets. By specifying OPD goal values and
 
tolerances, the desired wavefront shape at each field angle could be defined.
 
After each optimization run, the resultant wavefronts for the tilted system
 
were calculated with BFLT5, evaluated, and new goal values and tolerances for
 
COOL/GENII were determined. By using these two programs:(BFLT5 and COOL/GENII)
 
together in an iterative routine, a final optimized lens prescription was
 
obtained using an in-line model in COOL/GENII and a tilted model in BFLT5.
 
The optimized conic constants (K)and asphere coefficients (A4 - A10o) are:
 
Primary Mirror Secondary Mirror 
K -0.50006 -6.64908 
A4 +0.3914992 E-07 -0.2771794 E-05 
A6 +0.5890965 E-08 -0.2982543 E-05 
A8 +0.6845064 E-09 -0.3224190 E-05 
A10  -0.1842629 E-09 -0.3582286 E-05 
6.2 WIDE FIELD CAMERA PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
 
Shown in figures 6.2-1 through 6.2-3 are the optimized system MTF calculations
 
at the center of the CCD, 0.7 field, and full fi&ld, respectively. Comparison
 
of this data at a spatial frequency of 33 cycles/mm is shown in figure 6.2-4.
 
The dashed curves depict theoretical aberration-free MTF. The solid curves
 
show the actual MTF for the optimized design. Performance at the center of
 
the CCD has been compromised slightly for a better performance balance across
 
the field. Comparison of this figure with figure 5.2-5 shows how off-axis
 
performance has been improved.
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7.0 OPTICAL DESIGN ANALYSIS OF OPTIMIZED DESIGN
 
This section describes the performance of the OTA with WF/PC relay systems in
 
terms of modulation transfer functions (MTF), field curvature, spot diagrams,
 
point spread functions (PSF), encircled energy, geometric distortion, and
 
vignetting. These data relate to monochromatic performance at a spectral
 
wavelength of 0.6328 micron.
 
Both on-axis and off-axis performance have been calculated. Specific field
 
points are defined on the performance grid shown in figure 5.2-3. Grid
 
point C is the "on-axis" field point with respect to the relay optical axis
 
and is coincident with the center of the 12.2 x 12.2mm CCD (charge coupled
 
device) detector. Due to the tilted optical configuration, however, the OTA
 
is being used off-axis at this grid point. The on-axis image point formed
 
by the OTA is located at the pyramid apex and this point is re-imaged by the
 
relay lens at grid point E.
 
A line passing through points A-E represents the intersection of the detector
 
surface and the meridional plane of the optical system where the meridional
 
plane is defined as the plane which contains both the OTA and the relay lens
 
optical axes. In the WF/PC optical configuration (figure 3.0-3), the meri­
dional plane is the plane of the paper. Similarly, a line passing through
 
points C-F-G represents the intersection of the detector surface and the
 
sagittal plane, where this plane also contains the relay lens optical axis.
 
The meridional-plane is a plane of symmetry for the optical system. There­
fore, except for orientation, performance data at the two grid points denoted
 
F (or G) are identical.
 
7.1 MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
 
The f/12.88 MTF data was calculated at five focus positions. The back focus
 
values used were nominal, nominal ± 50 microns, and nominal ± 100 microns.
 
At each focus position, average MTF was computed by taking the geometric mean
 
of the radial and tangential MTF values.
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Figure 7.1-1 shows geometric mean MTF as a function of relative field at the
 
best-compromise back focus. This curve is the geometric mean of the data given
 
in figure 6.2-4. This best compromise focus position was chosen because it
 
gives uniform performance from on-axis to 0.8 relative field.
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Figure 7.1-1
 
Figure 7.1-2 describes MTF performance over the overall image field formed by
 
the four CCD detectors. The outside corners correspond to grid points A. The
 
center of each quadrant is grid point C.
 
Through-focus MTF over the field of a single detector is shown in figure 7.1-3.
 
By reducing the back focus, MTF at each corner is improved at the expense of
 
MTF at the center.
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In figures 7.1-4 through 7.1-8, relative MTF at the specified grid points are
 
shown as a function of defocus.
 
MTF is listed as a function of spatial frequency in tables 7.1-1 through 7.1-4.
 
These data correspond to the best-compromise focus position for grid points C,
 
B, A',' and A.
 
The f130 MTF data was calculated at five focus positions. The back focus values
 
used were nominal, nominal ± 100 microns, and nominal ± 200microns. At each
 
focus position, average MTF was completed by taking the geometric mean of the
 
radial and tangential MTF values.
 
Figure 7.1-9 shows geometric mean MTFas a function of relative field at the
 
optimum on-axis back focus.
 
Figure 7.1-10 describes MTF performance over the overall, image field formed by
 
the four CCD detectors. The outside corners correspond to qrid points A. The
 
center of each quadrant is grid point C.
 
Infigures 7.1-11 through 7.1-14, relative MTF at the specified grid points are
 
shown as a function of defocus.
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Table 7.1-1
 
f/12.88 MTF AT GRID POINT C
 
.fT..U1.88 RELAY
 
THETA- 0.0 DtK. Pn1. 0.016 DEG. a lI
 
IVEN OR CALCULATED FOCAL-PLANE AT 0.23635100D 03 CH. 
-AZC, f--...0* - .M. --RESULTANT FOCAL POSITION- 0.23635100E 03 
FRED MIF(X) PHASEIX) FRED MTF(Y) PHASEfY) 
0.0 - 1.0000 0.0 0.0 1.0000 0.0
 
1.749 0.9o73 359.9995 1.747 0.9674 0.0015
 
'.498 0,9311 -.- 359.9995_ _... 94 0.9317 0.0023
 
5.247 0.8926 359.9995 5.241 0.8939 0.0019
 
.-.. 996-...... 0.8529 359.9988 6.988 .0.8549 0.0004
 
8.746 0.8126 359.9971 8.735 0.8155 359.9956
 
.0lk9 .,7724 359.9963 -- 10.48 0.7761 359.9912
 
12.24 0.7325 359.9958 12.23 0.7371 359.987
 
13.99 0.6933 -36$9.9950 1 '98 0.6987 359.9822
 
15.74 0.6555 359.9956 15.72 0.6616 359.9771
 
1_ . . 0.6186 359.9951 17.47 0.6255 359.9719
 
19.24 0.5827 359.9954 19.22 0.5902 359.9668
 
209_ 0.5479 359.9951 - 20.96 0.5559 359.9614
-

22.74 0.5150 359.9951 22.71 0.5238 359.93
 
?4.49 C.4033 359.9949 24.46 0.4927 359.9517
 
26.24 0.4531 359.9951 26.21 0.4627 359.9 75
 
-27.99 0.4242 359.9949 27.95 0.4339 359.9436
 
29-73 - 0.3975 359.9954 29.70 0.070 359.9399
 
..31.48 0.372. 359.9951 31.45 0.3817 359.9368
 
33.73 .-lSt C.3496 359.9958 33.19 ,36-1 0.35b7 359.9333
 
.fl ,A.... 0.3295 359.9961 34.94 C.337F 359.9297
 
36.73 0.3130 359.9973 36.69 0.3205 359.9258
 
.38.48 0.2-9i 359.9965 3U.43 0.3063 359.8071
 
40.23 0.2681 359.9995 40.18 0.2947 359.7917 
41.98 0.27E2 359.9"5 41.93 0.2643 359.77.6
 
43.73 0.27C7 359.9995 43.68 0.2758 359.7o20
 
_..5.4 0... 359.9995 0.2666 359.7463
2638 45.42 
47.23 C.2592 359.9995 47.17 0.2637 359.7302
 
_48.97 0.255C 359.9995 4t.92 0.25"3 359.7141
 
50.72 C.2536 359.9995 50.66 0.2578 359.6965 
- 52.47 0.2522 359.9995 52.41 G.2563 359.6787 
54.22 0.2514 359.9995 54.16 0.2555 359.6616
 
55.97 0.25(5 359.9995 55.90 0.2545 359.6443 
57.72 0.2495 359.9995 57.65 0.2534 359.6270
 
- 59.47 0.2483 359.9995 -.59.40 0.2521 359.6096
 
61.22 0.2473 359.9995 61.15 0.2511 359.5928
 
... 62.97 0.2459 359.9995 62.89 0.2497 359.5757
 
64.72 0.2439 359.9995 64. 4 0.2476 359.5579 
.- 6.47 0.2414 35V.9995 66.39 0.2450 359.5398 
68.21 C.2389 359.9998 66.13 0.2425 359.5222 
- _69.96 0.2356 B59.9995 69.88 0.2392 359.5037 
71.71 0.2320 359.9998 71.63 0.2358 359.4656
 
-- 73.46 C.2275 359.9998 73.37 C.2314 359.4670
 
75.21 	 0.2218 359.9998 75.12 0.2259 359.4475
 
.._____.. 0.2151 359.9998 7b.E7 0.2194 359.4275
 
78.71 0.2079 359.9998 78.42 0.2124 359.4089
 
80.46.. .. 0.1994 359.9998 80.36 0.2041 359.3911
 
82.21 0.1901 359.9"s8 82.11 0.1950 359.5564 
- . 0.1798 359.9998 83.86 0.1848 359.5576 
85.71 0.1691 359.999t 85.60 0.1740 359.5603
 
-67.46 . 0.1576 .359.9998 87.35 0.1621 359.5623
 
89.20 0.1469 359.9998 89.10 0.1509 359.5662 
9.95 0.1361 359.9998 90.84 0.1397 359.5706
 
92.70 0.1260 359.9998 92.59 0.1292 359.5769
 
%,h. ..-- 0.....0.1159 59.9 .. 94.34 0.1186 359.5833
 
96.20 0.1063 359.9998 96.09 0.1007 359.5916 
91,9.5 -------- 9-7.8--- ----- 0.97 359.6091
 
.99.70 (.0881 359.9996 99.5 0.069k 35-.6128
 
101.4 (.07'4 0.0000 101.3 0.0680- 359.6255 
103.2 C.n71 0.0001 13(.1 0.072? 359.6404
 
104.9 0.0625 0.0001 104.8 0.0634 359.6545
 
l t.7 '.0, I(4 C.05!6
(... 	 369.673d 
li.? (*.c3W 0.3CC2 11.1 0.04C1 359.7161 
111.9 C.V323 0.(0¢5 111.1 C.0325 359.7383 
113.7 5.257 0.11C7 11B.' C.C258 359.7.71 
115.4 C.o186 (.0007 115.3 0.01b7 359.7922 
117.i (,.011 C.'Cct. 117.1 ".1J 359.6274 
118.4 ,073 C.Co0b 111.8 0.OCls 359.8567
 
12C.7 (.CC7 C.006 120.5 0.0037 359.9828
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%Tabte 7.1-2 '5 
f/12. 8 8 MTF AT GRID POINT B ,? 1 j4L . 
07A. F/12.A6 RELAY
THETA- c:; DEG, PHI- .D.024 D£G . 0-. ..lJ
 
£I.V4 OR CAL.JATED FVLAL.PL 
 AT __0.6 &1CD 03 Cn.1CAL SHIFTz C.' (3. RESULTANT FOCAL POSITION 0.2363510E O:! 
- FREv MTFIX) PHtASEIX) . FREU MTFtY) PtAsElY)
0.0 1.0000 0.0 0.0 
 1.0000 0.0
 
-- 748 - -- t.9640 359.9995 - - .1.746 0.96b2 .00222
 
3.A97 	 0.9306 359.9995 3.493 0.9362 0.0242 
-...... ~ ~ 
-- 0.9039 0.0623* ~  A4~ .3339~S.S _ .39 
0.8581 359.9995 6.9b5 
 0.871b C.('91E

8.742 .	 0.217 _.359-.995, 
- .73z 0.8392 0.14c66 
10.40 	 6.7855 359.95 1.4 .801 0.207
12.21 .71503 359.9995 . 12.22 C.7751 0.261* 
13.99 	 0.7155 35V.9995 
 13.97 	 (.4. (.37.4 
17.48 	 oel .355V.9995 __1b.72 0.7143 0.4&8217.48 0.6471 359.5995 17.46 0.681. C.592&
 
14-. 0.6136 359.9995 1.21 0.o5 7 0.777
20.91 	 f.5814 359.9995 2P.9 0.6231 &.E171 
22.73 C.5489 359.9995 22.70 0.5902 6.9094
24.4L 0.5176 359.9995 24..5 0.5610 0.9b22
 
26.2 	 0.1570 359.9995 - .a6.2.. 0.5338 0.999

C7.7 359.9995 27.94 0.5098 1.0427
.-567 
2.72 	 C.4274 359.9995 29.69 
- 0.4b65 1.0651 
31.17 	 C.3986 359.9995 31.43 0.4645 1.075S33.22 .3lq5 	 0.371n 359.9995 4311 0.1437.tqSs 1.0597
 
34.97 	 6.341C 359.9995 34.93 0.4229 1.O205
 
36.7L -.C.325' . 350.99S9 Bb..1 0.4C31 .6TC.3061 
*..2 .21149 351."995 1(.1) C.3*tl (.92.f 
'..6 (.2641 359.9995 1.1.91 (.3'.'. '.895­
(.t 359.V99s 58.42 0.384' 8.654i 
43.71 	 C.,76 359.9q95 43..,, 0.13*5 V.E-6(
45.46 .27% 35S.9995 45. 0. 2_- r.7cze 
,
47.21 -. 267e 359.9995 47.15 C.Slt, 0.71C­
(pq
.Ib5. 359.9995 "6.vc 0.03 
 .656'
50.7r 	 0.26-v 359.9995 58.14 C.2951 .0.5972
 
52.1' 0.2664 35V.9995 b;.35 0.2663 C $44C

!., C.Z67' s59.9995 5 .14 0.27bb 0.5025
 
0.26V6 359.4995 55.8t 0.273. 0o.'.94
 
57.7' 0.2697 359.999. 57.63 0.2675 0.40P2
 
5"... C.27(5 359.9995 59.36 0.263F 
 C.356C61.19 0.2719 359.9095 ... 61.12 .... 0.2607 -. _J3.3269

62.. C.272. 359.9995 62. 67 0.25b2 0.3279
64.6b 0.2727 159.9995 64.61 0.255' 0.361
 
6b.44 C.2727 359.9995 6b.3. 0.2519 C.426.
 
h3.1- 0.272o 359.9995 6P.11 C.2I9- C.511(

.(1715 359.'995 A9.55 
 0.246? C.64'C
 
71.6L (.ZC3 359.v995 71.6. 0.243B O.UO'.
 
73.,z 	 C.Z6el 354.999, 7 .35 0.24,7 141 175.11 0.264o 359.9995 7E.C9 .237c l.Z45j
 
7b-I5 0.2l2 359.9995 76.8, C.23/L 1.521*
 
76.6t 0.?145 359.9996 7.59 0.227C 1.829
 
u8.'z 0.2482 59.0995 80.33 0.2220 2.1576
 
e2.17 0.2396 359.9996 62.0b 0.2151 
 2.49*6 
65.92 	 0.2286 359.9995 63.82 0.2062 2.7b,5

.o7 ___9.714b 359.999E 
- E 0.197365.57 	 .2.9914 
7.42 0.1993 359.9998 87.3 021878 3.1282
 
.9.17 .. 0.1347 359.9q9b . -. 69.0. 0.18783 .1301
 
9r. 1 0.1702 359.9998 95.81 0.1692 3.304
 
.92.66 0.1564 359.9996- 92.56 0.1596 2.8205
 
98.I1 C.1427 359.9998 94.3c 0.1407 2.5415
 
9bJ0 _-1..12297 _.a19.9911 V6. O5 0.0384 2.094297.91 	 0.1169 359.9998 97.80 
 0.1263 1.6737 
-.99.ft . 0.1053 359.999D 99.54 .. .	 L.1135 1.3,31
101.4 	 0.093C 359.9995 11. 0.105 . 0.9916 
.23.2 0.0829 359.9998 103.0 0.08E7 0.63E5
 
104.9 	 0.0720 359.9998 104.8 0.0767 0.2927
106.6 	 0.023 0.0000 106.5 0.066. 359.9308 
108.4 	 0.0526 0.000C 106.4 0.0554 359.bC50 
110o .... 	 0.044.0.±Oc1 0o0460 359.286n11.0 	 0.0352 0.0003 111.6 	 0.0360 359.01 4 
113.6 ... 
_0.0276 ... 0.0004' 113.5. 0.0284 358.1954 
115.4 
.	 0.0198 0.0004 115.3 0.0203 356.6416117.1 	 0.013e 0.0004 117.C 0.014? 35o.594h
 
11L.0 CC076 0.0004 
 118.L 0.0076 35E.6340
 
126[ - 0.0038 .Q,0003 zc .5 C.0038 35t .98'2t
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Table 7.1-3 
f/12.88 MTF AT GRID POINT A 
CIA+ F/12.88 RELAy
 
HITh. 0.( DE6. Pt1 G.C27 ULb. I
 
,IVE% CK CALCULAILi FOCAL PLANt A7 £.iBtSIOC,(C3 CIM. 
OCAL HlIFT' G.0 CM. RESUL7ANT FOCAL P*t17ION 0.'3j6510t' C 
kEL MTFIX) PHAStIX) FAEQ MIFIY) PASLIYF 
0.0 1.0000. 0. 0.0 1.w0oo G.. 
1.746 0.9648 359.9995 1.746 0.9673 0.0 77
 
3.0t 0.9291 359.9995 a 3.493 0.9337 0.06,3
 
5.5 od932 359.9995 5.2.9 0.8992 0.1bl
 
6.9"3 0.8572 359.9995 6.9E5 0.869 0.2bb
 
6.7,! 	 G.8217 359.9995 8.732 0o.b26( 0.3774
 
v 0.. 10o.8 0.79i7 0.581?
C 7863 359.9995 
1-1 0.7115 359.4995 12.22 0.7553 0.86:1 
13.9 0.7170 359.9995 13.97 G.71.b 1.2107
 
*15.73 0.6827 359.9995 15.72 0.68a1 1.613b
 
17.4i C..4&7 359.9995, 17.h6 0.647h 2.Gb.E
 
1-.22 G..148 a54.9995 19.21 . 0.013 2.o2,!

20.9b 0.5811 35".9095 26.0. 0.5799 3.157.o 
22.73 0.5488 359.995 '.70 6.5510 i.StS 
24.47 .0.5165 359.9995 4.5 0.52,8. 3.64b5 
26.22 0.46'7 359.9995 16.19 0.49bf- 3.6E65
 
27.9? C.4529 5.9 27.9" C.473 3.591c
 
2-.72 0.4217 359.901 29.,9 0.449Z 3.3995
 
31.,7 %19,5 359.u995 41.,3 0.42.] 3.( l. 
33. 22 !&S'.o2 359.9995 s3. lb .4.jt5 0.4c,' 2.416* 
31.96 0.a, 65 359.9995 34.9, (.38 z 1.7 16b
 
-e.. 71 C.3195 359.4995 3..t7 2.4M GSl
 
3E.4 , 0.3011 359.99"0 38.4? 0.34.. 359.61/
 
40,c1 (,. E&5 359.9995 40.17. 0.327, 45b.2671
 
8.9t t.2747 33.%995 ''.91 0.,1:' 367.(.!;
 
43.7C .2tv3 359.9991 43.6t 0.25L7 356.861.
 
45.45 0.2t5 359.99s5 45,f C(.261 456.QIv
 
47 *.2f 0.2c1b 39.0995 47.11 0.740 314.1..
 
4b."5 .. 7tL 359.9 &.,, 0.2654 3.ct 1
 
5f.7C 8.2833 SC.. 352.4731
55 9495 0.2557 

52.45 C.Z64 359. 9L 52., 0.471 351.427 
54.19 0o.Z671 =5.9996 4.11 0.219 35C.7117 
55.94 C.26I 35v.090 55.ot 0.23z2 349.2 9l
 
57.,' C.27. 3.'0'. St.1 0.2257 34,..:.
 
59.4 6.275 359. 994 59.37 0.2195 347.749. 
61.19 C.27ab9 30.i(.0 tl.1t 0.2155 54.41SF 
.3 0.274 3.0o00 . 2.67 0.21:z 34.978
 
6A..; 0.ZdC7 0.0008 b4.61 0.209, 343.6b6
 
66.' 0.2E13 0.0000 6b.36 C.r,- 33.2.375
 
6.F.k C.2$26 C.' 08 8G.18 t.2157 3.1.2t5v
 
t-.93 0.212, 0.000s c.1.5 G.2C:$' 348 .2164
 
71.67 0.2633 0.108 81.08 0.20i 33B.23
 
83.' 0.262. 0.0000 73.-5 0.1904 33,713..
 
75.17 (.2V10 0.3000 75.Cs 0.1 c.5 361 
276.92 0.2779 0.0006 76.b4 0.9. 337.6..5
 
7F.0 0.742 359.999a 76.5F 0.16V4 337.7b,9
 
8C.42 0.2697 353.9998 80.3A 0.1657 337.7158
 
82.lt 0.2631 359.9996 82.06 0.155l. 326.0635
 
83.01 0.2506 359.9998 83.62 0.1744 335.966t 
85.6. 0.2342 359.9996 b5.57 0.16b4 339.9o9,.
 
E7.41 0.2178 )59.9996 87.32 0.1616 3,0.663C
 
80.15 O.2020 359.99b 9.0. 0.1553 341.6447 
90.98 - 0.182 -359.9998 9t.81 0.1482 342.7195 
92.65 C.1711 359.999 92.55 0.140 343.5[-24
 
94.4C 0.1560 359.999E 4.30 0.13,4 344.3572
 
96.1$ 0.1417 359.9998 96.02 0.1258 345.1152
 
.97.9C0 	 0.1274 359.9998 97.79 0.1175 345.7791 
99.6! 0.1145 359.1998 99.54 .1o1 346.1765 
101.4 0.1016 359.9998 101.3 0.1005 340..941 
103.l 0.0895 359.999b 103.0 0.0901 346.49GC
 
1C4.9 6.0774 359.9996 1",.t 0.C07b4 345.983!
 
100.6 0.0666 0.0000 I06.5 0.067t 445.3555 
108.4 0.0559 0.0001 1(o.2 0.057C 34..8,0: 
l.1 0.04.5 0.0002 11C.0 0.047, 344.3664 
311.9 0.0370 0.00 11.1 	 344.0134&O C.c-371 
11:.E 0G'2S 0.rJ00 3 11,.5 0.0293 343.7.71 
.115.' (.0208 (.((L3 136.3 0.02( 443.oi-t 
C.0142 (o.28( 117.0 Z.Gi- 343.71Z9 
12r., 3.0.39 0.000 12. .5 C.00o, 344.6V'­
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117.1 
TabZe 7.1-4 
f/12.88 MTF AT GRID POINT A 
-O1k. 
THETA-
f/12.88
0.1 -
RELAY [1.DE  P= 0.032 UkG. I a 
oV 
VEt OR CALCULATED FOCAL PLANE AT 
SIFT=, 0.0 Cm. 
rREQ HIFIA) PnASEIX) 
--.0 
1.746 
1.0000 
0.9623 
0.0 
0.0002 
3.49.... Z.9237 D.0003 
5.244 0.8842 0.0003 
.6.912. 
8.740 
0.80.'0 
0.8035 
0.00(, 
0.0004 
-O.A90.7620 0.0004 
12.24 
139 

15.73 
--- 17.4e 
19.43 
-ZO09E 

2272 

-2-.7 -­
26.22 

,-27.9T 
29.72 

31.46 
33.21 3..% 

36.71 

3b.46 
c 

41.95 

43.7C 
45.45 
­
'7.20 
48.94 
50.69 

52.1 
54.19 
55.94 

57 

59.43 
61.18 
62.93 
64.66 
66.42 
68.17 

69.92 

71.67 

73.42 
75.17 

.. _76.YI 
78.66 
80.'1 

B2.16 

B3,91 

85.65 

-03,5C 
8a.15 

_ 	90.90 

92..5 

-	 94.39 
96.14 

07.1o 

101.4 

103.1 

104.Q 

In 6 .0 
105.4 
111.9 

11o.6 
115.4 
117.1 
118.9 
12(.6 

.- , 

C.7212 0.0004 

0.6804 0.0004 
C.&397 0.0004 
C.5903 0.00(4
0589' 0.0004 
0.5203 o.0004 
0.0833 C.0004 
(.4472 0.P004 
0.4125 0.00' 
C.3768 0.000A 
0.3519 0.0004 
0.32b2 0.0004 
C.3r73 0.00t4 
0.2--3842b 0°LO.Co 

C.2732 

1.2511 

C.t47 . 
0.239. 
0.2374 

.35 

(.2357 
C.2 12 

0.2413 

0.2.47 
0.2490 
C.2532 

.6&2e565 

C.2595 

0.2624 

O.265o 

C.2603 
0.2673 
C.26"-, 

O.Zobo 

0.2682 

4.2674 

0.2657 

0.262Y 

0.2601 
0.2b63 

0.249E 

0.2373 

0.2249 

0.2120 

C.1993 

0.1865 

0.1729 

0.1594 

C. 

8. 2. 
%.1.7 

C.094 

C*.21C 

* '7'7 
C.t59.. 
L.3 1 

.3 0
:.21 
r 

.. 5 t I 
O.",04, 
0.0004 

0.000. 
0.101. 
C.OC4 

G.V003 
.0004 
C.1003 

0.00(. 
C.00(1
C.0(3 
0.0003 

0.0004 
0.0003 

0.0004 
0.00C3 
0.0003 

0.00C0 
0.0003 
(O*D0&3 
0.0003 

0.0013 

0.00 
0.0U03 
OOM. 

0.000 

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0003 

C.0003 

c( cod 

.oo 

35.q99a 

359.v99 

36.00c 

.20ccc 

(.0(0 
(.0001 
C.cfcU 
... C 
.. GI 

."CC1 
0.V000 
0.23635100, 

RESULTANT 

FKEQ 

0.0 

1.747 

-3.493 

5.240 

6.967 ­
8.733 

10.48 

12.23 

13.97 

15.7t 

17.47 
19.21 

20.96 
22.71 

24.48 
26.2C 
27.95 

29.6Y 

41.44 
33.19 .11 
4'..93 
36.6b 

38.43 

40.17 
41.92 

..	 7 
45.41 
47.1. 
46.91 

50.,5 

5t. 
54.15 

55.89 
57.64 

59.39 

61.13 

62.68 

04.63 
66.37 

bb.12 

b9.87 

71.61 
73.3. 
75.11 

76.U5 

7B.60 

80.35 

82.09 

83.84 

65.59 

87.33 

89.08 

90.63 

92.57 

94.32 

9..(7 

97-.1 

fl1.3 

103.1 

1c... 

WC.5 .. 
101 .-
1i1.nIll3.5 

n1.5 

115...0% 
117.0 

18 
.' 

03 CM.
 
FOCAL POSITION= 0.23635100E 0
$TFIYI PHASEIY) 
1.00C0 0.0
 
0.9601 0.1327
 
0.9100 0.3374
 
0.8531 0.6716
 
0.7912 1.1669 
0.7270 1.9308
 
0.6626 2.9330
 
0.600 4.1907
 
0.5425 5.466,
 
0.4864 6.4491
 
0.4334 7.3651
 
0.3826 6.0634
 
0.3b2 8.549
 
0.2921 8.7707
 
0.254A &."429 
0.2159 7.57b3
 
0.1836 6.139b
 
D.1551 4.007
 
0.1316 0.8530
 
0.1122 356.8728 
0.0972 352.6010
 
0.08.6 348.1462 
0.0791 344.3257
 
0.0745 441.7b.4 
0.0696 339.6v67
 
0.0835 337.7141
 
0.O5c. 355.145"
 
C.0546 332.2400
 
0.0506 32b.591
 
0.04b2 324.4707
 
0.0463 319.4946
 
0.04*A 314.3091
 
0.0435 30L.395b
 
0.0430 302.8208
 
0.0428 296.8752
 
0.0435 292.0083
 
0.0443 287.131U
 
0.0459 2U .3062
 
6.0471 260.3662
 
0.046' 275.5056
 
0.049E 271.7566
 
C.0511 266.2190
 
0.052b 261.7166
 
0.0536 257.5549 
0.0545 254.2692
 
0.0557 252.4236
 
0.0561 250.9012
 
0.0577 251.352b
 
0.0603 252.9bE4
 
0.0625 254.9754
 
0.0639 256.098
 
0.0656 259.034
 
0.0663 261.1072
 
0.0664 263.5643
 
0.0660 265.9460
 
.065u 26o.758
 
.C6s3 271 .3.4 
L.c59o 277.o(2
 
0.056' 281.1117
 
0.052b tb4.533
 
.	 .t Z?. 864$ 
.C 291.4121 
5 2. .01. 

.~' .37. 
4jL 
C.31-. 2 4.b9 7
 
.C.76 2985.btz 
0.00.1. 291 .11.1 
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MTF is listed as a function of spatial frequency in tables 7.1-5 through 7.1-8.
 
This data was calculated at the optimum on-axis back focal distance. MTF data
 
at grid points C, B, A', and A are given.
 
T'able 7'1-5 
f/3O MTF AT GRID POINT C F.pO R QUALITI 
OTA * F/3D RELAY
 
THEYA. 0.0 0.. PHI. 0.007 MtG. 0
 
,'I'V6V'R-+CALCULATE FOCAL PLANE AT 0.24509520D 03 CH. 
iIICAL SHIFT. 0.0 CM. RESULTANT FOCAL PU51T106= 0.Z.5095201 0. 
FREQ MTHX) PhASE(X] FALL MTFIY) PHASLIY) 
0.0 1.0000 0.0 0.0 1.0000 0.00.75Z5 0.970' 30.00 0.751b 0.9709 0.0000 
1.505 0.9417 360.0000 1.503 0.9417 354.9944 
2.258 0.9125 359.9991 2.255 0.9126 359.999. 
3.90 0.8834 359.9994 3.00 0.0835 359.999t
 
3.763 0.8543 359.9998 3.75! 0.8543 359.9998 
4.515 0.8252 359.9996 4.510 0.8252 359.9995 
5.268 0.7961 359.999E 5.26 0.7961 359.9995 
6.020 0.7670 359.9998 6.013 0.7670 359.9992 
6.773 0.7382 359.9496 6.764 0.7374 ,59.9943 
7.525 0.7094 359.9998 7.516 0.7088 359.9990' 
8.278 0.6804 359.999t b.26b 0.6803 359.99V0 
9.030 0o..24 359.9996 9.019 O.651U 359.9456 
9.762 0.0245 359.999b 9.771 0.6239 359.9915 
10.54 0.5966 359.999t 10.52 0.5960 359.9983
 
11.2 0.6693 359:999a 11.27 0.566 359.99V8 
-_12.04 __" 0.5420 359.999b 12.03 0.5415 359.99b0 
12.79 0.5154 359.9996 12.78 0.5148 359.997b
 
23."5 0.4667 35q.9996 13.53 0.4861 369.99lb 
14.30 n.462b 359.999b 14.28 O.4b20 359.5971 
15.09 0.436' 359.999b 15.03 0.4360 359.99 . 
15.00 0.4117 359.9996 15.7. 0.4111 359. 9b4 
16.56 0.3t8s 359.9990 l.54 0.3862 359.99o1 
17.31 0.3699 359.999 11.29 O.b7 359.991t
 
18s.06 0.355,3 354.995. 18.04 0.3541 35v.945o
 
10.81 0.3432 359.99 lo.79 0.3420 354.9Y54 
19.57 0.3335 59.9494 19.54 0.3329- 35.9­
20.32 0.Z6C 359,V9Vt 20.29 0.3280 359.9% 
21.07 0.324! 359.999E 21.04- 0.3232 359.99-4 
21.82 0.31% 359.9996 21.b6 0.3195 359.9V91
 
22.5b 0.315q 359. 99 22.55 0.3159 359."39
 
23.34 0.3129 359.999t 23.40 0.3129 359.9434 
24.08 0.3098 359.9996 24.05 0.3098 359.9932 
24.83 0.30.t 359.9998 2,.60 0.30tE 359.9929 
25.59 ... .503b 359.9998 25.5 0.30D38 359.99Z7 
26.34 0.3013 369.9996 26.31 0.3014 359.9924
 
27.09 0.2969 359.999t 27.0 0.2969 359.99 4 
27.84 0.2965 359.999k 27.41 0.2965 359.9922 
28.60 0.29-5 359.9996 28.5t 0.291 359.9919
 
29.35 0.2904 360.0000 29.31 0.2910 B5.9919
 
3 .10 0.2874 359.9S9o 30.0o 0.2880 3S9.9917 
30.85 0.2636 360.0000 30.02 0.2E44 359.9917
 
31.61 0.27E9 359.99Y6 31.57 0.2795 359.9915
 
32.36 0.2741 360.0000 32.32 0.2747 35 .9913
 
33.11 0.26cO 359.9v9b 33.07 0.2606 359.9912
 
33.bb 0.2613 360.0000 33.U2 0.2619 359.9912
 
34.62 0.2534 _359.999E - . 34.57 0.2541 359.991k 
35.37 0.2450 360.0000 35.32 0.2456 359.991i 
-	 36.12 0.2353 359.999E 36.08 0.2353 359.9907 
.36.87 0.2201 -- 360C.00 '36.83 0.2201 359.9907 
37.63 0.20.9 360.0000 37.58 0.2050 35Y.997 
38.38 0.1904 360.0000 38.33 0.1904 359.9907 
39.13 0.175e 360.0000 39.0 0.1759 359.9907
 
39.88 0.1619 360.000 39.83 0.1619 359.9910 
40.64 0.1479 360.0000 4.59 0.1480 35.910 
41.39 014 36.00 41.34 0.1346 359.9910 
42.14 0.1213 360.0000 42.09 0.1213 359.9912 
42.89 0.1091 360.0000 42.84 0.1092 359.9915
 
4A.5 .0970 ..- 0 _000...43.59 0.0970 259.9917
 
44.40 0.0855 360.0000 ".a4 0.0855 359.9919
 
-- 65,15 0.07.0 360.0000 45.10 0.0740 359.9922 
45.90 0.0.37 360.0000 45.65 0.0o37 359.992' 
_.-.6.6b 0.053. 0.0000 40.6a 0.0534 39.q4:
 
'7.41 0.0544 0.0000 47.! 0.044 39.7
 
4q.1. 005 0.00C '8i 0.0352 .9'
 
48.0007 	 0.000 .. 0.01, ~,%,. 
50.42 0.31a, 0.0000 	 .0.. 35-.L±3 13 

-.*32,!7 0C107. 0.0000 !1..; 0.007, .i',.9 
 I 
51.92 P.00: 0.0"O 51.6o 0.003 .o 5'.97. 
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Table 7.1-6 
f/30 MTF AT GRID POINT B
 
OTA - F/30 RtLAY,
 
THETA= 0.0 DE.. PHI= 0.010 DE. SP.11
 
.VEN OR CALCULATII FOCAL PLANE AT 0.24509520D 03 Cm.
 
flCAL SMIFT= 0.0 CN. RESULTANT FOCAL POSITION= 0.24509520E Ox
 
FREQ $T (X) 'PHASEtXI FRE, TFty) PHASE(Y),
 
0.0 1.0000 0.0 0.0 1.0000 0.0 
0.7525 0.9694 0.0000 0.7515 0.9?03 0.0011
 
--1.505 0.9390 0.0000 1.503 0.940b, 0.00n3
 
2.257 0.908. 0.0002 2.255 0.9112 0.009b
 
"3.010 0.8781 0.0002 3.006 0.8815 0.017
 
3.762 	 0.8.76 0.0003 3.758 0.8519 0.027s 
4.515 	 0.8172- 0.0003 4.50Y 0.8222 0.0404
 
5.267 	 0.7873 0.0003 5.261 0.7925 0.0567 
6.020 0.757. 0.0003 6.012 0.7628 0.07o.
 
-6.772 0.727t 0.0003 6.764 0.7331 0.10u4
 
7.525 	 0..977 0.0003 7.515 0.7040 0.1277
 
8.277 -	 0.6678 0.0003 E.267 0.6749 0.1544 
9.030 	 0.636O 0.0003- 9.019 0.6459 0.1973 
9.782 	 0.0093 0.0003 i.770 0.6175 0.2405
 
10.53 0.5807 0.0003 10.52 0.5897 02bn7
 
.11-29 0.5528 0.0003 11.27 0.5820 0.3441
 
12.04 	 0.5 46 0.0003 12.0, 0.5343 0.4079 
12',79 0.497- 0.0003 12.78 0.50.7 0.4812
 
13.5' 0.4.95 0.0003 13.51 0.4791. 0.56:b
 
14.30 	 0.4425 0.0003 1'4.26 0.4541 0.6062 
--. 15.05 0.4156 0.0003 15.03 0.4314 0.57b, 
15.e0 0.394 0.000, 15.7b 0.4112 0.1910 
16'.55 0.3.5, 0.0003 16.53 0.3923 0.3401 
17.31 	 0.3', 0.000 17.2 0.3740 0.151t 
18.06 	 0.3354 0.0003 18.0. 0.35t7 359. 94,8 
18.81 	 n.32±3 0.0002 16.7" 0.3.59 359.b511 
19.56 	 0.317C 0.0003 19.5. 0.33 9 359.713. 
20.32 	 0.312t 0.0002 20.29 0.3252 359.5L30 
21.07 	 0.30v7 0.000, .1.04 0.3185 359.4b07 
21.62 0.307 0.0002 21.79 0.3118 359.3o89 
-. _22.57 0.3043 0.0002 22.55 0.3009 359.2371 
3.33 O.jO't 0.000. 2.o.O 0.3032 359.14o 
24.06 	 0.3024 0.0002 24.05 0.2996 • 359.004. 
24.83 0.3011 0.0002 4.6b0 0.2966 35E.9067
 
25.5b . 0.294- 0.0002 25.55 0.2935 350.8035
 
24.34 	 0.29e7 0.0002 2..30 0.2905 3S..7241 
27.09 	 0.2974 0.000 27.06 0.2874 35L.6.1, 
27.64 	 0.295t 0.0002 27.61 0.2837 358.5b2:
 
28.59 	 0.2032 0.0002 26.56 0.2b01 35 L.5220 
29.35 	 0.2v13 0.0002 29.31 0.2770 458.4b 
30.10 	 0.2b8? 0.0002 30.06 0.2733 3±0.4250 
- 30.85 0.ZL57 .0.0002 30.b1 0.2702 35b.39 4 
3-.3'60 0.2U20 0.0002 31.57 0.2.59 3b6.36. 
32.36 	 0.2777 0.0002 32.32 0.2610 35.3653 
33.11 	 0.2722 0.0002 -33,07 0.2549 358.3628 
33.86 0.2654 0.0002 .33.82 0.2487 355.3977
 
-34.61 0 .25b. 0.0002 34.57 0.2420 356.407Z
 
35.37 	 0.2494 0.0002 3S.32 0.2340 35t.52 c 
36.12 -	 0.2376 .0.0002 3o,07 0.2236 358.7273 
36.67 	 0.2225 0.0002 36.83 0.2126 35b.89Z 
37.62 0.2072 -0.0001 37.5m 0.2011 359.0503 
- 38.36 0.1925 0.0000 38.33 0.1901 359.2371 
39.13 - 0.1778 0o.0000 39.08 0.1773 359.3333
 
39.8E 0.1637 0.0000 39.83 0.1633 359.321
 
40.63 0.1497 0.0000 n0.58 0.1493 359.3091
 
41.39- 0.1362 -0.0000 41.34 0.1359 359.2971
 
42.14 0.12L7 0.0000 4Z.Ow 0.1"24 359.25,
 
42.bq 0.1104 0.0000 42.04 0.110. 354.27
 
43.61 	 0.0t, 0.0000 3.0. 0.0760 35.2, 7 
44:40 O.OltO O.OGO 40.5, 0.08.4 0 9.1j.
 
1,17 0.0 0.0000 .10 0.07. 3..Z3,,
 
4S.010. 0:900wo o 0.Ot... gs....
 
46.4$005. 	 0.OO0o . . 0.05,.0
 
-7;o0:--Z 0.0000 17.,5 0.0441 3'.t
 
46.1 fl.4~r ~ .000 4.10 0.035, . l-. 
4b.91 	 r,1p7, 3.0.000 4o.S'. 0.O0l 31'.1.'
 
0-.01,-, j.O3.000 49.00 0.01'., 3,-I
 
50.41 0.01:z! 360.0000 50.34 0.01" 3. 1.
 
51,17 0.0074 -. 0.0000 31.11 0.0074 3. t.'
 
51.92 	 3.00:7 3OO.OCOu 51.8 0.0037 359.i"O
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fflbZe 7.1-7 
f/30 MTF AT GRID POINT A
 
THTA. P1 RELAY ' E l 
THETA 0.0 0DG. PHI= 0.011 OE. C P, c yQO 
CM.
 
W VEN DR CALLULATEU0.0 FOCAL PLANE 
AT RESULIANI O.Z45095201 

0.24509520D 03 
C4__±!1FT CH. FOCAL PUSIlIUN'. 0:
 
FREQ- TFtX) PHASEX) FRIO MFIY) PFASElY)
 
_0.0 1.0000 0.0 0.0 1.0000 0.09 9
 0.7525 0.9666 0.0000 0.7516 0.9700 359. 4'
 
*0.9377 9.0002 1.503 0.9400 359.99,1
 
2.257 0.906. 0.0003 2.255 0.9098 359.9980
 
.3.010 0.0754 0,0003 3.006 0.879b 0.007t­
3.762 0.8442 0.0003 3.158 0.8492 0.02sj
 
-.515 0.8129 0.0003 4.510 0.61u- 0.046'
 
5.26? 	 0.7820 0.0003 5.261 0.7863 0.0750
 
n.7510l- 0.0004 6.01S 0.7579 O.liz
 
6.772 	 0.7204 0.0004 b.764 0.7274 0.160" 
7.525. 	 0.6E97 0.0004 7.516 0.6976 0.2151 
8.277 0.6591 0.0004 8.2t6 0.6679 0.2816
 
_9.030 0.6 15 0.0004 9.019 0.6362 0.360
 
9.1782 0.5992 0.004 9.771 0.6093 0.,521
 
1,-33 0.5698 0.0004 10.52 0.5305 0.5596
 
11.29 	 0.5410 0.0004 11.27 0.5518 0.6 49 
12.04 	 0.5121 0.0004 12.03 0.523t 0.6i53 
12.79 	 0.4t39 0.0004 12.76 0.4961 0.9877
 
23.54 	 0..55 0.0004 13.53 0.4700 1059$ 
14.30 	 0.42be 0.0003 14.28 O.44so 1.0101
 
5.0 0.4010 P.0004 15.03 0.4264 0.8974­
15.80 	 0.3749 0.0003 15.76 0.40b 0.67', 
16.55 	 0;3519 0.0003 16.5. 0.3885 0.30E, 
17.31 	 0.335? 0.0003 17.29 0.3703 359.9EF3
 
18.06 	 0.3225 0.000i 1B.O 0.3545 359.651t 
18.81 0.313o 0.0003 I.79 0.3417 3 59.3b­
_19.56 0.3060 0.0003 19.54 0.3301 359.1202
 
20.32 	 0.3029 0.0003 20.29 0.3204 356.871 
21.07 	 0.3011 0.0003 21.04 0.311F 356.6753
 
21.82 	 0.293 0.0003 21.80 0.3046 35E.450,
 
22.57 	 0.2973 0.0003 22.5 0.2979 35b.1960 
23.35 0.29b9 0.0003 23.30 0.2943 357.953b
 
2t08 0.2962 0.0003 24.05 0.2907 -35.6S53
 
24.83 	 0.2956 0.0003 24.60 0.2871 357.4I]
 
25.58 	 0.2950 0.0005 25.55 0.2835 357.2341
 
26.34 	 0.2944 0.0003 26.31 0.2805 357.0.27 
27.09 	 0.2937 0.0003 27.0o 0.2775 3n.8"30 
27.84 0.2925 0.0003 27.61 0.2739 35..6L.1
 
.28.59 0.290oe 0.0003 2b.56 0.2702 35o.5200
 
29.35 	 0.2893 0.0002 29.31 0.2672 35t.3555
 
30.10 	 0.28b 0.0003 30.O 0.263S 35.2351 
30.85 0.26.o 0.0003 30.b4 0.2604 356.1181
 
_31.60 0.2617 0.0003 31.57 0.2560 356.0537
 
32.36 0.2773 0.0003 32.32 0.2517 355.9t4'
 
23"1 0.2723 _.Q0003 33.07 0.2461 355.971,
 
33.86 0.2bb7 0.0003 33.82 0.2405 356.0254
 
-34.61 0.259B 0.0003 34.57 0.2343 356.0327
 
35.37 	 0.2511 0.0003 35.33 0.226, 356,174 ­
.1 0.2386 0.0003 36.06 0.2166 356.5293
 
36.87 	 0.2235 0.0003 36.83 0.2069 35b.6799
 
a7TZ 0.2082 - 0.0003 37.58 0.1966 357.2224
 
38.3$ 0.1935 0.0002 38.33 0.1857 357.4932
 
_n.'3 0.1786 0.0003 39.08 0.174t 357.8169
 
39.88 	 0.1647 0.0002 39.83 0.1632 358.0505
 
.. 0.1506 9.0002 40.59 0.1493 358.0149
 
41.39 	 0.1370 0.0001 11.34 0.1360 357.9795 
42.14 	 0.1235 0.0000 42.09 0.1227 357.9.1 
42.89 	 0.1112 0.0000 .2.b4 0.1105 357.908,. 
43.64 	 0.09E9 0.0000 43.59 0.09E4 3±7.E73 
44.40 0.087, '0.0000 '43.0.011.6 357.83'.
 
45;15 0.075! p.0nO0 45.10 0.07, 357.1O6
 
45.90 	 0.36E3 o.0oOc 5.s5 0.0ob 355.7o' 
46.65 	 0.054, 0.0000 4t.'Z 0.0543 357. t 
47.41 	 0.04E5 0.0000 47.2 0.051 os?.70,5 
48.16 	 0.3359 0.000, .8.10 0.0359 257.oo 
48.81 	 0.027- 0.0030 '..' 0.027. 357.6s. 
49.61 O.Ol4 360.000" 0.0;'b 2E7.5'.'
 
50.4- 0.01--t 36.0000oc 60.1. 0.Ollt 35 1.S5 t i
 
51.17 	 0.0071 360.0000 5I.11 0.007' '57.5 .C 
51.92 .0C37 560.0000 51.at 0.0037 357.4695 
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Table 7.1-8 
f/30 MTF AT GRID POINT A
 
0TA 4 F/30 RELAY
 
THIJA. 0.0 DIG. F.,=. 0.014 DEC. I. c. ,.i
 
JfJVEN UR CALCULATED FOCAL PLA14E AT 0.2450,520D 03 Cs. 
rJCAL SKIF7= 0.0 CM. RSULTANT FOCAL POST171N- 0.245Ob20E 02 
rMTFIX) PHASEIX} FRE MIFIY) PHASEIY} 
0.0 1.0000 0.0 0.0 1.0000 0.0
 
0.7526 0.967. 0.0002 0.7517 0.9693 0.0032
 
1.505 	 0.9351 0.0003 1.503 0.9381 O.O182 
2.258 	 0.9024 0.0003 2.255 0.9063 0.0468 
3.010 0.8695 0.0004 3.007 0.8742 0.0903
 
3.7o3 0.83.5 0.0004 3.759 0.8418 0.1506
 
4.51. O.805 0.0004 4.510 0.8093 0.2295
 
5.2! 0.7707 0.0004 5.262 0.7766 0.3293
 
6.021 	 0.737$ 0.000. E.0l 0.7439 0.4527
 
6.773 	 0.7050 0.0004 b.7.6 0.7114 0.6032
 
7.526 	 0.6743 0.0004 7.517 0.6790 0.7791
 
8.279 	 0.6399 0.0004 6.09 0.6475 0.9c13 
9.021 0.6070 0.0004 9.0 l 0.6163 1.217,
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4.0F 0.2645 0.0004 24.0, 0.267b - 355.,1626
 
2 .bl 0.251 0.0003 24.61 0.2640 35,.6,36
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36.68 	 0.2234 0.0003 36.84 , 01907 351.5039 
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36.38 	 0.1938 0.0003 38.34 0.1731 352.855," 
39.11 	 .0.1793 0.0003 39.09 0.1637, 35..5065 
39.8 	 0.1653 0.0003 39.E4 0.15.B 354.153.
5
40.61 ._.1 13 0.0003 40.!9 0.1443 354.7852 
41.39 	 0.1378 0'0.0002 41.35 0.1342 355.3945 
42.15 	 '0.124 -0.0002 42.10 0.1214 355.3132 
42.90 	 0.1121 0.0002 42.85 0.1097 355.2327 
43.65 - 0.0998 0.0002 43.60 0.0979 355.1521
 
41..0 0.0881 360.0000 44.35 0.0866 355.0720
 
41.lt 0.0763 4O0.0000 45.10 0.0752 354.9917
 
45.43 	 0.0651' 3.0.0000 A5.1, 0.0650 354.9121 
1E.17 0. ~ 3e0.000 .l P.03'6, '546"
 
. t .0.0000 '.ob .0282 354.s"-7
 
".370.423 39.vy&, 9.Ao. 0.0101 4i.:
 
0.01"3'.."9' 0.3 7 0.0133 5....
 
.34 'o
011 -Ic tln 0.0036 s>.1c
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7.2 FIELD CURVATURE
 
At each grid point in the image field, peak MTF was found by shifting focus.
 
Plotting the focus shift corresponding to peak MTF against field height gave
 
graphs of field curvature.
 
Field curvature for the f/12.88 relay is shown in figure 7.2-1. The values of
 
peak MTF are given along the curved image surface. MTF values along the best­
compromise focal plane are also given. The tilted configuration of the OTA +
 
relay caused the image field to be tilted in the meridional plane.
 
A I .19 G .35 .28
 
A' .3 .39 G' .40 .40 
-B .41 .41 F .40 .42 
C .36 .44 C .36 .44 
' .37 "42 F .40 .42 
E' 093 .G.i .40 .40 
E .35 .33 G .35 .28'A 
'111111i1i 1111 I t I I I I I llII 
-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 
FOCUS SHIFT - MICRONS FOCUS SHIFT- MICRONS
 
MERIDIONAL PLANE SAGITTAL PLANE
 
FIELD CURVATURE AND MTF AT POINTS ON THE CURVED IMAGE
 
SURFACE AND ON THE REFERENCE FOCAL PLANE OF f/12.88 RELAY
 
Figure 7.2-1
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Figure 7.2-2 shows field curvature for the ff30 relay. The magnitude.of field
 
curvature for the f130 is about the same as that for the f/12.88 relay. -How­
ever, the MTF loss for the f/30 relay is much less because its higher f-number
 
increases the depth of focus.
 
A .44 .43 G .44 .43 
B.46 .46 F - .46- .46 
D .46 .46 F .46 .46 
E .45 .44 G 44 .43 
-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600
 
FOCUS SHIFT - MICRONS FOCUS SHIFT - MICRONS
 
MERIDIONAL PLANE SAGITTAL PLANE
 
FIELD CURVATURE AND MTF AT POINTS ON THE CURVED IMAGE
 
SURFACE AND ON THE REFERENCE FOCAL PLANE OF ff30 RELAY
 
Figure 7.2-2
 
7.3 GEOMETRIC SPOT DIAGRAMS
 
Computer program BFLT5 was used to generate the spot diagrams. A 20 x 20 array
 
of rays entered the lens. The intercepts of'these rays at the focal surface
 
(CCD detector) were plotted as individual spots. The entire pattern of spots
 
is the spot diagram. These spot diagrams show the effect of geometric aberra­
tions on image quality, but ignore diffraction effects.
 
Figures 7.3-1 through 7.3-5 show spot diagrams for the f/12.88 relay. For com­
parison, the core (airy disk) of an aberration-free f/12.88 diffraction spread
 
function is also given.
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Spot diagrams for the f/30 relay are shown in figures 7.3-6 through 7.3-10.
 
For this high f-number system, the airy disk ismuch larger than the geometric
 
spot diagrams. This relay, therefore, has near diffraction limited performance.
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Figure 7.3-6
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Figure 7.3-8 
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7.4 POINT SPREAD FUNCTIONS
 
Diffraction-based point spread functions (PSF) were denerated by the combination
 
of computer programs BFLT5 and BFLTA. Program BFLT5 ray traced the OTA + relay
 
optical system and produced two data arrays. The "existence array" defines the
 
shape of the diffracting aperture (exit pupil) by assigning the value 1 to each
 
ray that passes through the exit pupil and assigning the value of zero to each
 
blocked ray. The "OPD array" defines the contour of the wavefront in the exit
 
pupil interms of optical pathlength difference (OPD) along each ray. These two
 
arrays, for each.combination of field angle and focus shift, were then recorded
 
on magnetic tape.
 
After reading the magnetic tape, program BFLTA generated the complex pupil func­
tion by combining the existence array and the OPD array. The pupil function,
 
contained in a 32 x 32 array, was then inserted into a larger 256 x 256 "trans­
form array". After performing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of this array and
 
multiplying the result by its complex conjugate, the two-dimensional point
 
spread function was produced.
 
Point spread functions for the f/12.88 relay are shown in figures 7.4-1 through
 
7.4-10. For grid points A, E, and G, the spread functions are plotted in both
 
the radial and tangential directions because these spread functions are not ro­
tationally symmetric. Each spread function plot also shows the effect of focus
 
shift.
 
Relative intensity of the spread function peak, if it were aberration free, is
 
also indicated on each plot. The ratio of peak relative intensity of the aber­
rated spread function to the aberration-free peak is called the Strehl Ratio.
 
This ratio is often used as a figure of merit for optical systems. The Strehl
 
criterion states that an image is near diffraction limited if its Strehl ratio
 
exceeds 0.8.
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RADIAL DIRECTION
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Strehl ratio values (for zero focus shift) are shown on the PSF plots for each
 
performance grid point. These values show that, except for the corners, dif­
fraction limited performance is achieved over the f/12.88 relay field. The
 
f/30 relay is diffraction limited over its entire field.
 
The PSF's for the J/12.88 relay are given in figures 7.4-1 through 7.4-10 and
 
those for the f/30 relay are given in figures 7.4-11 through 7.4-17.
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0 
7.5 ENCIRCLED ENERGY
 
Encircled energy data were generated by computer program BFLTA. For each spe­
cified radius, the integrated energy was found by summing the values of inten­
sity, point by point, over the enclosed portion of the two dimensional point
 
spread function.
 
The encircled energy diagrams for the f/12.88 relay are given in figures 7.5-1
 
through 7.5-7.
 
The f130 relay is so well corrected that the encircled energy diagrams for all
 
the grid points are nearly identical. In figure 7.5-8, the plot for grid point
 
C is given. This plot is typical of all the grid points.
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7.6 GEOMETRIC DISTORTION
 
Computation of geometric distortion has been based upon the expression: 
%Dst = 100 (Y-y)/y where % Dst isdistortion expressed as a percent of the 
paraxial image height y. This image height is the radial distance between a 
specified image point on the relay optics focal plane and the on-axis point 
on that plane. The change in chief ray intercept height, y, is derived by 
exact trigonometric ray trace. The change in paraxial image height, y, can 
also be given by the following expression: 
y =f tan0
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where 0 is the change in the input field angle and f is the focal length of the
 
overall system consisting of the OTA optics plus the camera relay optics. This
 
focal length has been calculated by means of a paraxial ray trace of the opti­
cal system. It should be noted that the effect of image distortion is angular
 
pointing error. A star at a field angle of e will appear to be at an anqle of
 
o + A9. The angular error can be expressed as follows:
 
tan (AG) = X (A) f l+D
 
where D = Dst/l0O
 
The geometric distortion calculations are summarized in tables 7.6-1 and 7.6-2.
 
Table 7.6-1
 
GEOMETRIC DISTORTION - f/12.88 RELAY
 
(f = 3091.0 cm)
 
Grid 0 Y y Dst AO
Point (Degree) (CM) (CM) (Arc Second) 
A 0.015816 0.854896 0.853244 +0.194 0.110 
B 0.007908 0.426959 0.426622 +0.079 0.022
 
C 0 
 0 0 
-"
 
D 0.007908 0.426596 0.426622 -0.006 
-0.002
 
E 0.015816 0.853436 0.853244 +0.023 0.013
 
F 0.007908 0.426780 0.426622 +0.037 0.010
 
G 0.015816 0.854191 0.853244 +0.111 0.063
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Tcd)e 7.6-P
'Ia/He7.6-2ORiGINAL PAGE i 
GEOMETRIC DISIORTION - J730 RELAY OF POOR Q t 
(f= 7200.6 cm) OF POOR QUALITY 
Grid Y y Dst AG 
Point (Degree) (cm) J3 W (Arc Second) 
A 0.0067556 0.849387 0.849005 +0.045 0.011
 
B 0.0033778 0.424548 0.424502 +0.011 0.001
 
C 0 0 0 -
D 0.0033778 0.424392 0.424502 -0.026 -0.003
 
E 0.0067556 0.848761 0.849005 -0.029 -0.007
 
F 0.0033778 0.424470 0.424502 -0.008 -0.001
 
G 0.0067556 0.849078 0.849005 +0.009 0.002
 
7.7 VIGNETTING
 
Image irradiance will fall off with increasing distance into the field due to
 
vignetting and the "cosine-fourth power law." Vignetting is determined by
 
tracing an array of rays through the optical system where each ray represents
 
a fraction of the radiant power entering the'lens. At each specified field
 
point on the relay lens focal plane, the incident optical power T is related
 
to the input optical power To by the expression:
 
(T/To) (R/3234)
 
whete R is the number of unvignetted rays traced. The relative image irradi­
ance is directly proportional to the relative transmittance and can be found
 
by the expression:
 
(H/Ho) = (T/To) cost9 
where cos4 isthe geometric irradiance fall-off factor with 9 the slope angle
 
of the chief ray at the relay exit pupil. The vignetting calculations are
 
summarized in tables 7.7-1 and 7.7-2.
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Table 7.7-1
 
RELATIVE IMAGE IRRADIANCE - f/12.88 RELAY 
Grid 
Point 
A 
R 
Number 
2968 
/o) 
0.9177 
cos 
0.9966 
(K/Ho) 
0.9146 
A' 3062 0.9468 0.9984 0.9453 
B 3132 0.9685 0.9992 0.9677 
C: 3234 1.0 1.0 1.0 
D 3132 0.9685 0.9992 0.9677 
E' 3066 0.9481 0.9984 0.9466 
E 2968 0.9177 0.9967 0.§147 
F 3128 0.9672 0.9991 0.9664 
G' 3059 0.9459 0.9984 0.9444 
G 2958 0.9147 0.9966 0.9115 
Table, 7. ? 2 
RELATIVE IMAGE IRRADIANCE - f130 RELAY 
Grid 
Point 
A 
R 
Number 
3172 
(7/To) 
0.9618 
cos 4(9) 
0.9991 
(H/Ho) 
0.9610 
5 3256 0.9873 0.9998 0.9871 
C 3298 1.0 1.0 1.0 
D 3257 0.9876 0.9998 0.9874 
E 3174 0.9624 0M9991 0.9616 
F 3256 .0.9873 0.9998 0.9871 
G 3172 0.9618 0.9991 0.9610 
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7.8 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
 
This section evaluates the sensitivity of the WF/PC relays to manufacturing
 
variations. The study shows that the back focal distance of the relay is
 
very sensitive to changes in primary mirror and secondary mirror vertex radii
 
of curvature. This potential focus error can be removed, however, by axial
 
adjustments of the CCD detector location, primary-to-secondary mirror spacing,
 
and pyramid positon.
 
Decenter and tilt of the relay secondary mirror with respect to its primary
 
mirror produces field tilt, coma, and astigmatism. These alignment errors are
 
analyzed in this section interms of MTF degradation.
 
7.8.1 Radius of Curvature Tolerances
 
Focus shift isthe consequence of radius of curvature errors. The amount of
 
focus shift is given by the following expression:
 
ABF = rs 	 rp to + (rp + 2 to) tp
 
(rs - 2 tp)(rp + 2 to0 - 2 rp to
 
-r 	 rp to0 (rp +2.to (1-Rp))tp
r s ;- 2tp (1-R)) (rp 	
­
+ 2 to (1-Rp))-2 Rp to (I-R s) 
where: ABF = 
focus error
 
r = primary mirror radius of curvature
 
rs = secondary mirror radius of curvature 
to = object distance (OTA image - primary mirror)
 
t = primary-secondary mirror spacing
 
Rp = (Arp/rp )/.(l + Arp/rp)
 
Rs = (Ars/rs)/(l + Ars/r s)
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(Arp/rp) relative primary mirror radius error
 
(Ars/rs) relative secondary mirror radius error
 
A second effect of radiuserrors is a change in image maqnification.
 
Both focus error and magnification error can be compensated during assembly
 
buildup by adjusting the axial location of the CCD detector.and the primary
 
mirror to secondary mirror spacing.
 
The mirror-to-mirror spacing adjustment (Atp) is:
 
Atp = tp(rp + 2 to) + to (rp RsS- s RP) tp (2) 
(1-RS ) (rp + 2 to (1-Rp)) 
And the change (Atd in detector axial position is:
 ) 
At rs (rp + 2to)' tp - 2 to (tp + Atp) Rp t (3)
D p(rp + 2 to ) (rs - 2 t - 2 rp to 
7.8.1.1 f/12.88 Relay Radius of Curvature-Tolerances - A tight but reasonable
 
radius of curvature tolerance is ± 0.5 percent. For the primary mirror this
 
yields a radius specification of 40.57 ±0.20 cm. The secondary mirror radius
 
specification is 28.55 ± 0.14 cm.
 
The back focus variation caused by these radius tolerances isfound from
 
equation (1). Evaluating this expression for the f/12.88 relay gives:
 
149753 7 104950 (1-Rp)

ABF = p-20.7626 
L32.518 (lRs +28.546] 226.122 (I-Rp)-40.56621 -9172.91(1-RS) 
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The worst-case condition occurs when the radius errors for the two mirrors have
 
opposite signs.
 
Let 
Arp/rp = + 0.005 (+0.5%) 
Ars/rs = - 0.005 (-0.5%)
 
Then
 
R = + 0:004975-
Rs = - 0.005025 
And
 
ABF = 1.10 cm. 
Thus, the back focal distance may be anywhere within ± 1.10 cm 'from its 
design value when the radius tolerance is ± 0.5 percent. 
Focal length and focus can be restored by adjusting the primary-secondary
 
mirror spacing and the axial position of the detector using equations (2)and
 
(3). Evaluating these equations for the f/12.88 relay gives:
 
3016.95 - 4586.46 R + 3227.44 Rp
At p -16.2590 
P (1-Rs) 226.122 (1-Rp) - 40.5662; 
s p 
At D 2.99132 Rp (16.2590 + At) - 3.45468 Atp 
The required adjustment ranges are calculated from the above expressions.
 
Based upon the 0.5 percent radius tolerance:
 
At = +0.2284 cmP
 
AtD = -0.5435 cm
 
Thus, the secondary mirror needs an assembly buildup adjustment range of
 
+ 0.23 cm and the detector needs an assembly buildup adjustment range ±0.55 cm. 
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Ifvertex radius could be measured perfectly, the radius errors of the
 
manufactured parts would be known exactly, then these exact values could be
 
used in the preceding equations.to predict the required amounts of adjustment.
 
The computer math model was used to verify this analysis. The model was
 
perturbed as follows:
 
1. The primary mirror radius of curvature was increased
 
from 40.5662 cm to 40.7690 cm (+0.5%).
 
2. The secondary mirror radius of curvature was decreased
 
from 28.5462 cm to 28.4035 cm (-0.5%).
 
3. Spacing between primary and secondary mirrors was ­
increased by 0.2284 cm to re-establish the focal- length
 
(magnification).
 
4. The detector was moved 0.5435 dm toward the primary
 
mirror to re-establish focus.
 
5. MTF of this perturbed system was calculated at three
 
grid points and compared with unperturbed values.
 
TabZe 7.8.1-I
 
RADIUS PERTURBATION COMPARISON
 
Grid Perturbed Unperturbed Image Height
 
Point MTF MTF Change
 
A .181 .188 0.2v
 
C .356 .354 0.01
 
E .332 .336 0.21
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The perturbed MTF values are very close to the unperturbed values. The
 
adjustments, therefore, corrected the focus shift caused by the radius errors.
 
Magnification was also compensated by these adjustments as indicated;
 
image height changed by only'O.2 microns:
 
From a practical standpoint, however, there is always a measurement error
 
where:
 
Ar (actual) = measured) Ar
 
-r =r - rr) 
r
 
Thus, the adjustment values calculated from measured data, maue)
-
are only approximate. After applying these adjustments, a residual focus
 
error will remain due to the measurement error -- (error).
 
A tight but reasonable accuracy requirement for the radius measurement
 
equipment is ±0.1 percent. Inserting this value (Ar /rp = + .001, Ar /r =-.001)
 
into equation (1)gives the amount of residual focus error at the detector:
 
ABF : ± 0.2133 cm 
In summary, a vertex radius tolerance of 0.5 percent was specified. This tolerance
 
determined the assembly buildup adjustment ranges. The manufactured mirrors
 
would be measured with equipment having a measurement accuracy of 0.1.percent.
 
Adjustments in the axial positions of the secondary mirror and detector would
 
then be made during assembly buildup, based upon these measured data. Because
 
of measurement error, however, these adjustments are not perfect and a
 
residual focus error, in the range of ±0.22 cm,, remains
 
This residual focus error,can only be removed by an in-process optical test.
 
The WF/PC cannot be assembled to the required accuracy by tight tolerances
 
and mechanical measurements alone. The final focus adjustment must be done
 
optically.
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7.8.1.2 f/30 Relay Radius of Curvature Tolerances - Evaluation and
 
conclusions for the f/30 relay are the same-as those described above. In
 
summary, for this relay:
 
167084.6 130592.9 (1-R
 
ABF = p- 37.5967
 
(49.294 (1-Rs) + 23.433)(226.114 (I-Rp)-51.7800) -1170818(1-R S)
 
4296.81 - 5854.09 R + 2649.26 R 
At = s I -24.6470 
(I-Rs) (226.114 (1-Rp) - 51.7800) 
At = 5.45899 Rp (24.6470 + At) - 4.20889 At 
Based upon'a 0.5,percent radius tolerance for the primary and secondary mirrors,
 
the secondary mirror will need a ± 0.29 cm adjustment range and the detector will
 
need a ± 0.51 cm adjustment range.
 
Also, based upon a radius measurement'accuracy of 0.1 percent, the residual
 
focus error at the detector after the adjustments are made will be in the range
 
of ± 0.92 cm.
 
7.8.1.3 Pyramid Facet Radius of Curvature Tolerance- Each pyramid facet is
 
a concave surface of-306*8400 cm radius. This surface radius was increased
 
0.5 percent and evaluated. The optical math model showed no significant change
 
in MTF. A radius tolerance of 0.5 percent for this surface, therefore, is
 
appropriate.
 
7.8.1-.4 Primary - Secondary Mirror Spacing Tolerance - A perturbation (Atp) in
 
spacing between the relay primary and secondary mirrors causes focus shift
 
(ABF) at the detector as given in the expression:
 
ABF = -(M2 + 1) Atp (4)
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where: M = (r + 2 t )J(r + 2 t )(r- 2 t) - 2 t r (5)
tS p 0 ".1 p 0 5 p 0p 
rp= primary mirror radiu.s of curvature
 
•rs = secondary mirror radius of curvature
 
to = object distance (OTA image - primary mirror)
 
tp = primary-secondary mirror spacing
 
Design values for the f/12.88 are:
 
r = -40.5662 cmP
 
-28.5460 cm
rs 

to = 113.0610 cm 
tp = 16.2590 cm 
Evaluating equations(5) and (4) gives:
 
M = 2.454679 
ABF = -7.025449 Atp 
In the previous section,' it was shown that a 0.1 percent error in the knowledge of
 
vertex radimi would causea residual focus error of ±0.22 cm. Inaccuracy
 
(A t p) in setting the mirror-to-miror spacing causes an additional focus
 
error. Since this total residual error is removed later during an optical
 
test, an extremely tight spacing tolerance is not necessary; however, the
 
error caused by this tolerance should be much less than ± 0.22 cm if possible. 
The above equation shows that a spacing tolerance of ± 0.003 cm produces a 
focus error of ±0.021 cm. These values seem to be reasonable, so a spacing
 
tolerance of ±0.003 cm is suggested.
 
.As described in the previous section, this tolerance applies to a nominal
 
spacing which is not a fixed value, but depends upon the measured primary and
 
secondary mirror radius of curvature error.
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Design values for the f/30 relay are:
 
rp = 
-51.7800 cm 
r = -23.4330 cm
S 
=
tb 113.0570 cm
 
t 24.6470 cm
 
Evaluating equations (5)and (4)gives:
 
M = 4.208885 
ABF = -18.714713 Atp
 
Applying the same tolerance (±0.003 cm) as that suggested for the f/12.88
 
relay, the above equation give a resultant focus error of ± 0.056 cm. This
 
error ismuch smaller than the ± 0.92 cm error caused by uncertainty inthe
 
vertex radius measurements. This tolerance of ±0.003 cm, therefore, is
 
suggested for the spacing between the f/30 primary and secondary mirrors.
 
7.8.1.5 Secondary Mirror Decenter and Tilt - The computer math model was
 
used to cal'culate relative change in MTF caused by secondary mirror
 
misalignment. Figures 7.8.1.5-1 through 7.8.1.5-8 describe the sensitivity
 
of MTF to decenter and tilt of the relay secondary mirror-with respect to
 
a fixed primary mirror.
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7.9 BAFFLE REQUIREMENTS
 
A preliminary baffle requirements study has been performed to assess the need
 
for stray light suppression. Stray light suppression is achieved by first
 
identifying critical surfaces which contribute significant stray light. The
 
amount of stray light contributed by each critical surface can be suppressed
 
by reducing the projected solid angle of this surface as seen by the CCD de­
tectors, reducing the level of incident irradiance on the critical surface,
 
and reducing the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) for
 
that surface. The projected solid angle of a critical surface can often be
 
reduced to zero by removing or reorienting the surface, or by blocking the
 
surface with a baffle. The OTA optics are well-baffled so that the source of
 
potential stray light in WF/PC optics is image-forming light at the OTA focal
 
surface. The incident irradiance on critical surfaces can, therefore, be
 
minimized by the use of a well-designed field stop at the focal surface. The
 
BRDF is the ratio of apparent brightness of the critical surface to the
 
incident irradiance. The BRDF of a critical surface can be reduced by the use
 
of matte black paint which absorbs stray light, glossy black paint which
 
reflects the residual stray light into light traps, or vane structures which
 
block the stray light.
 
Assuming the OTA focal surface is "critically" baffled, no additional baffling
 
is required (WF/PC focal surface is protected for image forming light only
 
over the necessary WF/PC field of view). Assuming the OTA focal surface is
 
not critically baffled', additional effective baffle locations have been deter­
mined (figure 7.9-1). In the Wide Field Camera an additional ring baffle
 
could be installed in the Cassegrain relay. Due to the geometry, a baffle
 
is not needed at this location in the Planetary Camera.
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Figure 7.9-1 
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8.0 OPTICAL MANUFACTURABILITY ANALYSIS OF OPTIMIZED DESIGN
 
8.1 OPTICAL COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS
 
The inability of a manufactured optical surface contour to perfectly match the
 
designed surface contour results in degradation of performance (wavefront error
 
and scatter) of an imaging system. These surface deviations result in low spa­
tial frequency figure error and edge roll-off, medium spatial frequency error
 
surface ripple, and high spatial frequency surface roughness. For each optical
 
element, performance levels for each of the three spatial frequency ranges
 
should be specified and quantified. Shown in table 8.1-1 is a summary of the
 
WF/PC optical component specifications.
 
TabZe 8.1-1
 
WF/PC OPTICAL COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS
 
PS Figure Auto- PSI Surface Radius Tolerance 
Optical Angle of Quality Correlation Rougoness Scratch/ Fab. Test 
Element* Aspheric Shape Incidence A Length (Dig A%) N) 
WFC PM General Asphere Normal 0.015 0.125 30 20/5 0.5 0.1 
; Prolate Spheroid) 
WFC SM General Asphere Ro al 0.015 0.125 30 20/5 0.5 0.1 
{:.Hyperbolold)
 
PC PM Prolate Spheroid Normal 0.015 0.125 30 20/5 0.5 0.1
 
PC SH Hyperbolold Normal 0.015 0.125 30 20/5 0.5 0.1 
Pyranid Spheroid 9.1056' 0.05 ----- 15 10/1 0.5 0.2 
......
Re	fle ctive Plano 450 0 .0 1 ----- 30 20 / 5 

Plano
 
Surfaces
 
30 20/5
Refractive Plano Normal 0.01 -----

Plano
 
Surfaces
 
8.1.1 Surface Quality
 
Low spatial frequency information (between 0 and 20 cycles per pupil diameter)
 
can be fully described on a reasonably sized optical pathlength difference
 
(OPD) array (typically 41 by 41 points). The OPD information comes from the
 
interferometric test data of the surface under test (see section 8.4). The
 
output can be topographic maps of the optical surface, wavefront data in terms
 
of peak-to-valley and rms wavefront errors, and optical aberration components
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of the wavefront errors (i.e., Zernike circle polynomials). Since a real sys­
tem must be manufactured to a practical set of-fabrication tolerances, a figure
 
of merit must be established which specifies quantitatively system performance
 
satisfying the overall system objectives. For an optical imaging device, the
 
rms wavefront error is an excellent figure of merit (see figure 4.0-3). Once
 
the.figure of merit is established it must be used to tolerance individual
 
error contributors. Shown in figure 8.1.1-1 is rms wavefront error versus the
 
angle of incidence for a fixed surface (figure) error (i.e., at normal incidence
 
tfie wavefront error is twice the figure error). Therefore, a specification on
 
the rms figure error on the surface allows the Common denominator of rms
 
wavefront error to be used throughout the Optical assembly buildup (unmounted
 
optical component to optical system). For the imaging optics (Cassegrain PM
 
and SM), an rms quality of 0.015 X has been specified. This value constitutes
 
a starting point for the optical tolerance budgeting (see section 8.5) and is
 
considered state-of-the-art when compared with estimated manufacturing and
 
testing capability.
 
03
 
.01 
0 30 60 90 
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES)
 
RMS WAVEFRONT ERROR VS ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
 
(ASSUME SURFACE ERROR = 0.015 x RMS)
 
Figure 8.1.1-1 
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The pyramid mirror is a field lens inthe optical system. (Note: If it is
 
placed exactly at the focal point of the OTA, it has no effect on the image
 
forming properties of the system but it bends the ray bundles, which would
 
otherwise miss the two mirror Cassegrain, back toward the axis so that they
 
pass through the Cassegrain.) Shown infigure 8.1.1-1 isthe effect on the
 
wavefront degradation due to a variation inthe angle of incidence from the
 
normal. This angular deviation isapproximately 9 degrees at the pyramid and
 
produces a negligible effect on the rms wavefront error. Since the pyramid
 
mirror does not affect the imaging properties of the system, a relatively
 
loose figure error requirement of 0.05X rms has been imposed.
 
The plano surfaces have been specified at a level of 0.01 X rms. Itshould
 
be noted that the component test would be at normal incidence; however, the
 
angle of the mirrors' isat approximately 45 degrees in end use. Conversion
 
from figure error to wavefront error for budgeting purposes will require the
 
use of figure 8.1.1-1.
 
8.1.2 Ripple Error
 
'Mediumspatial frequency (ripple error) information refers to surface errors
 
with lateral dimensions, ranging from about 1/20 of the aperture to about 1/400
 
of the aperture. These ripple errors could be caused by the polishing process,
 
by the physical properties of the material being polished and, in some in­
stances, by quilting of the surface due to substrate stiffness variations. For
 
optics inwhich angles of incidence are near normal and wavelengths are in the
 
visible range, ripple-type errors can usually be ignored iftheir magnitudes
 
are small compared to the magnitudes of the figure errors. For wavelengths
 
in the ultraviolet, the OTA specification quantifies the medium spatial
 
frequency content by the autocorrelation length (c . 0.125). The same
 
requirement is used for the imaging optics (primary and secondary mirrors) in
 
the WF/PC optical assembly.
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8.1.3 Surface Roughness
 
The resultant effect of the high spatial frequency content on an optical surface
 
is scattering (veiling glare), figure 8.1.3-1. For optics with wavelengths in
 
the near IR,visible, and UV the scattered light is due to mainly micro-irregu­
larities (large variations in surface roughness). This high frequency micro­
structure is too fine for a deterministic analysis and must be treated statisti­
cally. An rms surface roughness specification is useful.
 
For the OTA, no scattering or veiling glare requirements are directly imposed.
 
It is expected that to meet the low light level requirements, the veiling glare
 
must be no greater than one percent. This implies a surface roughness on the
 
order of 50 angstroms (rms). Experimental results have shown that good optical
 
polishing practices will yield surface roughness values of this level with a
 
high degree of confidence without measurement verification. For the primary
0 
and secondary mirrors a requirement of 30 A rms has been imposed. (This value
 
is sometimes used as the threshold of superpolishing and would require measure­
ment verification with a device such as a FECO interferometer.)
 
1.0 
0.1 
-SURFACE 
 SCATTERING
 
.Figure 8.1.3-1 
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8'.1.4 Scratches, Digs and Particulate Contamination
 
For optics with wavelengths in the far IR,the scattered light is due mainly to
 
large scale macro-irregularities (scratches, digs, pits). Inthis domain a
 
scratch/dig requirement is useful. Specification for scratch/dig is based on
 
MIL-O-13830A. According to this specification, the scratch number isthe maxi­
mum allowable widthiof a scratch inmicrons. The combined length of the heaviest
 
scratches-shouldn't exceed 1/4 the lens diameter. The dig number isone tenth
 
the maximum allowable diameter of a dig inmicrons. The permissible number of
 
maximum size digs shouldn't be more than one per each 20mm of diameter or fraction
 
thereof on any single optical surface. The sum of the diameters of all digs
 
should not exceed twice the diameter of the maximum size specified.
 
A scratch/dig specification of 20/5 has been set on the imaging optics. This
 
scratch/dig level isconsidered extra precise but possible on this size optics.
 
Since the pyramid mirror acts as a field lens, cosmetic features such as scratches
 
and digs will be imaged directly onto the CCD detector. Assuming the spot image
 
is no greater than one pixel (15 microns) the maximum width of ascratch or dig
 
on the pyramid facet can be no greater than 27.9 microns for the Wide Field
 
Camera and no greater than 12 microns for the Planetary Camera. This implies a
 
worst case scratch/dig requirement of 10/1. This scratch/dig level is at or
 
above reticle quality and has been included as a goal with a scratch/dig level
 
of 10/5 specified as a requirement. Of additional concern on the surface of the
 
,pyramid isparticulate contamination.- Surface particles with diameters greater
 
than 12 microns (under the above resolution assumptions) will be imaged directly
 
onto the CCD. Cleanliness requirements (contamination control) for allowable
 
airborne particles in the room and allowable surface particles during handling
 
will have to be established. A specific detailed cleaning specification must
 
be generated for processing the optics.
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8.1.5 Radius Tolerance
 
The inability of a lens to be manufactured to the designed radius directly
 
affects the lens focal length and can contribute to spherical aberration. For
 
the Cassegrain primary and secondary mirrors, estimated manufacturing and testing
 
capability yields a fabrication tolerance of 0.5 percent with a measurement
 
tolerance of 0.1 percent. Also of importance is the degree of uncertainty in
 
the radius mismatch when the components arecombined into the Cassegrain relay
 
(see section 7.8). This would cause a.residuai focus shift and a resultant
 
wavefront degradation if not compensated for by biasing the CCD detector plane
 
during installation.
 
For the pyramid mirror, radius changes have "little" effect since the pyramid
 
mirror facet is extremely slow (f1lO0). A fabrication tolerance of 0.5 percent
 
is again assumed with a measurement tolerance of 0.2 percent. The latter value
 
is based on a depth of focus uncertainty of A/10.
 
For the plano surfaces, a tolerance on the radius is of little use. The method
 
usually used is to specify the rms figure error minus the power term and the
 
power term separately in peak-to-valley. For a figure error of 0.01 A rms,
 
however (as specified in section 8.1.1), the figure error specification is
 
considered sufficient.
 
8.1.6 Mirror.Coating
 
The mirror coatings have been specified as aluminum with a protective overcoat­
ing of magnesiumofluoride (same coating as 
used-in OTA optics). For wavelengths
 
longer than lO00A, the intrinsic reflectance of aluminum is higher than that of
 
any other coating material. A good optical polish is necessary'since surface
 
scratches can cause variations in the reflectance. This can be especially true
 
0
 
in the low UV region around 1200A. Also extremely important are the uniformity

and thickness of deposition and the vacuum level of the chamber. Preliminary

0 
studies indicate an aluminum layer on the order of 600A should be deposited at
 
comparatively slow rate of 20A per second at a vacuum level of less than 10­
torr. The high reflectance of aluminum can only be utilized if the formation
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6 
of an oxide film can be prevented. This can be done by overcoating the alumi­
num with a film material of high transparency. Magnesium fluoride isspecified
 
which has a cutoff wavelength inthe UV at ll50A. To minimize oxidation the
 
protective overcoating would be applied almost simultaneously. Areas of con­
cern are thickness, uniformity, rate and angle of deposition of the overcoating
 
substrate, and vacuum level. The overcoating must be thick enough to prevent
 
oxidation of the aluminum by diffusion of oxygen through the coating. To pro-
D 
duce a coating with the highest reflectance at Lyman Alpha, 1215A, the deposi­
00 The optimum deposi­tion of magnesium wouldobe stopped at a thickness of 250A. 

tion isat a rate of 45A per second at incident angles of 15 degrees or less
 
with a vacuum level of less than 10 torr. Witness plates would be used to
 
monitor coating thickness, uniformity and reflectivity. The minimumreflect­
ivity of each mirror surface is specified at 70 percent at 1200A and 85 percent
0 
at 6328A.
 
8.1.7 UV Performance Considerations
 
The wavefront error isdefined as an optical path difference between a real
 
wavefront and a reference spherical wavefront. This absolute quantity varies
 
when expressed as a percentage of a wavelength (the shorter the wavelength,
 
the larger the wavefront error). The difference between image quality for the
 
WF/PC iswell described by the rms wavefront error expressed in wavelengths of
 
visible light as long as the WF/PC utilizes only the visible region; however,
 
if a UV filter is implemented, the same wavefront error will be larger when
 
expressed inwavelengths of UV light. Thus, it is important that the residual
 
wavefront error be made as small as possible. In.the fabrication of the com­
ponents specifications on ripple error, surface roughness, cleaning and con­
tamination address the parameters to assure the quality that is necessary for
 
UV performance.
 
During the assembly buildup, wavefront error would be measured at the test wave­
length of 6328A. However, optical software exists to perform analyses at any
 
wavelength over the spectral range of interest. (Previous experience has shown
 
that the analytical results agree with test results at other wavelengths.) At
 
the total system level (optical assembly with CCD detector) direct verification
 
of UV performance can be established with the OTA simulator.
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8.2 OPTICAL FABRICATION
 
An assessment has been made of the manufacturability of the optical components
 
comprising the Wide Field Planetary Camera. 'From a processing viewpoint, the
 
optics fall into three (3)groups:
 
a. Plano surfaces: folding mirrors, filters and
 
cover plates.
 
b. Cassegrain relay optics (aspherics).
 
c. Pyramid reflector.
 
The processing approaches considered for the optics are described in the fol-

Although the tolerances for the various characteristics are not
lowing text. 

yet completely established, it is apparent that-requirements are not at or be­
yond the state-of-the-art at present inoptics manufacturing technology. As
 
is-frequently the case, a large part of the limitation inmeeting requirements
 
is the exacting demands on testing. Depending on requirements now undefined
 
(such as equality of magnification of the four Cassegrain relay systems), new
 
test techniques and hardware may have to be developed to provideuinformation
 
necessary for processing the elements.
 
8.2.1 Plano Optical Components
 
There appear to be no significant problems in manufacturing the parts with
 
plano surfaces, provided the thickness/diameter aspect ratio issufficiently
 
large to assure mechanical stability of the mirrors. Conventional plano
 
processing and testing techniques now available would be used to manufacture
 
these elements.
 
8.2.2 Cassegrain Relay Optics
 
The f/12.88 and f/30 systems optics are so similar that the same processing
 
approach would be used for both. The fabrication/test cycle is shown in
 
figure 8.2.2-1. Since the aspheric departures from the best fit sphere are
 
fractional wave for all the elements, the best fit sphere would be used as
 
the reference surface from which measurements are made for all the Cassegrain
 
elements. The processing/testing approaches are as follows.
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TEST GLASS POLISHING' INTERFEROMETRY
 
ROUGH GRIND SURFACE QUALITY INTERFEROGRAM
 
FABRICATION/TEST CYCLE
 
Figure '3.2.2-1 
8.2.2.1 Cassegrain Secondary Mirrors
 
a. Fabricate test glasses (concave) to the required
 
radii.
 
b. Calibrate test glasses for both absolute radius
 
and surface accuracy. The absolute radius can be
 
fabricated to 0.5 percent and measured.to 0.1
 
percent or better. The surface sphericity can be
 
defined to 0.005A rms and any significant residual
 
error in the glass would be backed out of the test
 
data.
 
c. Fabricate the secondary mirrors to fit the test
 
glass within 0.5x and smooth for surface contour.
 
d. Aspherize the surfaces using ACT (area compensated
 
too]) techniques. The area compensated tool mini­
mizes ripple on the surface and can correct both
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symmetrical and asymmetrical surface errors. Be­
cause the asphericity is small (less than lX)
 
relative to the chosen sphere, the exact asphere
 
formula would be entered into the software and then
 
subtracted from the test data during its reduction
 
so that the output would show the difference between
 
the actual and the desired surface. This data would
 
then permit the operator to see where material must
 
be removed. Surface accuracies of about 0.0A rms
 
can be achieved using this technique. An additional,
 
advantage is that all of the four secondaries in a
 
given set of'Cassegrain systems will be alike for
 
vertex radius within very narrow limits.
 
8.2.2.2 Cassegrain Primary Mirrors
 
a. 	Fabricate test glasses to the best fit spherical
 
radius.
 
b. 	Calibrate test glasses for absolute radius and
 
surface accuracy. The test glasses would not be
 
used to test the surface of the primary mirrors,
 
but would be used to control the radius during
 
the processing steps. They would also be used
 
as set-up masters for an interferometer so that
 
the mirrors are tested at the correct radius of
 
curvature.
 
c. 	Fabricate the primary mirrbrs by conventi'onal
 
techniques to the best fit sphere within 0.5A.
 
It would be necessary to insert a dummy piece
 
of glass-in the hole in the primary during pro­
cessing so that roll-off of the interior edge is
 
minimized. Care must be taken to prevent strain
 
in this operation that might cause figure change
 
when the dummy glass is removed.
 
d. 	Aspherize the optical surface using ACT techniques.
 
Once'again, the aspheric departure from the refer­
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ence sphere is less than I and the software would
 
be used to generate data showing the departure of
 
the surface as tested from the desired ,surface.
 
There isone source of error for the primary and
 
that is the positioning Of the part being tested
 
at the exact radius of the best fit sphere from
 
the interferometer focal point. This can be ac­
complished by building a very rigid structure to
 
hold the primary and interferometer at the correct
 
locations. Establishing the mirror position would
 
be done using the test glass in (b)above. Because
 
the position of the primary would vary slightly
 
from test to test, a figure accuracy of between
 
0.015A and 0.01X rms is predicted­
8.2.3- Reflective Pyramid
 
-The most promising approach to the fabrication of this element is to make the.
 
four faces of the pyramid separately and identical, and,then to cement them to
 
a plate of the same material. Contact blocking the four-elements to a,base
 
plate does not appear to be as- feasibla as cementing. -New cements are now
 
available that appear to meet environmental requirements. The most difficult
 
requirements to satisfy for the pyramid are the sharpness of the intersections
 
of the faces and the minimizing of the cosmetic defects on the polished surface.
 
It is assumed that the accuracy required for the-figure of the spherical surface
 
isno more than a wavelength or two from spherical because it is directly in
 
the focal plane. The processing approach is as follows:
 
a. Fabricate square blanks of glass to the exact
 
outside dimensions required and-oversize for
 
thickness. Itmay be desirable to polish the
 
edges and taper them slightly to-facilitate
 
assembly. Make the sides accurately perpendic­
ular to the base.
 
b. Surround the blank with pieces of the ,same'mate­
rial as the blank to form a close fitting dummy
 
that is round, oversize for thickness and having 
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the blank centered in the assembly, It is impor­
tant that the dummy parts are tight fitting to 
the blank edges. Several new cements are available 
to fill the space between the dummy parts and the ­
blank. These cements will process in a manner simi­
lar to glass and make it possible to 'create a very 
sharp edge on the finished piece.
 
c. Make the top and bottom of the assembly accurately
 
parallel.
 
d. Cement a wedge of glass having the-exact 9.1Q5 de-­
gree angle at the proper orientation to the base of
 
the assembly.
 
e. Make the top of the new assembly parallel to.
 
the base of the cemented wedge.
 
f. Grind and polish the spherical surface. Control
 
the angle by maintaining constant ddge thickness
 
between the curved surface and the base. Control
 
thickness by maintaining proper thickness of the:
 
assembly.
 
g. Disassemble by removing the cementwith suitable
 
solvents. Great care must be taken to avoid
 
.chipping the sharp edges of the prism segments.
 
h. Assemble the pyramid-by cementing only the bases
 
of the segments to the base plate. It should be
 
possible to maintain a very narrow joint along­
.the intersections of the four pieces.
 
By proper control df dimensions during process'as noted above, the angular
 
radius and physical dimensions can be held within specification. The sharp­
ness of the face [dges can only be estimated at this point, but it is believed
 
that a"blind" area of only a few thousandths of an inch width is achievable.
 
Surface quality of 20/5' can be reached with confidence. Quality of 10/1 may
 
be achievable.
 
The fabrication/assembly procedure for the four facet pyramid mirror issummar­
ized in figure 8.2.3-1.
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8.3 OPTICAL TESTING AND DATA*ANALYSIS
 
Because of Kodak's constant concern for producing high quality products, test
 
capabilities, as part of the quality assurance function, have been developed
 
to very high levels. Inaddition, the importance of obtaining the minimum
 
possible optical figure errors in optical imaging systems has resulted in de­
velopment of specialized wavefront data reduction software which isdirectly
 
applicable to evaluating the WF/PC at all levels of camera buildup. The wave­
front data is obtained interferometrically. The-output can be topographic maps­
of the optical system, wavefront data in terms of peak-to-valley and rms wave­
front errors, and optical aberration components of the wavefront errors. Sta­
tistical analyses are .also available which yield probability values of achiev­
ing the measured,optical performance.
 
Thegeneral-philosophy for optical testing is summarized in table 8.3-1. The
 
size of the optical elements indicate that this philosophy carn be utilized in
 
the WF/PC.
 
Table 8.3-1
 
OPTICAL TESTING - GENERAL PHILOSOPHY
 
Full Aperture
 
Full Field
 
Zero-G - Simulation
 
Operational Temperature
 
" Noise-Free Environment
 
Test Configuration Designed Such That All
 
Reference Test Optics Can Be Readily Calibrated
 
In the buildup of the WF/PC, five definable test levels can be identified. These
 
five levels are shown in table 8.3-2. It is emphasized that the wavefront
 
-quality as dictated inthe optical tolerance budgets (section 8.5) can be veri­
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fied at each of the first four levels by using interferometric testing tech­
niques and the interferometric evaluation software. At each of these four
 
level.s of testing error contributors (such as shown intable 8.3-3) are quanti-

Inthe example, the,
fied. A typical test error budget is shown intable 8.3-4. 

test error budget is for a reflective null test of a concave mirror and would
 
,be used at either the component or assembly levels.
 
Table 8.3-2
 
OPTICAL TESTING LEVELS
 
Level
 
1 Component 
- Unmounted Optical Element 
2 Assembly 
- Mounted Optical Element 
Use Same Test Configuration As InComponent Test 
3 Subsystem'
 
Combine Assemblies
 
For Example, Cassegrain Primary and Secondary
 
Mirror Assemblies
 
4 System
 
- Combine Subsystems and Assemblies 
For Example. Two (or Three) Mirror Cassegrain 
Relays and Pyramid Assembly 
5 Camera
 
Combine System with CCD Detector
 
Table 8.3-3 
TEST ERRORS
 
Short Term . Medium Term -Long Term 
- Turbulence - Support - Interferometer 
- Noise - Thermal Distortion - Calibration Errors 
- SoftwareInterpolation - Alignment - Alignment Fixture Biases 
(Spacing Rods. Indicators) 
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Tabie 8.3-4 
TYPICAL TEST ERROR-BtDGET 
(REFLECTIVE NULL TEST) 
Error Source Uncertainty, Ol (ARMS) 
Short Term (16 Picture Average) 0.002 
Thermal 0.003 
Mount 0.005 
Alignment 0.002 
Interferometer 0.003 
Interferometric Data Evaluation System 0.003 
Null Residual (After Backout) 0.002 
01 " - 0.008 
The WF/PC buildup in level four would include the total WF/PC optical assembly
 
without CCD and CCD coverplate. Optical performance at the tofal camera level
 
(level five) can be verified by evaluating the point spread function directly
 
on the CCD. Performance data, which can be generated mathematically; can include
 
the. radial energy distribution, rms blur circle, rms wavefront error and opti­
cal aberration components of the wavefront errors. (Note: This' test would
 
include a simulated star source from an OTA simulator.)
 
A summary of the optical test instrumentation which would be used during the
 
entire buildup is shown in table 8.3-5.
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Table 8.3-5
 
OPTICAL TEST INSTRUMENTATION
 
Interferometer
 
-. 	 Wavefront 
Alignment 
Focal Length 
Theodolite/Axicon
 
- Line of Sight Reference 
- Preliminary Alignment 
- Monitor Reference Optics 
- Initial Test Set-Up 
Focal Surface Reference Fixture (FSRF)
 
Point Projecting Microscope
 
8.4 OPTICAL COMPONENT TESTING
 
From a testing viewpoint, the unmounted optical components in the WF/PC fall into
 
three groups: plano surfaces (folding mirrors, filters and coverplates), aspher­
ical surfaces (Cassegrain primary and secondary mirrors), and spherical surfaces
 
(pyramid mirror facets).
 
Two different types of test configurations (in-process and acceptance) have been
 
established for each group. The in-process test configuration would be utilized
 
during the polishing/test cycle (5 0.5 x P-V). (Note: In the early grind
 
stages of fabrication, test instrumentation such as spherometers and test'
 
glasses would be used.)
 
The Fizeau test configuration for a plano surface is shown in figure 8.4-1 and
 
would be 'used for both the in-process and acceptance test. In this test
 
configuration, the clear aperture of the surface under test has to be less
 
than or equal to the collimating lens diameter. (Note: The largest WF/PC
 
plano surface has a diameter of approximately 5.2 inches.)
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CAMERA 
COLLIMATING 
LENS REFERENCE 
FLAT 
LASER SURFACE 
FIZEAU TEST CONFIGURATION
 
(PLANO SURFACE)-

Figure 8.4-1 
The testing of aspheric surfaces (either conic-aspheric or general aspheric)
 
is usually performed utilizing an additional test optic called a null corrector.
 
The purposeof the null corrector is to introduce a wavefront departing from,
 
spherical of a magnitude and sign to cancel effectively (null) the wavefront
 
reflected from the surface being tested. Ifthe surface under test is inerror,
 
interference fringes will appear which will describe the departure from the de­
sired asphere. An obvious disadvantage of a null test configuration is the
 
addition of the null correctorwhich has to be calibrated toithe required accu­
racy (see table 8.3-4). Two different types of null test configurations are
 
shown in figures 8.4-2 and 8.4-3. In the reflective null test configuration, the
 
test has the disadvantage of placing the interferometer between the reflective
 
null and the optic being tested. The test is also very sensitive to inaccuracies
 
in the reflective null calibration since the test wavefront isreflected from
 
the test optic twice. However, since only one test optic surface is used, a
 
relatively low bias (spherical aberration) is introduced. In the refractive
 
null test configuration, theinterferometer is placed outside the-path of the
 
null corrector and the mirror, thereby minimizing the noise. However, the re­
fractive null isdifficult to calibrate and particular attention has to be given
 
to the design fabrication and assembly of the null lens elements. A radially
 
symmetric error (mainly primary spherical aberration) exists which constitutes
 
an uncertainty and cannot be backed out of the test.
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CONCAVE
 
MIRROR
 
UNDER TEST
 
REFLECTIVE
 
NULL
 
INTERFEROMETER
 
FOCUS
 
REFLECTIVE NULL TEST CONFIGURATION
 
Figure 8.4-2
 
CONCAVE MIRROR
 
UNDER TEST
 
INTERFEROMETER REFRACTIVE
 
FOCUS NULL
 
REFRACTIVE NULL TEST CONFIGURATION
 
Figure 8.4-3
 
Shown infigure 8.4-4 are the aspheric departures (referenced to the vertex
 
sphere) for the f/12.88 and ff30 primary mirrors. Itshould be noted that the
 
maximum aspheric departure is approximately 1.2A for the f/12.88 primary mirror.
 
The difference inaspheridity between the optimized general aspheric f/12.88
 
primary mirror and the baseline conic aspheric.f/12.88 primary mirror isshown
 
infigure 8.4-5. The maximum difference inthis case is approximately 0.08x.
 
Shown in figure 8.4-6 are aspheric departures referenced to other spherical sur­
faces. This figure indicates that a spherical reference surface (preferred
 
for manufacturing) can be found to reduce the maximum aspheric departure to
 
9.3A. These aspheric departure levels will show up on the interferograms as
 
very nearly straight line fringes (dlosely nulled). This aspheric departure
 
can be handled directly in the interferometric evaluation software and the need
 
for the additional test optic (null corrector) is eliminated. The recommended
 
acceptance test configuration for the primary mirrors is shown in figure 8.4-7.
 
Point p ispositioned at the radius corresponding to the best fit sphere. The
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aspheric departure (-0.3X P/V) would be "backed out" inthe computer interfer­
ometric.evaluation software. An alternate acceptance test configuration is
 
shown in figure 8.4-8. In this test configuration the test utilizes the fact
 
that an ellipsoid (prolate spheroid) has two separated foci on the same side
 
of the mirror under test. The in-process test configuration isshown infigure
 
8.4-9. Inthis Fizeau arrangement a convex reference surface is used.
 
WFC 
= .6328m+1.0" 
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Figure 8.4-7 
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Figure 8.4-8
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Figure 8.4-9
 
The aspheric departures for the secondary mirrors are shown in figure 8.4-10.
 
It should be noted that the maximum aspheric departure is-approximately 0.2 A
 
for the f/12.88 secondary mirror. Shown in figure 8.4-11 is the Fizeau test
 
configuration which would.be used for both the in-process and acceptance tests.
 
The aspheric departure (<0.2xP/V) would be "backed out" in the computer inter­
ferometric evaluation software. In the acceptance testing, the spherical test
 
glass would be aluminized for 40 to 80 percent reflectance,,producing multiple
 
beam fringes with the highly reflective coated convex secondary mirror. An
 
alternate acceptance test configuration is shown in figure 8.4-12. Since the
 
hyperboloid has two foci light rays directed toward the focal point behind the
 
hyperbolic mirror will, after reflection, pass through the other focus. There­
fore, the Hindle test provides an. exact null test for a perfect hyperboloid with
 
the aid of a larger concave spherical test optic (Hindle sphere).
 
Shown in figure 8*4-13 is the test configuration to'be used for the spherical
 
pyramid mirror facet. This test configuration would be used for both the in­
process and acceptance tests. Since the facet is approximately f1lO0, an over­
sized test plate is needed to measure the radius towithin the allowable
 
tolerance (±0.2 percent).
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Figure 8.4-12
 
PYRAMID MIRROR
 
FACET
 
CAMERA
 
LASER OVERSIZE TEST GLASS - 4".DIA)
 
PYRAMID MIRROR TEST CONFIGURATION
 
(FIZEAU - TEST GLASS)
 
Figure 8.4-13
 
In the fabrication approadh chosen (see section 8.2), four facets would be fab­
ricated independently and then combined into a four faceted pyramid mirror
 
(figure 8.4-14). The acceptance test configuration for the total mirror is
 
shown in figure 8.4-15. In this test configuration, a point projecting micro­
scope would be-installed at four locations on a reference.template. A spherical
 
wavefront from-the point projecting microscope can only return through the hole if
 
the facet is located in its proper location.
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Figure 8.4-15 ­
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Three spatial frequency domains "have been specified for each optical component
 
(see section 8.2). The testing configurations summarized in table 8.4-1 would
 
be used to verify the low spatial frequency figure errors as allocated in the
 
wavefront budgets (see section 8.5) and, the low to mid spatial frequency auto­
correlation length requirements. In the high spatial frequency domain, rms
 
surface roughness has been specified. Two techniques are usually used. The
 
first measures the resultant effect of veiling glare directly and calculates
 
the rms roughness (figure 8.1.3-1). The second and preferred method measures
 
the rms surface roughness using a device such as a FECO interferometer.
 
TcbZe 8.4-1
 
WF/PC OPTICAL COMPONENT TEST CONFIGURATIONS
 
In-Process Acceptance 
WFC Primary Mirror Fizeau - Convex Reference Twyman-Green - At Best Fit 
PC Primary Mirror Sphere with Aspheric Backout Radius with Aspheric Backout 
Alternate - Retroreflector 
Test Configuration 
WFC Secondary Mirror Fizeau - Concave Reference Fizeau - Concave Reference
 
PC Secondary Mirror Sphere with Aspheric Backout Sphere with Aspheric Backout
 
(Multiple Beam Fringes)
 
Alternate - Hindle Test
 
Configuration
 
Pyramid Mirror 	 Fizeau - Convex Reference Fizeau - Convex Reference
 
Sphere Sphere
 
Plano 	 Fizeau Fizeau
 
Scratch/dig requirements would be verified directly on the optical surface using
 
a measuring microscope with calibrated scale.
 
8.5 OPTICAL TOLERANCE BUDGETING
 
Based on the predicted "manufactured" system performance, sensitivity analysis
 
and assembly buildup philosophy, a wavefront error budgeting philosophy is es­
tablished. Individual error contributors are defined and-toleranced. These,
 
tolerances are then compared with estimated manufacturing and testing capability,
 
establishing a degree of confidence-in the manufacturability of the system.
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A real system must be manufactured to a practical set of fabrication tolerances.
 
A figure of merit must be established which can be used to tolerance individual
 
error contributors and serve as a performance indicator for meeting the overall 
system objectives during assembly buildup. For an optical: imaging device, the
 
rms wavefront error is an excellent figure of merit. Shown in figures 8.5-1
 
and 8.5-2 are the effects of performance degradation on a combined OTA with
 
WF/PC. The designed curves in these cases are the actual MTF calculations as
 
established in sections 5.0 and 6.0. Inherent in the manufacture of a combined
 
OTA with WF/PC is a maximum rms wavefront error of 0.075). due to the OTA alone.
 
The addition of an independent WF/PC optical system to the OTA must minimize
 
any wavefront error increase to the inherent 0.075A rms wavefront error.
 
1.0 
0. tOp Pool? FGE~ QUALITY 
~0. 
DESIGNED 
0o. o.L 

EFFECT OF STATIC WAVEFRONT ERROR
BUDGET)5 (OTA ON COMBINED OTA WITH WIDE FIELD CAMERA 
Figure 8.5-1
 
0 20 40 50 '80 100 120 140 
SPATIAL: {LP/M40FREqEJ(CT 
1.0 
CENTER OF CCD
 
A - .6328 MICRONS 
0.6 C - .125
~ESIGNED
 
~ 0.4 
0.4 
- - .075 RMS COTA BUDGET) 
-
EFFECT OF STATIC WAVEFRONT ERROR 
ON COMBINED OTA 0.2 .151 RKs 
WITH PLANETARY' CAMERA .MS 
Figure 8.5-2 A 2 6 1 
SPATIALFREQUENCY(LP/MI) 
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A manufactured optical system will have its wavefront quality (rms wavefront
 
error) degraded by optical element misalignment and focus errors. The sensi­
tivity analysis (section 7.8) establishes the amount of degradation introduced
 
by the misalignment and focus errors. For example, a budgeting philosophy for
 
the two mirror Cassegrain is shown in figure 8.5-3.
 
TWO MIRROR 
CASSEGRAIn STATIC
 
WAVEFRONTERROR 
0.0560 
WAVEFRONT ALIGNMENT IACCURACY CERROR FOCS0CCU9 
TWO MIRROR CASSEGRAIN WAVEFRONT ERROR
 
(RMS ERROR AT 0.6328 MICRONS)
 
Figure 8.5-3
 
In this philosophy the primary mirror is assumed the fixed reference for the
 
Cassegrain, The manufactured two mirror Cassegrain wavefront quality will be
 
degraded by secondary mirror misalignment and focus errors relative to the
 
primary mirror and misalignments of the focal plane structure relative to the
 
secondary mirror focal surface. In this case the maximum allowable degrada­
tion of the manufactured two mirror Cassegrain wavefront quality is the two
 
mirror Cassegrain static wavefront quality. (The manufactured system without
 
misalignment and focus errors would be better than the two mirror Cassegrain
 
static wavefront quality.) With this philosophy the misalignment and focus
 
error values must be retained below the given values. If manufacturing toler­
ances indicate that passive mounting techniques cannot retain the wavefront
 
error within allowable budget values, active alignment techniques are required
 
to bring the element misalignment and focus errors back within the allowable
 
static wavefront error. (Note: For the OTA, this is the case. An optical
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control subsystem is utilized to maintain two tilts, two decenters, and one
 
despace on the secondary mirror-within the allocated budgets.)
 
It should also be emphasized that the Cassegrain primary mirror can only be
 
used as a "fixed" reference for the optical system if the following assumptions
 
are true: (1)primary mirror isdimefnsionally stable, (2)primary mirror is
 
thermally stable, (3)primary mirror location relative to focal surface is
 
stable, (4)ground testing accuracy issufficient to establish alignment, and
 
(5)ground testing provides adequate zero 'g'simulation.
 
Each optical element is allocated separate budgets in the manufactured wave­
front budget. A manufactured wavefront budget for the two mirror Cassegrain
 
is shown infigure 8.5-4. In this budget two separate optical assemblies
 
(mirror with mount) are manufactured and then combined to form the final manu­
factured system. Each optical assembly is further broken down into an alloca­
tion for the optical component (without mount) and the mount itself. The
 
contributors should then be compared with estimated manufacturing and testing
 
capability (see section 8.4). Shown in figur s 8.5-5 and 8.5-6 are the sec­
ondary mirror alignment and focus error budgets. As indicated, if these budgets
 
can be met in the assembly of the Cassegrain, no active alignment techniques
 
will be required to bring the element misalignment and focus errors back within
 
the allowable static wavefront error.
 
PRIMARY MIRROR ASSEMBLY SECONDARY MIRROR ASSEMBL
 
POLISHING 0.030A POLISHING 0.030' 
COATING O.003A COATING 0.003
 
MOUNT STRAIN 0.005A MOUNT STRAIN 0.005> 
MANUFACTURED WAVEFRONT 
BUDGET RSS 0.031-A RSS 0.031 
Figure- 8.5-4 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY MIRROR ASSEMBLIES 0.044
 
ASPHERIC MISMATCH 0.010)
 
0 , THERMAL VARIATIONS 0.010, 
O TOTAL RSS 0.046x 
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RMS WAVEFRONT ERROR
 
CONTRIBUTOR (@0.6328 MICRONS)
 
INTERFEROMETRIC DETERMINATION 0.012X
 
OF BEST ALIGNMENT
 
THERMAL/STRUCTURAL VARIATIONS 0.004;
 
SECONDARY MIRROR ALIGNMENT ERROR BUDGET
 
Figure 8.5-5
 
CONTRIBUTOR RMS WAVEFRONT ERROR 2 a FOCUS ERROR 
@ 0.6328 MICRONS) (MICIN4Nt) 
WIC 
FOCAL SURFACE DEFINITION .021X 61.7 334.3 
CCD DETECTOR INSTALLATION .004x 11.8 65.6 
THERMAL STABILITY 
MIRRORS .008A 23.5 13.1 
METERING STRUCTURE .018x 52.9 295.1 
CCD SUPPORT STRUCTURE .0041 11.8 65.6 
FOCUS ERROR BUDGET
 
Figure 8.5-6
 
It should be emphasized that three definable levels of testing have been identi­
fied in the assembly of the two mirror Cassegrain (see table 8.3-2). Logical
 
test levels are at the component (unmounted optical element), assembly (mounted
 
optical element) and subsystem (combination of primary mirror assembly and sec­
ondary mirror assembly).
 
The overall system requirements (combined OTA with WF/PC optics), as established
 
in section 4.0, specify that the axis static wavefront error must be no more
 
than 0.108 X rms under orbital operational conditions. Shown in figure 8.5-7
 
is a preliminary allocation for the Cassegrain relays and the additional WF/PC
 
optics. Further assembly buildup philosophy and tolerance breakdowns are needed
 
in this area.
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SYSTEM STATIC
 
TAVEFRONT ERROR
 
108A-0 
OT TTCTWO MIRROR ADIDITIONAt NF/PC 
I4VEROTRRRCASSEGRAINWVFNERRWAVEFRONT STATICERROR OPTI CSSTATIC WAVEFRONff ERROR 
0.056AO.054A 
SYSTEM WAVEFRONT ERROR
 
RMS ERROR AT 0.6328 pm)
 
Figure 8.5-7
 
8.6 DEPTH OF FOCUS
 
Shown in figure 8.6-1 is the relationship between OTA image quality degradation
 
and a focal shift at the OTA focal plane. The focal shift at the OTA focal
 
plane causes a focal shift at the WF/PC focAl plane. The relationship between
 
WF/PC image quality degradation and a focal shift at the WF/PC focal plane is 
shown in figure 8.6-2. The depth of focus corresponds to the longitudinal 
displacement in the focal plane location,as allocated in the wavefront budget. 
Since a focus accuracy of 0.029 A rms has been allocated (see figure 8.5-3), 
a depth of focus for the wide field camera of i. 85 microns and for the planetary 
camera of ± 475 microns is determined. 
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Figure 8.6-1
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Figure 8.6-2 
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ORIGINAL PAGE .I9P
 
OF POOR QUALITYTWO MIRROR CASSEGRAIN
8.7 OPTICAL TESTING -

The two mirror Cassegrain acceptance test configuration is shown in
 
figure 8.7-1. This configuration is based on the fact that the two mirror
 
Cassegrain is a finite conjugate optical system. On the object side, an
 
interferometer is installed with an ff24 objective. On the image side, a
 
retroreflector is installed with an f/12.9 objective for the-WideField
 
Camera and an f/30 objective for the Planetary Camera. This retroreflector
 
can be installed at other points in the field mapping out the focal surface
 
contour (focal surface reference fixture -- FSRF). In theory, a spherical
 
wavefront emanating from the interferometer will pass through the Cassegrain
 
twice after reflection from the retroreflector. Deviation in the interferometric
 
pattern from the spherical reference will describe the Cassegrain performance.
 
Shown in figures 8.7-2 and 8.7-3 are the performance predictions (at the
 
center of the CCD) for the WF/PC Cassegrain optics. Based on the optical
 
tolerance budgeting of section 8.5, the OQF at the center of the CCD should
 
be greater than or equal to 88 percent for level 3 testing (table 8.3-2).
 
RETROREFLECTOR
 
TWO MIRROR CASSEGRAIN ACCEPTANCE TEST CONFIGURATION
 
INTERFEROMETER 

Figure 8.7-1 
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Shown in table 8.7-1 isa preliminary assembly buildup sequence for the two­
mirror Cassegrain. This sequence isbased on interferometric testing for
 
compliance of wavefront quality and secondary mirror alignment. During
 
interferometric alignment, the wavefront error would be measured at four
 
symmetric points in the field. The procedure utilizes the interferometric
 
data evaluation software inwhich the design residuals are first removed
 
(backout). The wavefront isevaluated for coma and astigmatism.
 
The equations of table 8.7-2 are then solved using these aberrations. The
 
results are averaged at the four field points, yielding the amount of decenter
 
and tilt to be introduced into the secondary mirror. With this method, an
 
bptimum location of the secondary mirror with respect to the "fixed" reference
 
primary mirror would be determined after several iterations.
 
Table 8.7-1 
TWO MIRROR CASSEGRAIN OPTICAL TESTS
 
, c'( 1. Rough alignment - Align secondary mirror assembly (SMA) 
to primary mirror reference using 
theodolite; set primary to secondary 
airspace using metering rod. 
2. Coarse alignment - Interferometry; visually minimize coma 
and astigmatism. 
3. Fine alignment - Interferometry; four field positions; 
lock SMA . 
4. Wavefront measurement - On-axis and selected field points, 
nominal focus: specified misalignment 
and defocus (the SMA will be aligned 
and focused with respect to the primary 
mirror assembly (PMA) to within the 
allowable two mirror Cassegrain "static" 
wavefront error). 
5. Focal surface determination - Thru-focus interf6rometry at several 
field positions; interface mount pads to 
compensate field tilt; determine focal 
surface relative to FSRF. 
6. Focal length and back focus 
determination 
- Use selected field point pairs (nodal 
test). 
7. Set line of sight reference - Theodolites and auxiliary mirrors. 
devices 
8. Baffle check - Auxiliary camera and diffuse light source. 
9. Field size check - Auxiliary viewing screen and light source. 
10. Final performance check - Repeat portions of steps 4 and 5. 
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Table 8.7-2
 
ALIGNMENT.EQUATIONS
 
Decenterx = -K1 OPDc Sin + K2 OPDa Sin (2a - y) 
Decenter = K OPDc Cos * - K2 OPDa Cos (20 - y) 
Tilt x = K4 OPDc Cos * - K3 0PDa Cos (20 -- y) 
Tilt = K4 OPDc Sin o - K3 PDa Sin (2e - y) 
where:
 
OPDc is coma magnitude; 0 iscoma angle
 
ORDa is astigmatism magnitude; e is astigmatism angle
 
y i's field point azimuth
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9.0 FOCUS ANALYSIS
 
Many perturbations in the OTA + WF/PC optical system have a common 
characteristic: they cause the image at the relay focal plane (CCD detector) 
to become defocused. This focus error can-be removed, ifthe perturbation 
is not too large, by a corrective adjustment inthe axial position of the 
pyramid. 
A general analysis of pyramid refocusing applies to all these perturbations.
 
They include:
 
1. Axial displacement of the WF/PC assembly with respect
 
to the OTA image surface.
 
2. Axial displacement of the OTA image surface with
 
respect to the WF/PC due to perturbations in the
 
OTA such as a change in its primary/secondary
 
mirror spacing.
 
3. Translation of the WF/PC pickoff mirror with
 
respect to fixed OTA and relay optics.
 
4. Axial displacement of pyramid with respect to
 
fixed OTA and WF/PC.
 
The original intent of the focus analysis task was an evaluation of conditions
 
(1)and (2)above. Because the analysis for these conditions could be­
extended to conditions (3)and (4)for very little extra effort, their
 
evaluation is also included.
 
2
The first analysis was to evaluate the MTF of the f/1 .88 relay after the
 
WF/PC with pickoff mirror is shifted axially with respect to the OTA secondary
 
mirror and the pyramid adjusted axially to remove defocus. The amounts of
 
pickoff mirror perturbation were ± 400 microns and ± 800 microns (condition 1).
 
The second analysis was to evaluate MTF after the OTA secondary mirror is
 
shifted axially with respect to the OTA primary mirror and the pyramid
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adjusted axially to remove defocus. The amounts of secondary mirror
 
perturbations evaluated corresponded with OTA focus shifts of ± 400 microns
 
and ± 800 microns (condition 2).
 
For both conditions, analysis showed that the perturbations could be
 
completely compensated by axial adjustment of the pyramid. The MTF at all
 
points on the relay focal surface (CCD detector) after the perturbation ahd
 
pyramid adjustment were restored to their unperturbed values.
 
Similarly, translation of the pickbff mirror by ± 400 microns and ± 800
 
microns'also were completely compensated by axial adjustment of the pyramid.
 
Directions of pickoff mirror translation evaluated were parallel to the OTA
 
optical ayis and normal to the OTA axis in the meridional plane (condition 3).
 
An error in the axial position of the pyramid will cause a focus error at the
 
relay focal surface. An analytic expression which relates the focus error
 
to the pyramid position error is given.
 
9.1 	PYRAMID FOCUS ADJUSTMENT
 
The perturbations described as conditions 1, 2, and 3 have a common
 
optical effect. They cause an apparent displacement of the pyramid and relay
 
optics with respect to the OTA image surface. The axial component of this
 
displacement is denoted AZ and the lateral (decenter) component isAY.
 
The amount of axial pyramid adjustment needed to restore focus is
 
AZ = 	 -AZf/2 CoS2a 
where
 
Az = 	axial shift of the pyramid where
 
+shift isaway from the OTA
 
a = 	angle of pyramid facet (9.10560) 
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and evaluation gives:
 
Az = -0.512844 AZ (2)
 
The quantity AZ depends upon the particular perturbation.
 
9.2 POINTING ANGLE PERTURBATION
 
The perturbation and compensating pyramid adjustment changes the system 
pointing angle. Let the center of the CCD detector correspond to the OTA 
field angle-, before the perturbation. Then, after the perturbation, this 
field angle becomes 4+ A4 where 
Al = tan- 'AyI(f-Af) + tan * Af/(f-Af)i (3) 
and f = OTA focal length 
Af = OTA focal length perturbation 
+CStn(c-2)
ty = AY-AZ tan(-2a) - Az 

A particular ray, after reflection from the pyramid, will become the optical
 
axis of the relay optics. Between the pyramid and the WF relay folding Mirror,
 
the angl'e of this ray with respect to the OTA axisis denoted s. For the f/12.88
 
design, m=18.340 . As described previously, a=9.10560 . Then, evaluating the
 
above expression,
 
y= AY - 0.002248 AZ - 0.3170 Az (4)
 
9.3 EVALUATION OF CONDITION I
 
Let the pickoff mirror, pyramid, and relay optics be displaced axially along
 
the OTA axis by distance AL. The optical displacement is the same as the
 
physical displacement for the condition, so:
 
AY = o
 
AZ = AL 15
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From equation (2), the amount of axial pyramid adjustment needed to restore
 
focus is:
 
Az = -0.512884 AL
 
From equation (4), the parameter Ay is:
 
Ay = -0.002248 AL - 0.3170(-0.512844 AL)
 
Ay = 0.1603 AL
 
The OTA focal length (f)is5760 cm. The OTA fs not perturbed, so Af=O. From
 
equation (3);
 
A4 = tan -1 [Ay/f]
 
Combining the preceding two equations gives:
 
A== tan-1 [2.78x10_s AL] (AL in cm)
 
The adjustments to the math model for this condition, therefore, are to
 
a. Shift pyramid and relay-optics axially by distance AZ.
 
b. Refocus pyramid by Az.
 
c. Adjust OTA input field angles by A'.
 
MTF was calculated for the perturbations at grid points A, A., C, and E on the
 
CCD detector surface, as shown intable 9.3-1. Unperturbed MTF and these values
 
of perturbed MTF are given-in table 9.3-2.
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Tabte 9.3-1 
INPUT PERTURBATIONS 
AL(w) AZ(vi) Az(w) A$ (degrees) 
+800 +800 -410 0.000127 
+400 +400 -205 0.000064 
-400 -400 +205 -0.000064 
-800 -800 +410 -0.000127 
Table 9.3-2 
MTF AT 33 C/MM 
Grid AL - Microns 
Point +800 +400 0 -400 -800 
A .186 .187 .188 .189 .191 
A .390 .389 .389 .390 .390 
C .355 .354 .354 .353 .353 
E .336 .336 .336 .336 .335 
Table 9.3-2 shows that the effect of axially shifting the pickoff mirror and
 
WF/PC with respect to Xhe-OTA image surface is compensated by an axial
 
adjustment of the pyramid.. This adjustment restores the MTF to its unperturbed
 
value.
 
9.4 EVALUATION OF CONDITION 2
 
The amount of OTA secondary mirror perturbation needed to shift the OTA image
 
surface by AZ is:
 
AT = -AZ /(M2+1) 
where
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AT = axial shift of secondary mirror where 
+ shift increases the primary-to-secondary
 
mirror spacing
 
AZ = axial shift of the OTA image surface where 
+ shift is away from the OTA
 
M = OTA secondary mirror magnification 
(10.434756) 
and evaluation gives: 
AT = -0.009100 AZ 
The equivalent optical displacement of the relay with respect to the OTA
 
image is
 
AY = o
 
AZ = - AZ
 
From equation (2), the amount of axial pyramid adjustment needed to restore 
focus is 
AZ = 0.512884 AZ 
From equation (4), the parameter Ay is 
Ay = +0.002248 AZ - 0.3170(0.512844 AZ') 
Ay = -0.1603 AZ 
A change AT in OTA secondary mirror location perturbs the OTA focal length 
as follows: 
Af = 4f2AT/(rpr s - 4fAT)
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where
 
Af = change in focal length
 
f = OTA focal length (5760 cm)
 
rp = primary mirror radius (-1104.0 cm)
 
rs = secondary mirror radius (-135.8 cm)
 
AT = secondary mirror spacing change
 
From equation 3, the pointing angle is
 
A = tan-1IAy/(f-Af) + tan Q Af/(f-Af)! 
The OTA field angle 0 corresponding to the center-point of the CCD detector
 
is 0.015816 degrees.
 
The adjustments to the math model for condition 2, therefore, are to
 
a. Shift OTA secondary mirror position by distance AT.
 
b. Refocus pyramid by Az.
 
c. Adjust OTA input field angles by AO.
 
MTF, calculated for the perturbations in table 9.4-1, are given in table 9.4-2.
 
Table 9.4-1
 
INPUT PERTURBATIONS
 
AZ' (p) AT (p) AZ () Af (cm) A0 (degrees) 
+800 -7.2804 +410 -0.6444 -0.000129
 
+400 -3.6402 +205 -0.3222 -0.000065
 
-400 +3.6402 -205 +0.3222 +0.000065
 
-800 +7.2804 -410 +0.6444 +0.000129
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Table 9.4-2
 
MTF AT 33 C/MM
 
Grid AZ - Microns 
Point +800 +400 0 -400 -800 
A .188 .188 .188 .189 .189 
A .389 .389 .389 .389 .390 
C .355 .355 .354 .353 .352 
E .334 .335 .336 .337 .337 
Table 9.4-2 shows that the effect of perturbing the OTA secondary mirror
 
position is compensated by an axial adjustment of the pyramid. This adjustment
 
restores the MTF to its unperturbed value.
 
9.5 EVALUATION OF CONDITION 3
 
Let the pickoff mirror be displaced axially along the OTA axis by distance
 
ALZ. Optically, this perturbation causes an apparent displacement of the
 
pyramid and relay optics with respect to the OTA image surface. The axial
 
component of this apparent displacement is AZ and the transverse component
 
(decenter) is AY. For the ALZ perturbation:
 
AY ALz Sine
 
AZ - ALZ (1 + Cose)
 
where e = pickoff mirror angle = 940 
Similarly, a transverse decentering ALy of the pickoff mirror with respect to
 
the OTA axis also causes an apparent displacement of the pyramid and relay
 
optics where
 
AY = ALy (1 - cose)
 
AZ = ALy Sine
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Evaluating the above expressions: 
AY= 0.997564 ALZ 
AZ = 0.930244 ALZ 
and 
AY = 1.069756 ALy 
AZ = 0.997564 ALy 
The expressions for ALy are very nearly equal to those for AL7 . Consequently,
 
only the effects of ALZ need to be analyzed because the conclusions can be
 
applied to ALy also.
 
From equation (2), the amount of axial pyramid adjustment needed to restore 
focus is: 
Az = -0.512844 (0.930244 ALZ) 
Az = -0.477070 ALZ 
From equation (4), the parameter Ay is: 
AY = 0.997564 ALz'- 0.002248(0.930244 ALZ) - 03170 (-0.477070 ALz) 
Ay = 1.1467 AL7 
The OTA focal length (f) is 5760 cm. The OTA is not perturbed, so A4 0. 
From equation (3); 
-A = taniI (Ay/f)
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Combining the preceding two equations gives:
 
-
A4 = tan-i (1.991x10 4 ALz) (AL in cm)
 
The 	adjustments to the math model for this condition, therefore, are to:
 
a. 	Shift pyramid and relay optics axially by distance
 
AZ and laterally by distance AY. This adjustment is
 
optically equivalent to shifting the pickoff mirror
 
by distance ALz.
 
b. 	Refocus pyramid by Az.
 
c. 	Adjust OTA input field angles by A@.
 
MTF was calculated for the perturbations in table 9.5-1 at grid points A, A
 
C, and E on the CCD detector surface. Unperturbed MTF and these values of
 
perturbed MTF are given in table 9.5-2.
 
Table 9.5-1 
INPUT PERTURBATIONS
 
ALZ (p) AY (Z) AZ AZ (u) AQ (degrees) 
+800 +798 +744 -382 +0.000913
 
+400 +399 +372 -191 +0.000456
 
-400 -399 -372 +191 -0.000456
 
-800 -798 -744 +382 -0.000913
 
Table 9.5-2 
MTF AT 33 C/MM
 
-
Microns
ALz

-
Grid 

Point +800 +400 0 -400 -800
 
A .177 .182 .188 .194 .200
 
A .387 .388 .389 .391 .393
 
C .358 .356 .354 .352 .350
 
E .335 .336 .336 .336 .336
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Table 9.5-2 shows that the effect of axially shifting the pickoff mirror is
 
compensated by an axial adjustment of the pyramid. The amount of adjustment
 
Az was calculated from equation (2)which assumed, in its derivation, that the
 
pyramid facets were plano and that the OTA image surface was flat. These
 
approximations may account for the minor variations in compensated MTF.
 
Optically, the effect of shifting the pickoff mirror in a direction normal to
 
the OTA axis (in the meridional plane) is nearly the same as the axial shift.
 
Thus, the general conclusion can be made that a ± 800 micron shift of,the pickoff
 
mirror in any direction from its nominal position can be fully compensated
 
by an axial adjustment of the pyramid.
 
9.6 FOCUS ADJUSTMENT AT DETECTOR USING THE PYRAMID
 
The WF/PC uses the OTA image surface as an "object" and re-images this object
 
onto the CCD detector surface. The back focal distance (BF) between the WF/PC
 
and detector depends upon the distance between the "object" and the WF/PC.
 
An axial shift of the pyramid changes this object distance and, consequently,
 
changes the back focus resulting in a focus error ABF at the detector.
 
Analysis of pyramid refocusing for the perturbations evaluated in this report
 
led to the following two equations for change in object distance Aa:
 
I
 
Aa = &Z/cos (8-2a) (5) 
Aa = 2Az cos 2c/cos(a-2a) (6)
 
For focus compensation, the change in object distance Aa caused by the pyramid
 
shift Az must be equal and opposite to the change in object distance Aa caused
 
by the perturbation AZ:
 
Aa = -Aa
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Substituting equations (5)and (6) into this expression and solving for Az gives:
 
AZ = -AZ/2cos2a
 
and this is equation (1), used in this report for focus compensation.
 
In the absence of perturbations (AZ=O), a shift Az of the pyramid will cause
 
a change Aa in object distance, thereby producing a focus shift ABF at the
 
CCD detector.
 
By applying the method of finite differences to the paraxial ray trace equations,
 
the following relationship is found:
 
ABF [ RRR f2F 2(Rs-RP-2T )Aa Aa 
(Rp+2To)(Rs-2Tp)-2ToRp 
 [ (rp+2To)(Rs-2Tp)-2TRp
 
where:
 
Rp = primary mirror radius (-40.5662 cm)
 
Rs = secondary mirror radius (-28.5460 cm)
 
To = object distance (113.0610 cm)
 
T .= mirror separation (16.2590 cm)
 
p
 
Evaluating the above expression: 
ABF = -0.28798 Aa + 0.0054717 (ta) 2 
Equation (6) is also evaluated, using a = 9.10560 and. = 18.340: 
Aa = 1.9499 Az
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Finally, combining the preceding two expressions:
 
ABF = -0.56154 Az + 0.020804 (Az)2 	 (7)
 
This expression relates focus shift ABF at the CCD detector to axial translation 
Az*Of the pyramid. The units used in this equation must be centimeters. 
The optical system math model is used to verify the focus shift equation as
 
follows:
 
a. 	Shift pyramid axially by distance Az.
 
b. 	Move CCD detector axially by ABF. If equation (7)
 
is correct, the focus error will be removed.
 
c. 	Adjust OTA input field angle using equations (3)
 
and (4) where AY = AZ = Af = 0.
 
Table 9.6-1
 
INPUT PERTURBATIONS
 
Az (cm) ABF (cm) A (degrees)
 
+0.08 -0.0448 -0.000252
 
-0.08 +0.0451 +0.000252
 
MTF was calculated for the perturbations, as shown in table 9.6-1, at grid
 
points A, C. and E on the CCD detector surface. Unperturbed MTF and calculated
 
values of perturbed MTF are given in table 9.6-2.
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Table 9.6-2 
MTF AT 33 C/MM 
Grid AZ - Centimeters 
Point +.08 0' -.08 
A .191 .188 .186 
C .353 .354 .355 
- E .336 .336 .335 
Table 9.6-2 shows that focus error is removed when the detector is shifted
 
ABF for a pyramid shift of Az. The math model, therefore, has confirmed the
 
focus shift equation (7).
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10.0 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
 
10.1 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PREDICTION (WITHOUT DETECTOR)
 
Performance predictions for the WF/PC optics without OTA are shown in figures
 
10.1-1 and 10.1-2. At this level of testing, an 	OQF of 79 percent is antici­
pated and can be verified by interferometric testing. Performance
 
predictions for the WF/PC optics with OTA are shown in figures 10.1-3 and
 
10.1-4. The optimized geometric-mean MTF over the field of the Wide Field
 
Camera at a spatial frequency of 33 cycles/mm is shown in figure 10.1-5.
 
Assuming an anticipated OQF of 63 percent, the predicted manufactured
 
performance is shown in figure 10.1-6. The optimized geometric-mean MTF over
 
the field of the Planetary Camera at a spatial frequency of 14 cycles/mm is
 
shown in figure 10.1-7. Assuming an anticipated OQF of 63 percent, the
 
predicted manufactured performance is shown in figure 10.1-8. (Note: Since
 
a total system test (OTA with WF/PC) is not planned, the predicted OQF cannot
 
be 	verified by interferometric testing.)
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10.2 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PREDICTION (WITH DETECTOR)
 
10.2.1 Threshold Modulation Analysis
 
Threshold modulation (TM) analysis is used to determine, for the human observer,
 
the limiting resolving power of a lens-film combination*. This technique
 
provides a single value indication of system performance and can be applied to
 
a general imaging system as well. In TM analysis, the limiting resolution of
 
a system is determined by the intersection of the (frequency dependent) incident
 
target modulation (ITM) curvet, and the threshold modulation (TM) curve, as
 
illustrated in figure 10.2.1-1.
 
T. J. Lauroesch, et al, "Threshold Modulation Curves for 
Photographic Films", Applied Optics, Vol. 9, No. 4, April 1970, 
pp. 875-887. 
t Also known as the aerial image modulation (AIM)curve.
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TM CURVE
 
SPATIAL FREQUENCY LMITING
t 
 LMITNGRESOLUTION 
LIMITING RESOLUTION OF A SYSTEM
 
Figure 10.2.1-1
 
The incident target modulation represents the modulation available at the input
 
to a detector (CCD, film, etc.). ITM is a function of the target contrast, the,
 
intervening media between the target and its image on the detector, the modulation
 
transfer function (MTF) and optical quality factor (OQF) of the taking optics,
 
smear, and defocus.
 
Threshold modulation, on the other hand, represents the minimuma modulation
 
that is required at the input of the system to perform a given task -- usually
 
detection. Threshold modulation is a function of the MTF's and noise source of
 
all the elements in the image chain from the detector through the user.
 
Threshold modulation is also a function of the signal-to-noise ratio required to
 
perform a particular task with a given performance probability. For example,
 
if the task is to detect a tri-bar pattern with a 50 percent probability of
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detection, the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 1.5*. If,however, itis
 
necessary to perform target recognition or identification then higher SNR's
 
are required for the same performance probabilityt.
 
The following sections contain a formulation of the TM equation, its application
 
to the Wide Field Planetary Camera, and an interpretation of these results.
 
10.2.2 Threshold Modulation Formulation
 
The basic formulation of threshold modulation begins with the definitions of
 
modulation and signal-to-noise ratio. Modulation is defined by considering two
 
adjacent resolution elements producing respective signals of S, and S2.
 
Modulation (M)is then defined as
 
MM 	IS1-S21 AS (1)
 
$I+SJ 2S­
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by
 
SNR AS (2)
-
2	N
 
where,
 
AS/2 = !SI-S2z/2, the incremental signal level about the mean 
= 	 (S1+S2)/2, the average signal level 
the rms noise.
N 

* 	 This calculation assumes a Gaussian process with a 50 percent 
probability of simultaneously detecting all three bars and two 
spaces of the tri-bar pattern. The probability of detecting an 
individual bar or space is (0.5)1/5 = 0.87 and requires a signal­
to-noise ratio of 1.5 to achieve this detection probability. 
t 	L. M. Biberman, "Perception of Displayed Information", Chapter 5,
 
Plenum Press, New York, 1973.
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-- 
By substituting (2)into (1), an expression for modulation in terms of SNR and
 
rms noise results
 
M SNR .(3)
 
It should be noticed that the parenthetical term in (3) has the same form as
 
the definition for modulation shown in (1). Using this similarity, it is
 
convenient to define this term as the "noise modulation" (6);
 
N (4)
 
S 
Using the terminology in (3), the threshold modulation (TM) is that value of
 
modulation which just equals the product of noise modulation and SNR, that is,
 
TM = (SNR)6. (5)"
 
This equation represents the basic expression for threshold modulation. In
 
general, it is a function of spatial frequency (v)since the noise modulation
 
is a function of spatial frequency. To illustrate this, consider the noise
 
power spectral density at the input to the K-th element in the image chain
 
@K(v). The associated rms noise at the output of the K-th element can be
 
expressed as
 
Kjv) = Y MTFK (v) K(v)] ; (6) 
with the total rms noise given by
 
UI(v) = [K2f' MTFK (V) JK(V) dv 1/2 () 
where 
YK = gamma of the K-th image chain element 
MTFKCV) = modulation tranfer function of K-th image chain element.
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Finally, the noise modulation can be written as
 
4(v F~0 1/2
 
---- I ' (8)
KK 
 LSK 
which illustrates the frequency'dependence of the threshold modulation.
 
Using the previous expressions, the rms noise at the output of an N-element
 
imaging chain is
 
1/2NN 

a= 1 =1 yq MTFq(V)] (9) 
and the resultant expression for threshold modulation at the output of this
 
imaging chain is given by
 
N 2 -1 0/2 
TMo(V) = LCSNR)2 [ N *.(v) w MTF (v)+TMvJ (10)0 :Ij q=l 
where TMv is visual modulation threshold below which a human observer, even
 
under optimum viewing conditions, cannot distinguish the target from its
 
background. TMV is in the neighborhood of one to five percent modulation*.
 
From linear system theory, it is known that for a given amount of modulation
 
at the input to the imaging chain (Ml), the resultant modulation at the output
 
(Mo) is given by the product of the input modulation and the cascaded transfer
 
functions, that is
 
N 
Mov) = M i Ty MTF ). (11)q= q
 
2-bid; Chapter 3 
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If the output threshold modulation TM0 is substituted into (11) and the
 
expression rearranged to solve for the resultant input threshold modulation,
 
the following equation is obtained
 
TM =N TMo(V) (12)
 
r MTF (v)
q
q=1 

This equation illustrates that the threshold modulation required at the input
 
to the imaging chain is simply related to the required output threshold
 
modulation via the system transfer function. The system transfer function is
 
N
 
SYSTEM TRANSFER FUNCTION =' 1qy MTFq(V).

q=1
 
By combining equations (10) and (12), the final expression for the threshold
 
modulation at the input to the imaging chain is obtained
 
N N 21/2 
(SNR)2 [; j(v) ?f yMTFq ()+TMv] 
TMI() N (13) 
y q Fq(V) 
q=q
 
This expression represents the objective of the preceding analysis. When the
 
TM curve described by (13) is intersected by the incident target modulation
 
curve, the frequency of intersection represents the limiti'ng resolution. At
 
this frequency, the modulation available in the target isjust equal to the
 
modulation required at the system's input to achieve the desired system
 
performance.
 
In the following section a TM equation for the Wide Field/Planetary Camera
 
is developed. This equation is based on CCD sensor characteristics described
 
in a document entitled, Technical Proposal, Investigation Definition Team,
 
Wide Field/Planetary Camera for Space Telescope, submitted by the California
 
Institute of Technology, James A. Westphal, Principal Investigator.
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10.2.3 WF/PC Threshold Modulation Equation
 
In this section a first order expression for the threshold modulation equation
 
for the WF/PC is derived. This expression utilizes the CCD characteristics
 
described in the aforementioned document, and assumes that all elements in
 
the WFC and PC imaging chains between the output of the CCD sensor and the
 
reconstructed images contribute no degradation to the reconstructed images.
 
This assumption is necessary due to the lack of specific information on these
 
image chain elements. As a result, the first order expression for the TM equation
 
will be optimistic in that the TM curve will be too low and the predicted limiting
 
resolution too high.
 
From the WF/PC reference document, the CCD is characterized as being photon
 
noise limited (for nominal exposures) with 10 to 20 rms electrons and an
 
MTF as illustrated in figure 1D.2.3-1*. As a consequence of this characteriza­
tion and the previous assumption, the TM equation reduces to a rather simple
 
expression consisting of one noise term, one MTF term, the visual threshold
 
modulation (TMV) term, and the signal-to-noise ratio.
 
1.0 
.6, 
0.4 
0.2 
SINE WAVE MTF 
Figure 10.2.3-1 
10 
I 
20 
I 
3O t 
I 
40 
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* This MTF has been reproducedfrom the WF/PC reference document. 
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10.2.3.1 Photon Noise Modulation - Using the definition of noise modulation 
from (4)and the fact that the rms photon noise ( p) is equal to the square 
root of the average signal level, 
ap 
 S 
the photon noise modulation can be expressed as
 
= 1 
 (14)
 
The photon noise, expressed in mean-squared electrons, is given by 
S= () A , MS-electrons; (15) 
where
 
E = exposure, joules/M 2
 
R = CCD responsivity, amps/watt
 
A = CCD area, M2
 
q = electroniccharge, 1.6xi0 19 coulombs/electron.
 
Using 20 rms electrons for the photon noise and a sensor area of 15xl5p, the
 
term in parenthesis in (15) can be evaluated as follows:
 
ER 400 = 1.78xI0 12 MS-electrons/M2. (16)
 
q 2.25x10-1 0
 
If this term is represented by the constant (K)and if the sensor area (A) is
 
rewritten in terms of spatial frequency:
 
A - '(- , M2; (17) 
4v2
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where v represents spatial frequency in cycles per-millimeter; then the
 
equation for the photon noise can be rewritten as
 
F (v) = KxlO 6 , 0< < c (18)4v2
 
where 
K = 1.78x1012 MS-electrons/M 2 
v = spatial frequency (c/mm) 
=C 
Nyquist frequency, 33.3 c/mm.
 
By substituting (18) into (14), an expression for the photon noise modulation
 
results
 
S(v) = 1.5 vxlO -3 . (19)
 
10.2.3.2 The TM Equation - The threshold modulation at the output of the
 
WF/PC can now be written as
 
TMo(v) = [SNR262(v) + TM 2] (20) 
or
 
TMON)= 10-2[2.25.SNRZ.v2x10-2 + 9+ (21)
 
where 3 percent visual threshold modulation has been arbitrarily assumed*.
 
Finally, the threshold modulation required at the input to the CCD is given by
 
* Equations (19) and (20) do not contain the CCD transfer function, 
namely y.MTF(v), since the photon noise is specified at the output 
of the CCV, rather than at its input. 
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+ 9]
1o-21[2.25.SNR2.v2x10-2 

TMI(v) y.MTF(v) (22)
 
where
 
y = CCD-gamma = 1.0 
MTF(v) = CCD MTF illustrated in figure 10.2.3-1. 
When the signal-to-noise ratio required to perform a given task, such as
 
detection, recognition, or identification, is substituted into the above
 
equation, and the resultant curve intersected by the incident target modulation
 
curves for the Wide Field and Planetary Cameras, the frequencies of intersection
 
will represent the first order limits of resolution for these systems. These
 
limits are identified in the following section.
 
10.2'4 Resolution Limits
 
To determine the resolution limits for the WFC and PC, signal-to-noise ratios
 
of 1:1, 5:1, and 10:1 were selected to establish the first order performance
 
bounds for these two systems. In addition, two values of target contrast (C),
 
:1 and 2:1, were selected. The target contrast affects the modulation in 
the target MT through the following relation 
_C-1 
MT .C+= 1 <C <.. (23) 
For the selected values of target contrast, the corresponding values of target
 
modulation are 100 percent and 33 percent, respectively. The target modulation
 
is used to scale (multiply) the MTF of the taking optics; this scaled MTF
 
represents the incident target modulation curve which is intersected with
 
the TM curve to determine the limiting resolution. Occasionally, it is
 
convenient to scale (divide) the TM curve by the target modulation, rather
 
than scaling the taking optics MTF. Using this approach, the scaled TM curve
 
is then intersected with the MTF of the taking optics to determine the limiting
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resolution of the system. Following this approach, (22) can be rewritten as
 
+
 
10-2[2.25.SNR2.v2xlO2 

TMI(v) : (24)
MT. Y.MT F(v)
 
This TM curve and the operational MTF's for the Wide Field and Planetary
 
Cameras are illustrated in figures 10.2.4-1 and 10.2.4-2, respectively. These
 
figures show that for SNR=10:1, and a contrast of 2:1, the lower limits of
 
resolution are 11 lp/mm and 9.5 lp/mm, respectively. From these figures it
 
can be seen that the upper resolution limit, for alias free operation, is
 
set by the Nyquist frequency (33 lp/mm) rather than the CCD noise.
 
An interpretation of the resolution bounds for the Planetary camera is shown
 
in figures 10.2.4-3 and 10.2.4-4. These figures are based on the following
 
relationship between resolvable distance (RD) and limiting resolution:
 
RD= H (25)
fv 
where H is the distance to the planet, f is the system focal length, and V 
is the spatial frequency at the intersection of the TM curve with-the MTF
 
curve of the optics. Since the spatial frequency cutoff of the optics determines
 
the limiting resolution of the Space Telescope independent of the detector, a
 
minimum resolvable distance can be defined as follows:
 
MRD = H Hxf# HAfVo = - D 
where f# is the system f-number, D is the diameter of the entrance pupil of the
 
optics (2.4 meters), and X is a nominal wavelength at 0.6 microns.
 
As illustrated in figures 10.2.4-3 and 10.2.4-4, the minimum resolved distance
 
-3
on Venus would be approximately 10 x Venus diameter. Theoretically, this is
 
the best that can be obtained, based on the diameter of the Space Telescope and
 
the distance to Venus.
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Utilizing the CCD detector, however, the resolved distance of Venus would more
 
-
realistically be 5x10 3 x Venus diameter (5X theoretical minimum).
 
10.2.5 Pointing Stability Errors
 
As shown insection 4.0, a pointing stability error will decrease the operational
 
MTF of the optics. (Inthe change from a static manufacturing environment to a
 
dynamic operational environment, the imaging performance isdegraded by image
 
motion.) Shown infigure 10.2.5-1 is the effect of pointing stability errors
 
on a combined OTA with Planetary Camera. Itshould be noted that small pointing
 
stability errors (based on the model insection 4.0) affect mainly the higher
 
spatial frequencies. Since the TM curve intersects the MTF curves below the
 
Nyquist Frequency, relatively small pointing stability errors have little effect
 
on planetary resolved distance. (Itisemphasized that the Space Telescope is
 
designed for a pointing stability error less than 0.007 arcseconds.) The effect
 
of the pointing stability error on the resolved distance on Mars and Venus is
 
shown in figure 10.2.5-2. Assuming a pointing stability error of 0.021 arc­
seconds (3X Space Telescope limit), the resolved distance on Venus would be
 
increased to 28 kilometers from a resolved distance of 22 kilometers with no
 
pointing stability error.
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11.0 CONCLUSIONS
 
Utilizing the Kodak optical design evaluation software, it was shown for the
 
wide field camera baseline design that the optical performance at the center
 
of each CCD array is diffraction-limited. Image quality degrades rapidly, how­
ever, for off-axis points on the CCD. The prominent field aberrations are field
 
curvature and astigmatism. The field aberrations cannot be eliminated.
 
Instead, they are partially cancelled by the introduction of compensating
 
aberrations. The only effective degrees of freedom available for optimization
 
are the asphericities of the relay primary and secondary mirrors. For the
 
baseline design, these asphericities have been chosen to yield zero coma and
 
zero spherical aberration. By changing these asphericities (conic aspheres
 
to general aspheres) to improve off-axis and imagery, the condition of zero
 
spherical aberration is sacrificed. Thus, off-axis performance is improved
 
at a slight expense of on-axis performance. Similar to the Wide Field Camera,
 
the Olanetary Camera also has residual astigmatism and field curvature. However,
 
the effect of these aberrations on image quality is negligible because this
 
system operates at a higher f-number and has a smaller angular field. The
 
baseline optical prescription, therefore, needs no modifications.
 
From a manufacturing standpoint, the unmounted optics fall into three groups:
 
plano surfaces, spherical pyramid, and aspherics. Based on the established
 
system budgeting philosophy, there appear to be no significant problems in
 
manufacturing the unmounted plano surfaces using conventional Kodak plano
 
processing and testing techniques. A procedure for assembly of an unmounted,
 
four-faceted, pyramid mirror has been configured. Two areas of concern remain
 
in its manufacturability. The first is the tolerance on the "sharpness" of
 
the edges which affects the total field coverage, and the second is the scratch/
 
dig cosmetic requirements. A tolerance on the edge sharpness should be
 
established in the near future and compared with state-of-the-art manufacturing
 
capability. Since the pyramid acts as a field lens, dust and dirt -- as well
 
as scratches and digs on the surface -- will be imaged directly onto the
 
CCD. Specifications on the size and number of particles and surface defects
 
should also be established in the near future and compared with state-of-the­
art manufacturing capability. The Cassegrain primary and secondary mirrors
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utilize conic and general aspheric surfaces. It is extremely important that
 
these designed aspheric terms be incorporated into the manufactured surface.
 
(The effect of nonconformance is a drastic loss in image quality in the field.)
 
The approach chosen (Kodak area compensating tooling procedure) appears to be
 
applicable. In this approach, the symmetric and asymmetric errors are
 
determined interferometrically in a clean, "noise-free" environment. The
 
symmetric and asymmetric errors are then addressed separately, with different
 
tools. It should be noted that the deviation of the manufactured surface
 
contour from the designed surface contour cannot exceed 3x10-7 inches at
 
the edge of the 2-inch diameter WFC primary mirror. Similar tolerances
 
are needed on the -inch convex secondary mirrors, and analyses indicate that
 
these unmounted components will be the most difficult of the optical elements
 
in the WF/PC to manufacture. For these reasons, it is engineering judgement
 
that the aspheric surfaces are within manufacturing state-of-the-art; however,
 
a development program will be required to substantiate this finding.
 
The Wide Field/Planetary Camera Optics Study has addressed manufacturability
 
of unmounted optical components only. It is a basic assumption that these
 
optical components will be mounted properly to within the allowable tolerances
 
as allocated in.the WF/PC wavefront budget. <(Deflection induced in the
 
manufactured unmounted WFC primary mirror, due to mount strain, cannot exceed
 
6x10 -8 inches.) Acceptance tests configured for the unmounted mirrors (based
 
on interferometric testing with the interferometric data evaluation software)
 
in a clean, "noise-free" environment should also be used "after mounting", and
 
the results compared with the WF/PC wavefront budget for conformance of the
 
optical mount. It should also be noted that the optical coating is in place.
 
Contamination and improper handling during installation of the mount can
 
destroy the coating.
 
An acceptance test configuration has been established for the Cassegrain relay.
 
The relay consists of two assemblies (mirrors with mounts). The configuration
 
is based on interferometric alignment of the secondary mirror to the primary
 
mirror. Again, testing would utilize the interferometric evaluation software
 
in a clean, "noise-free" environment. Two properties of the Cassegrain would
 
be obtained. The first describes the image quality over the field of view
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and the second describes the location and contour of the focal surface. A
 
special device called a focal surface reference fixture (FSRF) would be used
 
in conjunction with the.interferometry. It is emphasized that a quantitative
 
determination of image quality and a focal surface "map" require interferometric
 
data evaluation techniques. The "classic" qualitative star test, utilizing a
 
point source microscope, does not have the required accuracy.
 
The Wide Field/Planetary Camera Optics Study established overall optical systdm
 
requirements for a combined OTA with WF/PC. These performance requirements
 
dictate interferometric testing (wavefront quality, alignment, and focus) during
 
manufacture of the unmounted mirrors, during buildup, and at the total WF/PC
 
level.
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APPENDIX A 
OPTICAL TOLERANCE MATRIX
 
The optical tolerance matrix has been filled out based on several assumptions.
 
The "firm" values have been obtained from section 8.5, Optical Tolerance
 
Budgeting. As emphasized inthis section, the budgeting philosophy is based
 
on the Cassegrain primary mirror being the fixed reference for the system.
 
Resultant perturbation analyses are based on this assumption. Also assumed
 
is that this budgeting philosophy will be used and continued throughout the
 
buildup (component level to camera level).
 
The "firm" values were obtained from a direct comparison of data from the
 
Kodak optical evaluation software and closed form equation solutions. The
 
"preliminary" values have not been obtained through this depth of analysis and,
 
in most cases, are based on engineering judgement. The "to be determined"
 
values are based on the fact that not enough thermal/mechanical design informa­
tion is available to perform an adequate analysis or to make an engineering
 
judgement. This data is especially necessary in determining operational
 
(dynamic) tolerances.
 
It should be noted that radius tolerances on the plano surfaces have not been
 
defined in the matrix. For surface quality levels of 0.01 wave, a figure error
 
requirement with a test configuration will completely specify the plano
 
surface (see section 8.1).
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MOTES. 
1. MATERIAL, 
NtVtSION* -. 0 
1.1 THE MATEZIAL USKO S~hLL BE CORNING" PtFUED SILICN,NO 7940 
I.e COEPFICIMiT OF THERMAI. C.(PANCIOR(,l 
12. THE . OFALLTE MATERIAL USEDTO VAIMgCATE "Y 
MIRROR BLANK SHALLBE 0.00 t.3KXt1 - 4/IN/'C 
OVERATEMPERATUPt rAMGE c4'-WtTOZC" WITH A 
95% CONFICeNCE LEVEL, 
2.GLASS Q IAUrr 
Z.I INICLUSIONSUC BUIBLE" AND BEEOS '1"fl5 iNIE OA 
CENTIMETER 1WCM.1 CZ7ICALuZON4E; 6HOVN ON 1VECbmwUA SIIMJ 
IT0T EYCEED, 0001 CEmMETFZS IQ IJEM4 OkutmE 
THERESHAMl.BE NO MORE THAAN AM AVERAE OF 0 0Z. PER 
CUBIC CENTIMETER. VER E SIZE OF 9XC} ICLUSONS SALo 
BE NO GREATER11*3 000 CETIMAETERS IN NE1*A DaWTEQ. 
2.1 OPAQUE INCLUSIONS VRTWNt71E 04 CENITIMETEE7TICI 
-CRITICAL. ZONE' 8HOWNON VMt DaW3IV. SHIML OT ECO 
0 051 CEMTIUETERSIM MEXM DANSTEZ. mitRE 8%L1 BE 0 
.3 
MORE WTlSHAll 
ANNEALt 
NVEg~t,8 OF 001 PER. CU)BICCENTIUZ71tER 0 
SSIREFVINGEINCE AEWTS SAISR SE I&OSPIQPEQONDICULA 
TO THIE 1.9 CETMIETER SAURFCE.7E RELNTIE ITARONTIO, 
REBULII MPOMTEtMlNSMT bTVAIM SUIAL BE TOMORETUAM5 
20 M,. PER CENTIMETER. O $614T PATH, 
0 93 ~0 08.I ~ OAFEN 
I It 
Lo4- CTICAL ,rOI E 
SEWIOTE Z_ 
=To BEI DETERMINED 
UN.ESOhRIS PCFE MATEN. BASTMAN KODAK CO. 
A .05 Cm SEE MOTE I K oc ...R .. - NAMEBLAK SS%4De Y MIR 
-T.IIotI li/11/78 WIDE 'FIELD CAma& 
O/I NO D231-I 
36 
8 7 6 4 3 2 
gIn 
NOTES L/ 
I. SURFACEi 5HALLBEA FIGURE OFTO TH]EASPHEWIC E-QUATION REVOLUTION AND SHALLCONFORM 
X T 7 iY +EY r +FY'4GY±-HY 
WHERE% 
XMS IN CENTIMETERS OF THE ASPUERIC SURFACE RELATIVE TO A PLANE 
LOCATED AT THE VERTEf AND NORMA . TOTHE OPTICAL AXIS 
C' I 
1.1 THE NOMINl.. VERTEX AOIUSOF THE ASPREPIC SURF)CE SIALLRt; 2&54C ±0 CENTIMETERS.1.2 SURFACEI SHALLNOTDEVIATEFROMTHEASPHERIC CURVATUREBY MORE THAN1OOISWAVELENGTH (RMS)(ROOT MEAN SOUARE)AFTER REFLECTIVECOATING.(WAVELENGTHREFERENCEIS 0.0328 MICR0 ) 
AS MEA2RED WITH THETESTSET-UPS"OWN19O31,32OXIE GRIDSPCXNGOF THE SAPLE POINTSON 
TEE MIRROR SURFACESHALL NOT' EXCEED O.O, CENTIMETERS. 
13 THEASPHERICTAELEOFCOEFFICIENTS SHOWNBEl.W IS BASEDOU4THGNOMINAL VALUEOFTHE "EZTE AD.IUS. 
K- -G.G4,9o8 -. ZTlT7OE-OS , Ft- 8SZ43E-O5 to 7 
G -. 32Z419aC Ot:3826.O 
c 2. CLEAR APERTURE tc
±1 SURFACE-i SHAL HAVEACLEAR APERTUR OF ih -tS - CENTIMETERS DIAMETER. 
2.A FOR AlL MIRRORTEST5 BEFORE COATING,BURF0,C,- I. SHWLLHAVEM UMCOWTEDCLEAR 
APERTURE OF .fG~U- CENTIMETERS DUJaMSEw. 
3.SURFIE6 MARICED P" POLIHED, A.L OTHERS GROUND TO A FINISH wiOJVALEWTTO 120 
GRIT OR SETTER &No FELT POLISHED. 
.4. REFLECTNE CQ'IING' 
4.1 5URFACE-i SHALLCONFORMTO NOTE LS AFTER COATING. 
"0 4.2 SURFACE-1 SHALLBE COATEDWITH 800 ANGSTROMS OF ALUMINUM WITH 250 ANGSTROMS 1.930 
4B SURFACE-i SHALLHAWEA. MINIMUM REFLECTANCE CP 7054 AT AWAMELENGTHOF 0,1200
MICRO4S ANMA MINIMUMREFLECTANCE MF8E5*/AFCZ3ZS3ICRO. WRENWMUREOA? N & ICEN. 
AA4SURFACECLEANINGSHKLLE N AICCCODACEWITHPROCEDURE * . 
, 
THE OPTICALVERTEX SHALL Be "WTUN OORCEBTIMLTERS RADIALLY OC "W MECHWICALVERTEX, 
6. SYSTEM AY S.A NeG.1ULAR ORIENTATIONO E WY A YISSHALL CONSI ODRPT IM IZAT ION OF TH E ASS E MBLED 
(SF T WZ) 
- - ' 
, 
SYSTEM WAVEPRONT BY ROTATIONAL ATCNNS OF THE PRIMARY AO SECONDWY MIRRORS . 
G.2 TE YA SVILL BE IDUMTIFIED BYA 0 O,3 CENTIMETER WIDE LINE ON SURFACE 
IDENTIFYING CHARACTER AND ONE SHALL BE DRAIJN PER *. 
2. 
COLORS FLAT BLhCK WAT'L REQtLD 
7. THE AUTOCORRELATION LENGTH OFTE9 SYSTEM WA\%FRONT ERR0M 
LONGER WHEN IEE AS A,GAUSSL44 FUNCTION OVER THE SPATIAL 
0-20 CYCLES PER PApIL IAMETER. 
SHALL BE 0125 ORj 
FREQUENCIES FROM 
Z (Nt 6) 
E. SURFACG QUALITY 2 E:EL--IBO.SRAEI(OEL 
9, THE MAXIMUM SUkFAC ROUGHNE55,SALL RE50 ANGSTROMS RMS. 
I 
- 'TO BE DETERMINED 
AIKSOVRSIlII A .~n Ot5CM 
AUJ 
WJE PRM DEk IS 
EAMMARNOMC. 
HOCIIIK 
--
SECONDOARY'MIRROR 
CENTIMETERS F II1a..tt M 11/20178ATwE 
WIDE FIELD 
WP/PO 
CAMERA. 
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NOTESII 
1.0 TWO ALTERNATE TESTCOMFIQURETIONSMANESEEM ESTABLISHED II 
2.OANACCEPTABLE TEST INTERFEROGRAM MAY CONTAINA MAX OF * WAVE COMA. 
TISS COMA CORRESPONDS TO A DECENTERING O THE V.RTEX OF THE SECONDARY MIRRRRELATIVE TO THE TEST AXIS OF C C. COMAIS DEF1IEO IN THE FOLLOWING FIGURE : 
"COMA HINLE SPHERE 
APERTURE INTERFEROMETER FOCUS IMID HINDLESPHEREC C 
c 
8.0 II ONFIGUR&TOW). * SEflNDAR kSRFAEjiR ZE ISM AoLfjTED E" n 
-~hI/.N (X it _OYfISWHEREN EEDN NTE X,)]E0M1 A0YMI Ey -[R'N) ,,)* OX.' WHERE E ( ,Y) IS 
pUAL TO 
THE SECOWDARY MLROR SURFACEERPOR AT pOiNT XY ON THE SUNFACE OFINED AS 
THE SAG OF THE ACTUAL SURFACE MINUS THE SAG O; TE DESIRED SURFACE.(nENCE, 
A "HILL' ON THE ACTUAL SURFACEISA POSITIVE SURFACE ERROR). OPDO(AY = HE 
MEASURED WAVEFRONT OPTICAL PATHLENGTHDIFFERENCE CORRESPONDING YO POINT 
'INTHE SECONDARY MIRROR SURFACE. THE OPO SIGN CONVENTION IS THT A
PbSITIVE OPD VALUECORRESPONDSToA LEADiNGWESFRONT SUCHAS WOULDBE PRODUCED 
BY A t IILU' ON THE SECONDARYMIRRORSURFACE.B0 (,y) IS EC LTO THE BACKOUT 
EQUATION FOR TEST RESIDUALS. TWEVALUE OF THE BACKOU EQUATION AT POINT X~Y
IS TO BE AODEO TO THE VALUEOF SURFACS OPO AT POINT9C,YASSTATEDIN THE 
PRYCEDiMS EQUATION. THE IEBACOUT EQUATION FOR TWESECONOARYMIRROR SUIArFAe 
CONTOUR ISA RADIALLY SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONEXPRESSED IN UNIT5 OF CEWNTLMETERS:8D (ic0f= 1* . 
N(%,4)- THEHlINDLE SPHEREOWtFACERRORAS ETEEUIIED FMA DRCT IHTMFEMMIETOC CAUORATIOM 
40- &)RFACE2 811511BESPHEWUCLWlHIMD02 \W I-E"OTHW EN IL BUZ APERTUREMOIREFENCED10 0.632A MICSOMLIGHT 
41 TE CLE4R APE WRE Or SURACE2 NLL BE 370- CU NI aGD WMDOj,Q NI. I D 
41 SURFACE 2 IS TO BE POLISHED. ALL OTHER HINDLE SPHERE SURFACES ARE TO BE GROUND 
TO A FINISH EQUIVALENT TOA 20 GRIT OR BETTER AND FELT POLISHED. 
43 SURFACE QUALITY - 50/30, IN ACCORDANCEWTA MIL-O- 383O A. 
I'3 4,4 SURFACE 2 SHALL CONFORMTO NOTE 4.0 AFTER COATING. SURFACE Z SHALL HAVEA HIGH 
REFLECTANCE COATINGAPPLIED. THE MINIMUM AVERAGE REFLECTANCE OF THE SURFACE 
o 2 COATING SHALL BE 95% OR GREATER AT THE SPECTRAL WAVELENGTH OF O.G32 MICRONS 
, WHEN MEASURED NORMAL TO THE SURFACE. 
-. 
SURFACEz 
~.--____ 
I) 
1.9I71OS 
INTEPFEROAETER FO&US0 ? 
CONFIGURATION fl j 
XI-HINDLE) -0 
.. 
I' 
0 
; 
" 
=3" 
--
A5 SURFACE CLEANING SHALLBE IN ACCORDANCEW4ITHPROCEDURE SW 
4,6 SURFACE . 5HAlL BE A SPHERICAL FIGUREOFREVOLUTON11TH JASAPERICL VERTEYRMDISB I 331- 1 OEWIIETR . INTERFEROMETER POCUS% 
18.351 I.E. F-GH. IITERPEROMeTER 
A 
SO0 LINE THMRC INTERFEROMETERMI POINTS14iZ MUSTPSS WHRUG WHESEC~AIW MIRRORURFACE\iITWI f OF THE MECHANICAL CENTER 
f.0 COI0FIGURATIOJ 2. THE Sv-OMDAIZY 80r=E ERROR S%CN-LUAiED BY 'ME EQUTIO, 
E(X,V A OPiD(.,){-ScX).OPD(IV)) - BO(X,V) WHERE E(XV),OPD(,) leBO(XY) ARE DEFINEDIMWTE O 
*X)THE MCEANUREDURFACEERROR .O0rESfOIN8 TO POIMT "X ONTHE iTET GlAS5 
OPC)(X,V) THE MEASURED TRAMSM ITTED VAVEFEONTOPTICALPTH LENGTA DIFFERECE COESIOM 
TO MOINT %V ON 7H. T7ESTGLAS 
7.0 SURFACES a AND 4 SHMALB SPHERICM.ALVITWI 00?.O WAELENGTH VNS OVlER'THE CLEAR APERTUREWEN-
REFERENCED TO 0422. MCMONLIGHT 
TI '14 CLEAR APERTURE Or SURFACESa$41504 4HALL BE *17Z- 'SURFACES SAD 4 TO BE POLISHED ALL OTHER SORFACE- AE "TO BE GROUND TO A 
FIIUIH SQUIIJALEIT 10 k I? GRIT 02 BETTER AID FELT POUSHED. 
73 SLFACE GOLTW-50O/30 IN ACCORDANCE"JITH ML-O-12S5Oh, 
74 SURFACE 3 SHALL COPFORM TO NOTE 7.0 AFTER CO MING. SURFACES 815WLLHAVE A 
REFLECT NCE COATING A SL. THE MINIMUM AVERAGEREFLECTANCEOFTE SU.ACE3 COATI.G ZHALL SE GO. AT *T-E SPECT AL WNVLENGTH C=O, 328 NMICONS 
VJHEMMEASURED NEORAL 'O THE SURPACE. 
7.5 SCARF&CES Z AMD 4 CCSAMIISG SHALL BE MI ACODAWCE 'WIT4 PROCEDURC7G cmkFACIECS A O 4 ZHALL Be SPHERCAL FIGOZE5 OF REVOLUTION 'WITH BODIAL 
SPHERICAL SETEX VAC11 OF ZB1.E'AG-* 
8.O A LINE 7H12OIH IMTERFEROMETER FOCI OIT 143 AND THE MECHANICaL CENTER 
OF 5CRFACE S MUST PASS THROUGH IE ZECOOMOAIY MJPOW SURFACEV3I'TIN 
* OF THE LAEcAAICAL CENTER., UN=U Om 
n m'a 
ll 
wFAvE 4 
"&RFACE 
-
O U TN 
CONFIGURASOM 
(FEAU 
_ _______________ 
Stnza MkILESMA 
-.-.. 
3A~A 
STGlA5 
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OA O. lt 
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NOTE5t 
I.1 THE MATEIRIAL U*ED SHA.L BE CORNI-GC FlED aILICA, C "7940 
- -O 
I THE o OF ALL THE MATEIAL USED TO FABI321CTE AM' MIQQOQL 
BLANK SHALL BE QSOtOOx10' I0N/MpC OVER A TEMPEQAlURE
DANGE OF -Z0' TO 20*C. WITH A 957. CONFIDENCE LEVEL 
2. GLASS QUALITY 
2.1 1ICLUSIONS SUCH AS BEBLES AMD SEEDS WITHIN THE Cb 
CETIMETE TH-ICK "CQITICAL_ RONE 6MOWN ON THE DRAV4IIG 
SHALL NOI EXCEED 0,051 CELTIETE .S I MEAtN DIAMETER, 
THERE SMKAL BE NO MORE T7"4 14AXEQWEOF Ot PEE CBIC CENTIMETIEZ. 
AVE12ACE8%lE OF SUC" IMCLUSOS SHAU. BE NO GEhlEl THAN OO 
CCWT SMiNEW OIMLTEQ. 
?2Z OPAQUE 
ON THE 
THERE 
IM-CWSbIONS'4r14w3 71HE0.4 CENTIMETER WWIQTCA O4 MN 
DPA'NH BMW.. NOT EXCEED0051 CEOTIMETE~b 'IN MEAN- DIAMAETER. 
bHSL BE NO0MOBE THM4 AM ANERAE OCCI PEP, CU5IC CEITMETER. 
a. ANNEAL LA Y 
C 
a.l SIEE2INGENCS ME EASMEVT. SHAL.L BE MADE PERENICULAR. 
TO THE 2 3. CENTUI1EER. SORFACE. THE RELATIVE ETAR.DfIOlRE5ULTINC, FROM PERMANETI~ STRAIN Z"ALL BE wO MaEiz ZOmzova.
~PEEa CTlAETE2 OF LIGHT 0AH01". 
. 
I7 ARc NLITs 
4. THE 'T4?E2. SIDE$ ,SIALL BE IDEMTIFIED By A 0,013 CEJTIMEWEP 
LINE. IDESII CAeACTEZ AND tiME $ALL. BE CIZAWN'PER 
COLOR- FLATr BLACK MATER.IAL QaEQUIQED 
WIDE 
% 
TAPER ON W ACEr 
SAJRFACE. (DO NOT = 
li s- St pasi - Ifl, 
nFE 
twIS 2-a) 
4 REQUIRED 
B 
AG IB 
I REQUIRED 
A UNUMSOIfl UtOhI IM fIA EASTAwflOX O * 
tb~A~mn* .Z$~CM in-~ "BLAN'K. PYLAMID A 
mCEMTi3ETE?%- .. rI E7 MIDO01 viP/pc 
76 
-4 2 
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NOTES: 
. SUMACESI TNOUSM 0 SNAL . B- /PINRICAL FIGUES Or RSVOIZV7TO. "7XIE11ONWA D 
VCRT.CX RAMIS SNILZ E S3O.dltACS CCetTA*'STRS.I/.SURFACES I ThROUNG 4 SNAL NOT DCY/ATS ROM ME SflP,/IC.4t CURVAV*Re BY 
Df~ MOiC71AM 0 OS wA vCL SISTN (Rw41) CTorMCEAA SQU'ARE) AF!XI? N,rlryr 
COAT/NG (WA YCLC.YcrN /iCPSRZC' IS a 6326 M/CRq0S) AS- AFCASOREB NTM TI/C 
TE5Sr SCT-QaP ISfowN / v' a 231-lea. nrc. GR/D SA C//Vs OF 7ZE JAt/t 90/57 Civwr 
mWEMIRROR SURFACE S//ALL N4or aca-s 0. 06 CC//1rxtri. 
Z CLCAR APtRWhRc 
A.1 SORFACZZS I NR00NVSWALL.41 /AVt A 
Br A DIAMETER OP * CC/ITSRS. 
CLEAR APEfRMAPE ABO'M.OC OW'7/IC 0t'TS/t 
2.2 FOR ALL MIRROR TESTS RSC 
AN UNCOATB CLEAR fPEV TQ 
COAT//C, 
ROU/Ie 
SURFAC S / N/IROVOW 4 S4/ALL I VA 
ON r/"l OrXS, "CBY A PDAN 7CR OC 
'# Em rMAETPCS MNImU 
,I SURFACES /AR/IES 
/20 C,/r OR BCTTr7) 
P-PCI 
AMP 
/SNC. ALL 'or1/R. -GROUND 
PCLT Pot'sIAeP 
TO A P/ S/ qV/C VALEC// m" 
4 REFLeCT/VS COAT/N 
4.1 SOMRCCS / 7/IROUOS * SMALL' COAORM T" 1/o"t A/ AP"rlR C0rt4G. 
+2 SURFACeS I r#ROUNdI SALL BC COAT7C. W1771 &00 AAST7ROMS Of ALTERAY 
C 4fj 
WIT/I ZEt ANS7R/oNtS OFr NACI~rs/CM AZO/iA. AS A RROT rtfl' C047A4'C. 
SURFACES I TN/iOQGN * SNWAZL NA1I A 4N/AVON R4-PC.AMC& Or' 70,y AT A 
WAVCLC//CTM or 0 /ZO0 AICROe NSA. A Af/AY~mQ e4',rtC/C OPe 4W. A 
0.63&0 RI/040/S /E/AVSOCA 'RALINCIDE1/CZ. 
ASSEMBLY - 4 POUS415D rACIMI 
-45*94CZ CLEANINGS SMALL BE IN ACCORDAN/CE WIT/ *. 
5. m7e LOCAT/OsVS OP M/I CENTER' o CO/iwVTOIW Or SaRFACRS / TIIROVS11 I APTAW 
RqrZAECT1VC COAT/Ne SI/ALL Be MCAS//RcB WI7T/p77 sepoP S/IOWA' /IN DRaf S. 
MO 
X/ 
rz 
t//.ZOCAr7/0/S OP 
SI/OWN IN Del/L 
M~E ofl/CA YS/irl 
TA'S ceNTER OP COiv.4 /rSw CA' TMc RSAcReA'CC 
MAL B1 dC /ry *~ CAW7/A1Ecw. 
01/ SvRFACeS I r&,eoUcN 4 S//ALL BA wiT/IA ' 
rC4V3AT 
CC/IT/rmt s 
9' 
tO j 
RADIALLY 
SURFCACES 
Or rV.c AME-csACAL Vt/R7Z. 
LABELED w1TP/ 77/C /.Oe/rIrCA 710. LI/IC 04' zzal-lz/ S/ALL St 
IA'Ste SCWCACES xWICIN/MTALC C Ow SVMRAAC 4 
4. SURiFA CE BO0/INM MA4LL Be /# ACCORDAN/CE £174' * SA'ML 
7. A SURFACE OtMLTY OF I0-I SMALL St 6OAL 14/t 
/0A ReUIrCt&NT; $ItL-O-13030A 
A SoUoc oUAMY OF 
SO/IrA / RAC52 
d IB 
a THEWMXIMUM WreACE R0UG#$ESS SU BC /C MSSTROIM RPS.1, 
CLEAR(SEC APERTUREMO7X 2)x a 
I-I 
SURFiA 053 SOPA CC -f SEC I/OTE s 
A tntan~kMAKE< FROM O fflY WZPYRAMID MIR ROR,A 
IP 
-I PILS I 247 WaI/pc 
-~~~ lm - -- Am 
8 1 7 1 6 1 411
 
a 7 6 5 4 32II II -
NOTES II 
1.0AN ACCEMPTABIETEST INTERFROGRAM MAY CONTAN A IM 0F * W 
TO A DECIJNTERING OF THE VERTEX OF TRE IYRAIAM MIRROR FACET 
OP * C-. COMA IS NEFiNEDIN WTE FOL INS FIGURE I 
ACOM . THS COMA CORRESPONDS 
RESLITQE TO THE TEST MYIS 
0') -- L' 
rlAPERTURZ: 
20 IN CONFIGURTION '1 THE PYR'AMID MIRROR FACET SURFACE ERROR IS CALCULATED BY TE EQUAiON I 
5(~)- YZOPD(VxN)- ES34 PT 0v)B(X.Y) INTE RRmER TE~LS YAID MIRROR 
WHERE EVxY) IS EQUAL TO THE PYRAMIO MIRROR SURFACE ERROR AT POINT XYY 'ONTH -FACE qmNE 
AS THE S OF T4E ACTUALISURFACE MINUS THrESAG OF E ESIRED SURFACE. (NCeC A H4IU-ON THEACTUAL UJRFACEIS A POSITIVE SURFACE ERROR). OPO (Y.- -E MEASURED WAVFRONT OPTICAL 
pATl-ILIENGTHDFFERENCE CORRESPONOI NG TO POIN'T 1Y 0M W E P 1 MIRROR FACET SURFACE. 
THE OP SIGN CONVENTION IS TAT A.POSrIVE O0 VALUE CORRESPONDS TO A L-E4OI WA'EFROMT 
SUCH AS WOULD BE PRODUCED Bf A HILL ON THE PYRAMID MIRROR FACET SUIACE. 0 (,Y) IS EQUOAL 
TO THE BAC OIT EQUATION FOR TEST RESIDUALS. THE VALUEOF THE ACIJT EGUATION AT POINT XY 
IS TO BE AOCD1 Tl VGALUE OF SURFACE OPO AT POIT XY AS StATED IN THE PRECEING EQUATION. 
THE BJ tJT EQUATION FOR THE PYRAID MIRROR fA T SURFACE CONTOUR IS A RADIALLY 
SYMETRC FUNCTION EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF CENTIMETERS I O(XY)- *. SOX.Y) - T E MEASURED 
SURFACE ERROR CORESPONDIN, TO POINT gy ON E TEST t AS. OpD.1(Xy) - THE MEASUIRED TRANSM11TED WAVEFRONT OPTICAL FfTHLENGTH DIFFERENCE CORRESPONDIN TO POINT XY ON WE 
c TEST G SR 
3.0 SURFACE I SHALL BE PIANO AND SURFACE 2 SHALL SE SPHERICAL WITHIN 0.-2 WAVELENGTH RMS SUACE I SURFACE ., 
OVER TH CLEAR APEmURE WHEN REFIRNCED TO 0.632W MICRON LIGHT. 
S. THE CLEAR APERTURE OF SURFACES I AND Z SHALL BE I10 CENTIMETERS MINIMUM IN DIAMETE. 
3.2 SURFACES I AND S TO BE POLISHED. ALL OiER SURFACES 
EQUIVALENT TO A IZO GCRTOR BETIER AND FELT POLISHED. 
ARE TO BE GROUND TO A FINISH CONIFIGURATO! 
3.3 SURFACE QU1ALITY - 50/S0 IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL - i3830A. (FIZEAU - TEST GLASS) 
J4 SURFACE 2 SHALL CONFORtM TO NOTE 3.0 AFTER COATIMG. SURFACE SHALL HAVE A 
REFLECTANCE COAiNG APPLED."iEE MINIMUM AVERAGE REFLECTANCE OF WE SURFACE Z 
AuCOAiNG SHALL BE 60. AT THE SPECTRAL WAVELENGTH OF 0.6328 MICRONS WHEN 0.149 
MEASURED NORMAL- T THE SURFACE . MOINT CIA TEMPLATE 
3.5 SRFACES I AND a CLEAMING SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROCEDURE =. PFOJECfl145 
SURJACE 2. SHALL BE A SPHERICAL FIGURERADPIUS OF B0664'!-'.,,'- OF RIEVOLU'tON WITH NOMINAL SPHERICAL MICROSCOP L 
4.0 A LINE T ROUGH THE INTERFEROMETER FOCUS AND WE MECHANICAL CENTER OF SURFACE aZ MUST PASS HROUGH THE P1tA MIRROR FACET SUWRACE WITHIN 4 OF THE MECI-NICAL CENTER. 
5.0 IN CONFIGURAION* THE ONE PYRAMAID MIRROR. 
FOUR PYRAMID MIRROR FACETS (SEE 02B1 -I t) ARE COMBINED INTO 
. I 
60 THE POINT PROUECTED BY THE MICROSCOPE SMALL BE LESS THAN Z MICRONS IN DIAMETER. FO.e ONI 
00 0
~~ 0~A FOUR POIN7S ON 
FOUR FACET 
PRJI 
0 a TEMAP-ATE iO CENTER CORR5SPONDING OFCURVATURES 
OF PYRAMID FACETS. 
CONFURAnOW 2 
PYRAMID MIRROR A 
± L-a-.& Z-I4 1*9 ACCE tNE TES-T 
A'ZII'WA 
CONFIGURA-inm WF/PC 
___ 
"~23I-I2 
2B3 7 6 t 4 T 
8 7 I6 6 j 4 I3 2 
NOTES 
I,MATERIALI 
.1THE MATERIAL USD SHALL BI CORNIMG " FLUED 
ILICA., NO -7940 
IZ.I THE et OFALL eThMATERIAL USEDTO FABRICATE ANY 
MIRROR BLANK SHALLBE O.Ot O 0OZXIO* IN/INP-C 
9E_ ATEMPERATPRE RANGE CF-W TO 7.0-C WITH A95 -.CONFIDUNCE LEVEL. 
2.GLASS QULITYt
2.1 INCLUSONS SUCPASBUBBLESMO SEEDS'JT 1A 4iHEOA CEnTIjdETER 
WICACETICM.Ow"V ON WE mwHcMG~L NOTEtuzo 
OBm CENTIMVEERS 114 UtKN OwmA:TsE 
THERE SHALLBENO MORE THAN A4 AVERAGE OF0 OZ PE 
CUBIC CENTIMETER, AVERAGESIZE OF SUCHINCLUSIONSSHALL 
BE NOGREATERTBMX0 O00 C E NTESIII MEAN DI4ACTER. 
2.2. CPAE INCLUSIONIS%%TEHIN*nHt 0.4 CENTIMETER. *rwICv. 
CRITICAL Z.ONr SHOWVNON THE DquAJI N HLOT 
ECEED 0 051 CE4TUtTE5 IN &EJhN, O*NEET"EEE 
45"A.U. SE NO MOZE TRAbIV ALLNUAEPAGE O5 C.01 PEP 
C 
ANNEAL 
5IREFRINGENCE MAUIZEMENTE, SAIALL BE MADE 
PEZPNDICJL 0 1O"TE5G0 CEAYIMdETEE. SO2rAE. NWE 
LZELNTINE RETK9flATION BESULTIMIS FEM PEQNAEMT aQAIN 
GMLL BE NO NOME THAN, SaOt, PER CE*TWStTEP OF LICIT PAiTh. +5.815 IMF 
l.00 oa 
i 
__o. __ _ 
.O8t45 OAIAFERto4 
L 4CRITICAL ZONESEE NOTE 2 
8 I 7 I 62 5 
-To BE DETERMINSO 
UNLESS Ofl4MflISK SPECIMED MAnIRIAL 
.,t~c±.02SCM SEE NOTE I 
CEtITR 
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'~' FNISH 
I - _______ ...... 1 _2/i 
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 
KOA 0PPAOmI IVI ISAN RMRYMRO 
Il/IT/is PLAN4ETARY CAMERA,twIrBCS 
, 
N° D23I- 14 
1 
1 '8 Ik 7 I B I 5 4 I 3 I 2 I 
1.SURFACE I SMALL BE A FIGUREOTHE ASPHERIC EOUATION OF REVOLUTION AND SHALL CONFORM 
X= Tj-,~ ±EY4 IFy'i(GY 0 41" 
WHERE 
X aG 114CEN4TIMETERS OF'THE ASPHERIC SURFACE RELATIVE TO A PLANE 
LOCATED AT THE VERTEX AMPNORMAL TO THE OPTICAL AXIS&
SI.l.8OO 
I,1THE NOMINAL VERTEX RADIUS OF THE ASPHERIC SURFACE SHALL BE 5I.1GOOjSE26CETIMETERS 
12 SURFACE i SHALL NOT DEVMTe FROM THlE ASPAERIC CURVATU. BY MOEe THANOO15 WAVELENGTII CRMS) 
(ROOT MEANMSQLAR)AFIER REFLECTIVE COATING.(WAVELENGTH REFERENCE IS 0.6529 MICRONS) 
AS MEASUREDWITH THE TESTSET-UP SHOWNtND23Il26T1GRIDSPACINGOPTHE SAMPLEPOINTS OR 
THE MIRROR SURFACE SHALL NOT EILCEED 0.15 CENTIMETEIS. 
I.8THE ASPHER(CTABLE Ct COEFFICIENTS SHOWN BELOWIS BASED 0N THENOMINALVALUEOPTHE VERTEXRADIUS. 
K= - O.ls E'0.O F-0.0 
G= 0.0 H= 0,0 
2. CLEAR APERTUREi 
2.1 SURFACE-L SMALLHAVEA CtSAR NP TUR.SOLIIDED OR THEOUTSIDEBY A DIAMETER OF S.295 
CENTIMETERS MINIMUM AD ONTHE INSIDE BY A DIAMETER OF I.S10 CENTIMETERS MAXIMUM. 
2.2 FOR ALL MIRROR TESTS BEFORE COATINGI SURFACE- i SHALLHAVEAN UMCOATEDCLEAR 
APERTURE BOUNDED ON THE OUTSIDE Y ANDIAMETER OF 5.29 CENTIMETERS MINIMUM 
AND OIJTI1 145105BYA CIRCLE OP I.870 CENTIMTZRS MAXIMUM,.0 
3. SURFACES MARKED -P" POLISHED, ALL OTHESRSGROUND TO INFINISH EQMVALENT 
GRIT OR BETTER AND FELT POLISHED. .. 
TO I'.O SFAE l.fACE 
SF 
5 C) 
4. REFLECTIVE COATING:z 
ol 4.1 SURFAE-1 IALLCONFORMTO NOTE It.AFTER COATING. 
4.24 SURFACE - . S"KLL BE COATED WIT4 eOOANGSTROMS OF ALUMINUM V4TH 250 ANGSTROMS I 0 
OF MAGNESIUM FLUORIDE AS A PROTECTIVE COATING. 
43 SURFACE-6. SHALL HAVEA MINIMUM R FLECTANCE OF 7O/- AT AWAVELeIGTH OF O.AZOC 
MICRONS AND A MINIMUM REFLECTANCE OF"81 AT 06"28 MICRONS Vat MEASUED AT MOW4AL INCIDENCE. 
4A SURFACE CLEANING SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCEWITH P 
S.THE OPTICAL VERTEX SHALL BE WITHIN + CENTIMETERS RADIALLY OFTHE MECHbICALVERTEX. CLEE NOTE RT 0 
S SYSTEM AXES: E..N B 
G.1 ANGULAR ORIENTATION OF THE Y AXIS SHALL CONSIDER OPTIMtaKTION OF THE ASSEMBLED --
SYSTEM WAVEFRONT BY ROTATIONAL MATCIHG OF THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARYMIRRORS. 
G.2 THE Y AXIS SHALL BE IDENTIFIED BY A O.01 CENTIMETER WIDE LINE ON SURFACEZ. , 
IDENTIFYING CHARACTER AND LINE SHALL BE DRAWN 
COLOR FLAT BLACK NAT1L REQ'D. 
PER V. 
7. THE AUTOCORRELATIrM LENGTHAOF THE SYSTEM WAVSFRONT ERROR SHALL BE 0.12S 012 
LONGER WHEN MOOELEDAS A GAUSSIAN FUNCTION0-2 0 rYCLE-S PER PUPIL DIAM4ETER . OVER THE SPATIAL FREQUENCIES FROM CL-AD J- -AAPEPTIJPE 
B SURFACE QUALITY 20-S. MIL-O-138ThOA. 
S. THE MAXIMUM SURFACE ROUGHNESS S4LL BEEO ANGSTROMS RMS. 
*TO BE DETERFAIKIED 
iA 
A 
UNLES OTHERWISESPEIFIKO 
w.....-.. 025CM 
MATERIAL 
WIE FROM DZSI-Z4-
EUETRA ODAK CO. 
ROCNS R, NAME PRIMARY UIRP O A 
"I"N" PLANIETARYCAMAERA 
- I4$I ICsIMLTERFIIS 
8 7 6 4. 2 
c 
A 
1, 
20 
10 
40 
BI7 6 5EN---
rEST CONP/GU.Ar/OSN MEN £4 
AN ACC,'PTABI 4LTEST/ NTCRP-ROSRAMI MAY CON7A/A' A "MAX o- * WAVE eOMA.I, 
rWO ALTERNAuTI MA VC zSAC/S//D 
"NZ O' CAf. i'm 
POLLO #//NO fIGURC COMA 
MIRROR PEILArI6y M,m T/CES AX/S it COMJA /S 771O 
PEURA
 
IN CO/IGURAT/ON )/ 7//E PR/MARY-MIRROR FVPACX CRROR IS CAL C/hATED .BY 
TH-- EQU417/1/ 
E(X, Y1)-L'OPb 0S Y) + BO (X,Y) WIIREZ CV, Y) /5 EQUAl 70 ME' PR/MA4RY MfIRROR 
SURFACE -ERIOR AT PO/NT X, Y M-i D - AS OP T' tON SURFACE E- TrlC SAG 
ACTUAL SURFACE At/NCS TI/C SAS Or TA' adFSrNeD SURFA C. ANCW, A '/LL"ON 
n'r ACTUAL SURFAC-" IS A POST/VC SURACE SRNOR. OP0 (Al Y) - 7//C MEASUR D 
WAVErROn OPT1CAL P474' LE'GTW .fO/PPERLCX CORRPSPO//.0/AG MO POINT X, YON 
TE PRIARY MIRROR TURACe. T,Me OP '/6// CONVC-//oN IS M/AT A POSITIV 
OPD VALUE CORRESPOND TO A4 ADI/G6 WAVISPRO//r SUCM AS WOULD BC PRODCCEO 
BY A M/It 4N T/ONC PR/MARY MWIRTROR SURFACE. 80 (., Y) IS EQ c/AL TO r/Cw SaC//OCT 
1FQ&04/NAVR TST RC/UZ.Tr VALUE or MX- SAC//O&TUr O774 AT Po/WT 
Xly As rB R AD.De TO TI/C VAZeCaOFsuRA'ACC OD AT PO/IT XYAS STATE.) ///M7F 
PAZnA6ZUrlw w AACrAcaro PRhffARY A//SpaR S"VA-AC 
CONTOUR IS A TAD/AL Y SYMM/dcT/ PU//CT/0/ I bXRSCW17S OF' CSA'T/A/ISS.' 
BO (X. Y)r-*. 
1 ERROR CA BY 
7/ E-UA@ATIC//:
5(x, Y)-+ OP(.,-*R(X,Y), +50 (X,.Y) Wm/CRe £CAY), OPR(XJY) AND a0(X,?) ARE 
IN CO//./SCRATION *2 h,'C PR/MARY fIRROR SURFACE 15 .ZA'4. 
DETCRM/NCIMD PROM .PI/SC? CAL/BRAT/OrI WITW AN ///TRqFLWOMCYAW. 2O(X, Y)­
2 1 1 .1 
oD2S/- /2
-ha 4 I 
HIe 
,rncovscrcm FCSZ 
0 
0 
CONFIGURATION W (RROncrLR cpr) .4 
IllTEAPA oMErTSR PCa/ / 
COM/GURA 7/ON Y/ ('/RET 7YrAMN-SqtEW) 
MATERAL oUNLESSOThERWISESPECIFIED EASTAN KODAKCO.. .. 
£ AOCESE-tNY 7AMSPAV/CTARY CAMA_ 
____________- PL -.- IS' 71 /ARY MIRROR CEPAC 
A 
2a 7 6 5 4~ 3o~/-2 
8 7 	 6 
NOTESNI 
D I. MATERIAL, 
1.1THE tWEjI AL USED SHAa BE 
CORJING' PUSED GILICA, NO 1940. 
LZTHE C OFALLTE,MATERIAL USO TO FABqLC&TE ANY 
MIRROR BLkNK SHALLBE QSO ±OOZx IO'tIN/ rC 
OVER ATEMPERATURE RkGE OF-OTO aO'C WITH A 
951%CONIDEONCELEVEL. 
2,GLASS QUALITfY 
2,l	INCLUSIONS SUCH AS UBBLES AND SEEDS WIIN 
ThTEQ4 CENTIMETER WICK *CRITICAL ZOWE'*SIOW ON THE 
DRAWING SHALL Jar E)ED 00S1 CENTIMETERS, IN ME'LN A$ EER. 
THERE SHALL 0e O MORE THAN AN AVERAGGOF O.Oa PER 
CUBIC CENTIM.TER. AVERAGE GIZE OF SUCHINCLUH)4G SH1-L-
BENO GRELTEI TRHN0 0O CENTIMTERS IN MEAN DMMETER 
2.2 OPAQUE IUcLUSIQNS1 WITHIN THE 0.4 CmEM 1WcJ<to 
CRITICAL ZONE SHOWN ON THE DRAWIG . SHAj WO SX eED 
0.o1 C MgTERS IN MEAN DIAMETER. THEE SNTL SC NO MOCO 
AN AVERAGE F 0 a Pa CUBIC CENTIMTER. 
C aANEAL 
31 BREFRUGECMASUREMEFNTS SHALL BE W4AD PERPENDICULA 
To THE 171 CENTIMTE SURFACE. TH R trW RmxON 
RESULTING FROM PER~NENT STRAIN SHALLXW NO MORE THAJ 
20 MlL PER CENT1METER OR LIGHT PA h 
4 	 3 I 2
 
DiItrI~ 
NLBAN 
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+06 
-0,4 CRIflCAL ZONJE 
=Tof BE DETERMINED 
UNISS OT~tWh5!PICIPE M~mAL 
.02 C. SEE more: L 
CEITILETRS 
PINJB 
joC~~~n~NO4I 
LASTIMAN KOOAK CO. 
nosfn.N 
4.It~tt '.1117/78 
ICEITEWS 
CCCwoDZ3 
2 
C7M 
AMSBLANI4SECON~e MIRROR, 
PLANETARY CAMERA 
WF/P 
IIZ7 
___________________________________ 
B 7 6 5 S4' 3 2 
NOTES L 
1. SURFACE i SHALL BE A FIGURE 
TO THE ASPHERIC EQUATION OF REVOLUTION AND SHALL CONFORM 
X= Cy
1+41. (IC+I)C' +EY' tFY' +GY' +HY' 
WHERE t 
I(" SAG INCENTIMETERS OFTHE AZPHERIC SURFACE RELATNE TO APLAN 
LOCATED AT THE VERTEX AND NORMAL TOTHE OPTICAL AXIS 
C. I 
Z3,4330 
1.1 THE NOMINAL VERTEX RADIUS OF THE ASPHERIC SURFACESHALL BE a 4330 t042 CENTIMETERS, 
I. SURFACEi. SHALLNOTDEVIATE FROMTHEASPHERtCCURVAIUREBY MORE THAN 0.015 WAVELENGTH (R145) 
(ROOT MEAN SqURE)AFTER REFLECTIVECOATING.(WAVELENGTH REFERENCE IS 0.6328 MICRONS)
AS MEASUREDWITH THETEST SET-UPSFO IN)DZSI-129.TIEGRID SPACINGOFTHE SAMPLEPOINTSON1 
THE MIRROR SURFACESHALLHlOT EXCEED 0.05 CENTIMETERS. 
O". 
1.3THE ASPHERIC. TABLEOFCOEFFICIENTSK-0 =O0 SHOWNBVELOWISBASED ON T"E NOMINALVALUEOFTHEVERTEXRADIUS.F=.O--
G- 0.0 H 0.0 
c 2. CLEAR APERTURE t 
2.1 SURFACE-i SHALLHAVEA CLEAR APERTUREOF .597 ± " CENTIMETERS DIA TER. 
2.2 FOR ALL MIRROR TESTS BEFORE COATING,SURFACE .SHALLNAVEAN UNCOATED CLEAR 
APERTURE OF I*lt * CEMTIMETERS DIAMETER. 
c 
S. SURFACES MARKED 'P' POLISHED ALL OTHERSGROUND TO A FINISH EQUIVALENT TO 120 
GRIT OR BETTER AND FELT 'POLISGD. 
4. REFLECTIVE COATING, 
p_ Al SURFACE -i SIALLCONFORMTO MOTS1. AFTER COATING. 
4.2 SURFACE-i SHALL BE COATEDWITH 800 ANGSTROMS OF ALUMINUM WITH 2SO ANGSTROMS 
OF MA.GNESIUM FLUORIDE. ASA PROTECTNh.COATING. II 
SURFACE/ 2 (NOTE4) 
43-SURFACE-1 SHALLHAVE A MINIMUM REFLECTANCE OF 701 AT AWAVELENGTH OF 0.IZOO 
44 
MICRONS AND AMINIMUM REFLECTANCE OF GSZ AT06328 MICRONS. WHENMEASURED AT NORMALINCIDENCE, 
SURFACECLEANING SHALL SE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROCEID)URE f -I 
S.THE OPTICAL VERTEX SHALL 1BEWITHIN * CENTIMETERES PAALLY OF 19E MECHANICAL VERTEX. 
S SYSTEM A)(ES t 
G.I ANGULAR ORIENTATIONOFTHE YVAXIS SHALL CONSIDEROPTIMIZATION OF THE ASSEMBLED 
SYSTEM WAVEFRONT BY ROTATIONALMATCHING OF THE PRPIMRY AND SECONDARYMIRRORS. 
G2 THE YVAXISSHALL BE IDENTIFIED BY A 0 013 CENTIMETER WIDE LINE ON SURFACE 2. 
jCEAR A:2I]I__---. 
. 
B 
IDENTIFYING CHARACTER AND LINE SHALL Be DRAWN PER 4. 0 I 
* COLOR - FLAT BLACK MAT'L REC'O. 2.43R 
7. THE AUTOCOPRELATION LENGTH OF THE SYSTEM WAVEFRO4r ERROR SHALL .E4IS OR 
LONGER WHEN MODQ DAS, GAUSSIAN FUNCTION CAER THE SPATIAL FREQUENCIES FROM 
0-20 CYCLES PER PUPIL DIAMETER. 
8.SURFACE qUITY : MIL-0-13oA.SURAC 
9. THE MAXIMUM SURFACEROUGHNESS SHALL BE 30 ANGSTROMS RMS. 
I ) 
*=TO Be DETERMINED 
LUM; OT IOmu m W 1A
.026CM MAKE FROM D2t-127 
~fllfl~U* ~ CENTIMETERS 
EA0STAWKOM CO. 
Otn I-T 
n'Hnts 12/4/18
7WF/PC 
r-1 SCONDA<Y 
PLANETARZY 
MIRROR 
CAMERA 
A 
M ,-j . . . I - . 2F 1L-OA81 
1 7 15 
-4/1 
A jS43 
Daa231 ­ 128 
8I7 I6 	 4 3 2 
-a ­
Ifl-rJO ALTERNATE TEST CONFIGURAllONS HAVE BEEN ESTALISHED. 	 " 
ZO 	AM CCEPTABLE TEST 'tGERFROGRAMlAY CONTAIN A,tIA OF W WAVE COMtA. 
THISCOMA CORRESPONDS TO A DECENTErING OF THE ERTEX OF THE SECONDARY 
RELATIVE TO THR TEST A GSOF C., COMAIS OEFEO INTHE FOLLOWING FIGURE D 
oU COM4A 04IRDL
SPHERE 
APERTURE 	 INTERFEROMSTER FOCUS~t I AND HIMDLESPHERE C O C 
OPD(Y)-I/NLM(XY)-t-O(,Y)THE SE 	 EY) ACLTDE(XY)I/4aoINC;MD&JA11I Fl, OR gO WHERESn FC ROiSFIEQUALTO fTCEUTO 	 UFTHE SECONOARY MIRO SFACE ERROR AT POIOT Xy ON THE SURFACE. DEFINED AS 
THE SAG OF THE ACTUAI. WRFACE MINUS, THE SAO OF THE DSIRED SURFAE. (HENCe-

A 'HILLV ON THE ACTUAL SURFACEIS A POSITIVE SURFACE ERROR). OPD(,Y)= TIRE
 
MEASURED WAVEFROMT OVTICAl- PATH LENGTHDIFFERENCE CORRESPONDING TO"POINT
 
X Y ON THE SECONDARY MIRROR SURFACE. THE PO SIGN COWENTION IS THAT A
 
POSITIVE OPD VALUECORESPONDS TOA LEAfIG WVAEFROIT SUCH AS VOULD M PRODUCGO
 
BY A 'RILL ON THE SECOMOAR: mIRROR: &RFAC. BO 6h'f) IS EOLAL TO THE EACKOF
 
EQUATIOM FORTET RESIDUALS. THE VALE OF IRE BAQCJT EQUATION Ar PNT XYII
 
* 	 'TOE ADD.D TO THE VAMU O SURFACE OPD AT POINT"IY AS STATEDIMTHE 0
 
Ol THE SCONR l MIRROR SUZFMC
QUkTIO. THE BACIKOUTEQUATIONCONTOUR 	 FUNCTION D(PRESSED CENTIMETERS.PRECEDINGISA RADALLY SYMMETRIC t UNITS OF SC ( Y): I4.N (XY) - THE HINDLE SPH ERE suRFACE7 ERROR AS DETEP.tIM FpCoM DIRECT INTERFE'P.OM*E'rg' CALIBRPATION, 9 Irg ,1-.,' 
- 4.0 SURFAkCE2 SHL BE. !SPHERICAL- WM4IM 0 02 WAVELENGTH RMS OVER THRECLEAR APERT"URE 
- )EN ,REFERENCED TO O.6SZ IMICRON LIGHT. INTERFEOMETE2 FOCUS*.0
 
A.I, SURFACE Z. IS TO BE POLISHED. ALL OTHER HInDLE SPHERE SURFACES ARE TO BE GRO ND
 
TO A FINISH EQUNALENT TOA GRMIT AND MEET
1O OR SETTER POLSHOD.	 r 
4.11 SURFACE QUALI Y - SO/S, IN ACCOROAICE. WITH MIL-O-ISSSO A. COMFIGURATOA =4 j 
m 4.3 SURFACE 2 SHALL CNFORM TO NOTE 40 AFTER. COATING. SURFACE 2 SHALL HAVEA HIGH HINOLE)
iI REFLECTANCE COATING APPLIED. THE MINIMUM AVEZAGIEREFLECTANCE OF THE SURFACE 
ko 	 2 COATING SHALL BE 95% OR GREATER ATTHE SPECTRAL WAVELESkTH OF &GS2 MICRONS 
WREN MEASURED NORMAL TO THE SURFACE. m 
44 SURFACE CLEANING SHALLBE WITH PROCEDURE -lCIN A.CCORDANCE 
REVOLLTION 	 WITH A NOMINAL VERTEX RADIUS INTERFEeOMETER FOCUS% 04 5 SURFACE 2. SKALL BE A SPHERICAL FIGURE OF 

OF Z5.290 ±CeNTIMETER.5
 
46 TUE CLEAR APERTURE OF SURFACE a SHALL. BE 3 93S5C'C MI 0 AND 0.844C- MAX LB. INTERFEROIATER SFHEJCAL TEST GLASS
 
S- SO A L[NE THROUGH INTERFEROMETER. FOCI POINTS I t a MUST PASS THROUGH THE SURFAC a,

-

B . IRRO SL)RA "IM OFTHE MECKANICA-
ECONARY CANT3ER
 
60 IN CONFIGURATION - ,E SECONDARY MIRROR SURFACE ERROR IS CALCUL ATED BY"
 
THE EQUATION (M).-/OFo( (Y) -F xx) * OI T (yYl."O CX,')
 
WHERE E(X,), OPDQ4VY, B0(1,V) A MEDERNEDa
IN 
s (x~r C MEASURED SURFACE ERROR CORRESPOWIG TO FOIta X,Y OCH1TIETEST GLADE.OPID ,!- TIlE MEASURED TRANSMITTED WAVEFROrT OPTICAL FATHLEIGTH DIFFERIENCE
 
CO IGI TO POINT X, ON THE TEST GLASS.
 
17.0 	 SURFACE S It 4 SHALL BE SPHERICAL WITHIN O.C WAVELZNGTH RMS OVER THE CLEAR APERTURE .URRFACE4
 
WHEN REFERENCED TO 0.,328 MICRON LIGHT. * 0.31
 
F 	 FA E1.1 	 THE CEAR APEITURE O SUR C S " 4 SHALL BE *­
,'7.Z 	 SURFACES Z t40 T E POUSHED, ALL OTHER SLRFACE ARE TO E GROUND TO A FINISH EQUIVE
 
TO A 10 GRIT OR BETTER AND FE.T POLISHED. COFIGUEATION O Z
 
7.3 	 SU ACE QUAlIT"Y - 50/20 IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-O- -1 A. (ZEAu)
 
74 SURFACE 3 SHALU, CONFORM TO OTE ATER COATING. 3 HAVE
10 SURFACE SHALL 	 AREFlECTANCE COATIMGAPPLIED. THE MINIMUM AVERAGE REFLECTANCE OF -TiE SURFACE 5
 
COATING SHALL BE 60%, AF THE 5ECTRAL WAVELENGTH OF O.63Z. MICRONS ± To BE DETERM4INED
 
WHEN MEASURED, NORMAAL TO THE SURFACE. 
 IK 
AS SURFACES S t 4 CLEAINING StALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROCDURE ' -- cna P A. 
'T6 SURFACJES 34 4 SHALL BE SPHERICAL FIGURES OF R UJTICN WITH NOMINAL_ SPHICAL, 0 1/2(79 IRRO CCEPTANCE TST"MIR
CENTIMETERS 
ETROF SURFACE 3 - -- ,m COI-JFGUk~floH, wIMPc 
VERTEX RADII OF -3 4330 ± A .i 
8.0 	 A LINE THROUGH INTERIFEROMETER FOCI PO~sADTCME-*IA 

MUST PASS THROUGH 714C SECONAR MIRROR SURFC E WITHIN *OF TH'E MECHANICAL CENTER. . L2 "Z- -r
 
8 7 	 51 t a 4--- T3 ­
